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EVERYTHING'S UP 
... OR IS IT? 
Prices, temperature , even hemlines ! Is there anything that has held the line? 
Well, yes. Electricity. And it hasn't just held the line, but has actually 
pushed it down. For instance, since 1937 the cost of living has doubled. But 
the price an average family pays for electricity has gone down about one-third. 
That means electricity is the biggest bargain in your family budget today ! 
And electric light and power companies-like yours-are doing their best to 
see that it stays that way. 
"MEET CORLISS ARCHER"-ABC-Fridays-9:30 P.M., Eastern Time. 
UIRGIDIA ELEETRIE ADD POWER EOfflPADY 
• l 
1886 Douglas Southall Freeman 1953 
In Dr. Freeman's passing, the University of Richmond mourns 
the loss of its most distinguished alumnus. The thousands of our 
alumni will join me in paying tribute to him as having contributed 
more to his day and generation than any among them. 
Even as a youthful student in college he bore the unmistakable 
stamp of future greatness. As editor of the student literary maga-
zine and as the outstanding orator in college, he early exhibited the 
talents that later were to mark his career. Graduating at the young 
age of eighteen, he continued his education for four years of bril-
liant graduate work at Johns Hopkins University, where he received 
his doctorate of philosophy. Since that time more than a score of 
universities and colleges have recognized his accomplishments with 
honorary degrees. 
Among Dr. Freeman's many diversified interests, few-if any-
were closer to his heart than the education of youth. Serving on 
many educational boards, foundations, and committees-the most 
recent being the Senate of Phi Beta Kappa to which he was elected 
last year-he possessed a broad understanding of the problems 
facing the country's institutions of higher learning. And he never 
let pass an opportunity to speak out in support of sound, liberal 
educational policies. 
His interest in education was demonstrated most clearly by his 
quarter century of service on the Board of Trustees of the University 
of Richmond. For sixteen of those twenty-five years he served as 
Rector of the Board. His leadership during this important period 
in the institution's history was responsible, in large measure, for the 
University's growth and progress and for its educational program. 
He contributed generously of his time, his talents, and his resources 
to the strengthening of his Alma Mater. 
While the passing of this great man will be universally mourned, 
to me the grief and sense of loss are much more personal. Dr. Free-
man was largely responsible for my election to the position I hold. 
In the early years of my administration as President of the Univer-
sity of Richmond, I turned to him for counsel and guidance more 
than to any other person except my predecessor, Dr. Boatwright. 
The judgment of both men, based on experience, patience, and 
deep understanding, was infallible. 
I would say of Dr. Freeman what he said of another great man in 
another sad hour: "There probably was not a single day in his adult 
life when he did not seek more knowledge that he might have larger 
wisdom." To those of us in education who are servants of knowl-
edge and wisdom, we can best honor his memory by striving ever to 
achieve the high ideals he always held for his Alma Mater. 
-George M. Modlin 
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DR. DOUGLAS SOUTHALL FREEMAN 
THE sun-spangled Saturday morning was a lure to any man, and Dr. Douglas 
Freeman, in his old clothes, was digging 
around the dogwood and magnolia in 
"Westbourne," and tamping in fertilizer 
- "feeding the trees," he called it. 
"Y'know," he said, straightening, pick in 
hand , ''I've always been blessed with en-
ergy. It's an endowment for which I can't 
take any credit. But I've felt all my life that 
laziness is a sin against the Holy Ghost!" 
Mrs. Freeman smiled at the earnest face 
across which leaf shadows were playing, and 
her husband bent to work with satisfaction. 
At 10: 30 he went to the yellow-walled 
air-conditioned attic workroom to devote the 
rest of the morning to Chapter 16 in the 
sixth of his seven-volume biography of 
George Washington. 
With his detailed chapter outline before 
him, he wrote the narrative rapidly in a 
minute print-like script, occasionally swing-
ing to the battered typewriter near his left 
hand when he wished to copy from another 
work. 
On the far left corner of his desk was the 
microphone with which he shifted from his-
torian to newscaster at 8 o'clock in the 
morning. 
Close by was a lectern at which he would 
somet imes stand while reading or writing. 
Dead ahead at eye level on the wall was 
a severe-faced clock-schoolroom size-with 
a red sweep second hand. 
Beneath the clock was a worn, wide-
armed morris chair in which he had written 
the four-volume Pulitzer prize-winning biog-
raphy of Robert E. Lee. 
Nearby was a record player. As he spun 
out his Washington, he loved to listen to 
composers of that period-particularly 
Haydn, born in the same year with Wash-
ington. 
Pictures of his loved ones faced him in 
a semi-circle on the desk and in a small 
leather frame there was a quotation from 
Tennyson's "U lysses" : 
" ... Something ere the end 
Some work of noble note may yet be done, 
Not unbecoming men that strove with gods." 
Barricaded in steel bookshelves and files, 
he had forged his Washington, eight hours 
a day, 56 hours a week, for some 15,000 
hours. 
Each Saturday he would cast up his time 
account in a pocket-size journal. H e antici-
pated absences in travel by making up in 
advance the lost hours. 
That Saturday morning he had reached a 
milestone in the biography-the point origi-
nally schedu led as the close of the sixth 
By GUY FRIDDELL 
volume. Recently, though, he had extended 
the scope of the sixth to leave more room in 
the seventh and final volume for rounding 
out and epitomizing Washington 's life. 
"He was 61," wrote Dr. Freeman, con-
cluding Chapter 16, "and he complained 
mildly of waning memory and of poor hear-
ing but few others saw any evidence of de-
cline. . . . Was he not mounted and ready 
for four more years on the road of service 
to his country? TI1e multitude of his fol-
lowers and the handful of his envious foes 
would have proclaimed the certainty with 
joy or would reluctantly have admitted the 
probability, but there were omens that the 
road would be stony and cloud-covered , 
and there were voices prophesying strife." 
Those were the last words he wrote. That 
afternoon, feeling ill, he went to the second-
floor sunroom to rest. His physicians found 
his heart missing an occasional beat, but 
during the examination Dr. Freeman joshed 
them with demands to keep him alive to 
complete the Washington. 
Then quite suddenly he slipped into a 
coma and passed away at 4:20 P.M. True 
to a wish he had once expressed, he died at 
work, on one of his Spartan schedules. 
A W est Point professor characterized 
young Robert E. Lee: "His specialty is 
finishing up. " 
It was Dr. Freeman's specialty, too , and 
his admirers feel cheated of his finishing 
touch on Washington's life. However , 
death at any juncture in the historian's ca-
reer would have cut off a major work. 
A serious illness during the writing of 
Lee prompted him later to draw a line across 
page 214 of the first volume and tell the 
physician who had help ed pull him through 
a serious illness: "Only for that part of these 
four volumes above that black line can I 
claim credit. The rest is yours." 
The 16 chapters of the sixth volume-to 
be published in 1954-are filed in the draw-
ers of a small steel cabinet. Running down 
the rows of sober chapter labels, the eye 
alights on a startling declaration : ''I've 
Laughed All My Life. " 
Under that label Dr. Freeman had been 
storing observations of what had amused 
him in great and small associations. 
"It was one of those things that he wanted 
to do for fun after the Washington was 
finished," says Mrs. 0. 0 . Ashworth, one 
of his histori cal associates. 
At times hi s editorials and broadcasts be-
came almost stoical under the impact of Al-
lied setbacks in the war, but in many of his 
most austere pieces there was a glint of fun 
- a trout just glimps ed in a dark pool. 
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"H e was always laughing , and always 
laughing at himself," says Mr s. Ashworth. 
There was the day he checked the Di c-
tionary of American Biography on a minor 
general in the Confederate galaxy . 
"I declare that's a mighty clear account," 
he murmured. "Let's see who wrote it." 
Th e author, he found , was D . S. Free-
man. 
The jottings indicate that much of the 
book would have been the rear-guard humor 
of the South in war and reconstruction. 
H e noted the story of the emaciated, 
bone-tired Confederate who was pounced 
on by three Yankees shouting, "G ot-chu !" 
"Yes, and a hell of a git you got," the 
Rebel flared back. 
Another note is to jog his memory on 
"the difference between a newspaperman 
and a journalist." 
Veterans on the Richmond News Leader 
guess that he was referring to the scornful 
proverb that "a journalist carries a brief 
case and a cane." 
As a professor who commuted by plane 
every week to Columbia University School 
of Journalism for seven years and as a fre-
quent lecturer at the Army War College and 
military installations , Dr. Freeman carried 
many a brief case, but he loved to style him-
self "t his old tramp newspaperman. " 
He knew the newspaper from its under-
pinnings to its masthead. 
One veteran recalls that when Freeman 
became editor in 1915 he would put on 
overalls at a certain hour each day and, 
"looking like a determined young college 
professor," march downstairs to study first 
hand the operations of the great presses. 
During World War I he kept on top of 
the news by punching out his lead editorials 
directly on the linotype machine in the 
steady clatter of the composing room. 
When the Eighth Street building caught 
fire, the shirt-sleeved editor directed hoses 
onto the presses, the rumbling heart of the 
plant, until the flames were controlled. 
Dr. Freeman retired from the News Leader 
in 1949, but cub reporters still get his 
"Twenty Fundamental Rules of Newswrit-
ing" that begin: 
"l. Above all, be clear. 
"2. Therefore , use simple English. 
"3. To that end, write short sentences." 
And winds up: 
"20. Try to end every story with a strong, 
and, if possible, a short sentence." 
He was a stickler for accuracy. 
On e editor still indo ctrinates reporters 
with the dressing down Dr. Freeman gave 
him long ago for misspelling Edgar Allan 
Poe's middle name. 
Another recalls Dr. Freeman 's descend-
ing on him with the cold ferocity of a glacier 
for writing "1940 census" instead of "cen-
sus of 1940." 
"Young man," said the editor icily, "you 
are using a noun as an adjective. That is 
sloppy ,writing." 
"More news and less bull," he used to 
exhort his staff. 
He held 15-minute conferences daily with 
several report ers-"my eyes and ears" or 
"young Christian warriors." 
Rivalry was hot at these sessions for per-
tinent contributions-"tidbits" the reporters 
called them. 
Dr. Freeman was deeply amused when 
the term was brought to his attention. That 
day one newsman was in the midst of his 
report when another suddenly howled , "He 
stole my tidbit! " 
At another session the talk turned to the 
Civil War, and one reporter, riding hard 
with Jeb Stuart around the Federals, tripped 
on a fact. Dr. Freeman set him straight 
gently, remarking, "Son, I know some littl e 
about that." 
He used to say that given his reporters , 
the weekly N ews Leader Curr ent Events 
Club he had founded, and certain sources 
among Richmond workingmen, he had every 
reason to be the best inform ed man in Vir-
ginia. 
Once, after listening to the reporters in-
tently without making any comment , he 
concluded the conference, smiling, "Well, 
gen-tle-men, that's all I know today." 
As an aid to editorial writing he or-
ganized a catalog in which local, State, and 
national events were indexed concisely day 
by day. 
His News Leader secretary, Mrs . Willson 
Harrison , recalls that Dr. Freeman seldom 
went beyond the index itself. A glance at 
the sentence summary brought to mind all 
the information he needed. 
He was recognized as one of the last edi-
tors of the era of personal journalism whose 
name was synonymous with his editorial 
page. His influence ranged from Rid1mond , 
his "Virginia Riviera," to the White House. 
He sparked the change in Richmond 's 
government from mayorality to city man-
ager by hiring Dr. Robert Haig , Columbia 
University economist, to expose the anti-
quated setup. 
"Without Dr. Freeman's counsel to go 
ahead, I would never have gone into the 
fight," says Claude R. Davenport, one who 
spearheaded the campaign for the change. 
Last Fall , campaigning in Richmond, Gen -
eral Eisenhower said Dr. Freeman was "the 
first man in the United States who ever got 
me to think seriously about a possible po-
litical career. In 1947 he came to my office 
and earnestly urged that I go into politics." 
Earlier, accepting a degree from the Uni'-
versity of Richmond where Dr. Freeman 
was rector of the board, Eisenhower had 
said, "I am such an admirer of Dr. Freeman 
that I am disposed to conform instantly to 
any suggestion he makes." 
• 
Dr. Freeman was one of radio 's first news 
analysts, beginning in 1925, and he made his 
regular broadcast on the Saturday he died . 
His drawling "Good morn-ing la-dies and 
gen-tle-men ... " was as customary as break-
fast to thousands. 
Sud1 was their faith in his judgm ent that 
"Dr. Freeman says ... " oft en brought an 
end-or at least a pause-to any argument. 
During W odd War II , to drive home the 
distances involved, Dr . Freeman would some-
times superimpose Europ ean battlefields on 
the Virginia map. 
Two Richmond businessmen tell how mo-
toring up Route 1 they tuned in Dr. Free-
man and felt a pang of fear when they 
heard his precise solemn voice describing a 
German pincer movement on Bowling Green . 
The News Leader phone rang continuous-
ly after his death, and one housewife, re-
calling her dependence on his wartime com-
mentaries, unconsciously paraphrased General 
Lee's remark on the death of Stonewall 
Jackson when she told a reporter , 'Tve lost 
my right arm." 
Dr. Freeman annually accepted more than 
100 of some 500 invitations to speak. 
"I never thought I was a good writer and 
certainly always regarded myself as a poor 
speaker," he once said. "I have never sat 
down after a publi c speech in my life that 
I did not feel humiliated over my failure to 
do what I thought I should have done. Jn 
everything my ideals have been far beyond 
my powers of attainment." 
He was a master phrase-maker. 
He defined the "thr ee great American il-
lusions" : 
" l. Benefit without participation. 
"2. Liberty without disciplin e. 
"3. Destiny without pain ." 
In Augu st, 1940, he declared at the Uni-
versity of Richmond commencement that 
American youth-"neither soft nor yellow" 
- would conduct itself admirably in war. 
President Roosevelt wrote him in 1944 a 
note of gratitude for suggesting the word 
"liberation " for "invasion" as Eisenhower 
prepared an assault on the Frend1 coast. 
In his multipl e career Dr. Freeman's chief 
adversary-a nd friend -w as time. 
A sign above the clock in his editorial 
office proclaim ed: "Time alone is irreplace-
able. Waste it not ." 
Dr . Freeman's tight schedule made a rail-
road timetable look profligate. 
He quit smoking when he found it was 
consuming 81/z hours a week. 
Even in his per sonal appearance he got 
down to essentials. In dress he was as free 
of the superfluous as a filing cabinet. On e 
seldom recalled what he wore, remember-
ing only the pale, determined face, unhur-
ried movements, deep, courteous voice, and 
the oracle-like play of the facial muscles as 
the words drop deliberately one and one as 
stones into water. 
Gasoline rationing in World War II 
threatened to disrupt his steady tempo, and 
one day there appeared in the News Leader 
classified ads : 
"Worker leaving Hampton Gardens 4:15 
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weekly mornings will pay for lift to Fourth 
Street. Call Douglas Freeman 3-4242." 
Shortly after, Alfred W. Kenney , super-
visor of a bakery and possessor of a "B" 
ration, stopped at 4 : 21 A.M. one gray day 
"to pick up an old gentleman walking with 
an umbr ella" near Stonewall Court. 
"It was too dark to see his face, but it 
didn 't take me long to place that voice," 
says Kenney. 
Thereaft er they rode together for two 
years. One mornin g Dr. Freeman wasn't 
on the corner, and Kenney drove up to the 
Georgian mansion. 
'The alarm had failed to go off, and I 
thought Dr. Freeman would never stop 
thanking me for waking him. You'd have 
thought I'd given him something priceless." 
When Kenney went into the Army, Dr. 
Freeman wrot e him weekly. He provid ed 
Kenney's daughter with a four-year scholar-
ship to the University of Rid1mond. 
Dr. Freeman once explained his sched-
ule: 
"Outsid e writing by a newspaperman is 
primarily a matter of foregoing other things. 
He cannot do his day's work, share all the 
social activities others enjoy, and still have 
time for histori cal research or literary work. 
" If he wants the leisure that unhurri ed 
composition and painstaking revision de-
mand, he must pay the price. I think it must 
be true of all those who desire to write but 
earn their living in some other way. The 
final and inescapabl e choice is among the 
many thing s one would like to do." 
His schedule shut out empty social mo-
tions and opened space not only for biogra-
phies but for innumerabl e services to indi-
viduals. 
"His many unofficial relationships with 
those not moving in his own area indicate 
the innat e kindn ess of the man," says Dr. 
Solon B. Cousins, professor of religion at 
the University of Richmond and Dr . Free-
man' s pastor. 
Dr. Cousins cherishes the way Dr. Free-
man "related religion to everyday needs" 
teaching a men's Bible class at Second Bap-
tist Church . 
What Dr. Freeman prized most for him-
self was the acquisition of knowledg e. 
In that spirit at 60 he began taking bi-
weekly, half-hour piano lessons, warning 
his instru ctor, "I shall have to start as a little 
child." 
He never omitted daily practice, was on 
the dot for lessons, but "apologized for 
monopolizing my time if we went five or 
10 minutes beyond the half hour ," Mrs . 
Channing Ward recalls. 
He was greatly taken with an anecdote 
of hers about Rubinstein -w ho said if he 
missed practice one day, he knew it; two 
days, his household knew it , and three days, 
the publi c knew it. 
Dr. Freeman used the story in one of his 
Sunday "Lessons in Living" in describing 
music as a character builder in both beauty 
and discipline. 
Dr. Freeman's bent towards history came 
(Continued on page 18) 
HOW TO LIVE WITH A GENIUS • • • 
And Like It! 
By KITTY CRAWFORD LINDSAY, '41* 
FOR five and a half years a 43-year-old writer named Robert Howard Lindsay, 
who looks like a cross between Oscar Levant 
(though more cherubic) and the Duke of 
Windsor (though less worn), has been tail-
oring stage plays for the hour-long Kraft 
Television Theatre. To date he's done some-
thing over 250 of them-we stopped count-
ing a couple of years ago- rewriting nearer 
to his heart's desire such people as Tolstoi, 
Dickens, Galsworthy, Goldsmith, Sherwood, 
Kaufman, Maxwell Anderson, Truman Ca-
pote , and many others. In what littl e spare 
time we had between scripts we acquired, 
in order: one house; one garden; one dachs-
hund (black, name of Karl von Marienlust, 
which immediately gave way to "Butch" 
for obvious reasons) ; and one son, named 
after his father, who at the age of two has 
regrettably not yet shown any desire to pick 
up a pencil and pitch in on the family 
business .... 
For it iJ a family business, indeed; turn-
ing out an hour-length script for a national 
TV program almost every week takes more 
hours than there are in the day, and quite 
often more days than there are in the week. 
That's why you'd be likely to find me and 
Howard at dinner discussing the characters 
in next week's show with far more inti-
macy than we could our neighbors. 
Generally, a week's script goes in and out 
of our house like this: the agency in charge 
of the Kraft show buys a play and sched-
ules it four weeks ahead. They mail us the 
play . I read the play and then I tell Howard 
what it's all about. Then he goes out and 
prun es the roses. . . . (It took us a year, 
when we first moved into our community, 
to train the neighbors not to approach How-
ard at this point with requests for help in 
getting their cars started, loan of garden 
tools , or just general conversations: he 
would turn and gaze at them with such 
utter blankness and lack of recognition that 
they would back away, uneasily, and eye 
him askance. Fortunately, they all now 
understand.) 
Th e next day Howard reads the play him-
self. He decides it can't be done. That it's 
impossible to present coherent ly on TV. 
*S ome day we Jhall aJk Author 
Lind Jay to write hiJ own verJion of 
"How to Liv e with a GenittJ. " HiJ 
talented wife iJ the a11thor of "Straw 
Fire " and a number of magazine arti-
cleJ, in addition to the work Jhe doeJ 
with her h11Jband for Kraft. 
Robert Howard Lindsay 
That the playwright was out of his mind to 
have Albert divorce Betty to marry Caro-
lyn. . . . "The whole bloody play falls 
apart in the second act 1" he shouts and 
rushes out to gaze mournfully at the to-
matoes. 
The next morning Howard puts off going 
upstairs to his studio as long as he possibly 
can; he is the only man I have ever seen 
who could make a career out of reading the 
New York TimeJ. Finally, after every page 
has been thoroughly scrutinized, every pen-
cil sharpened several times, every topic of 
conversation exhaust ed, he climbs relucta ntly 
to his work, just like Humphrey Bogart 
go ing back into the leech-filled water in the 
movie, AFRICAN QUEEN. Then begins 
the walking . . . up and down, up and 
down, up and down .... Hours of it, miles 
of it 1 (We put a new rug in his studio 
only last month.) 
At dinner that night, after staring lynx-
eyed into a mound of green peas until I 
wonder what he's watching, Howard says 
. . . oh, so tentatively ... "Why couldn't 
Albert stay married to Betty?" "Oh no 1 
You couldn't do that!" I wail. "That 
would mean a complete re-write of Acts 
II and III." "I know ," Howard says dole-
fully ... and we' re off. We spend the eve-
ning kicking around the married life of 
Albert and Betty ("How long have they been 
married? Are there childr en? What would 
happen to the children if there were a 
divorce? What does he see in Carolyn? 
Would h e really be happier with Carolyn 
than with Betty?" and so on) to find out 
why Albert has to divor ce Betty, as the 
original playwright says, or if he can't stay 
married to her , as Howard says. At some 
point in this knock-down-drag -out discus-
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sion Albert an:d Betty suddenly assume 
dimensions and enter the room and prac-
tically take over the conversation from us. 
When this happens, you know you' re in' 
The script is coming to life! 
The fourth day goes by. Upstairs , noth-
ing happens except more walking around, 
walking, walking, walking, until I vow I'll 
put a pedometer on his shoe just to satisfy 
my own curiosity and that of dozens of 
visitors who say to me: "How many miles 
a day d oeJ he walk?" Downstairs , of 
course, there is the ordinary daily routine of 
shopping, meals, laundry , chasin g after a 
two-year-old, kaffeeklatsching with the 
neighbors , and cleaning up behind the clean-
ing woman. 
The tempo quickens on the fifth day : the 
walking is often interspersed with the scrape 
of the chair and ten minutes of silence. I 
know that Howard is getting something on 
paper. During this day, he will come 
rushing downstairs several times, a sheaf of 
yellow foolscap in his hand, and thrust it at 
me. "It's dreadful! Read it!" I read it. It 
is seldom dreadful, most often very good, 
and sometimes terrific. Whid1 I tell him. 
We talk about it, and then he goes upstairs 
again- nuw eagerly, spilling over with 
words. By the end of the fifth day, he has 
Act I finished and I type it, tidying up the 
spelling and sentence structure and making 
a few minor changes here and there. (All 
writers should marry ex-schoolteachers.) 
The sixth and seventh days-fireworks 1 1 '. 
I get a sitter and just stand by, typing as 
Howard goes along, amazed at the speed 
with which he writes once he really gets 
wound up. Sometimes he dictates, some-
times he scrawls, until finally he pulls the 
last page of the last act off his pad and 
hands it to me- and we have chalk ed up 
Number Two Hundr ed and Something in 
Kraft's Wednesday evening series. 
And on the eighth day, another play 
comes in the mail-a nd it starts all over 
again . 
There have been times- when Howard 
was ill, or we had two scripts to do in one 
week- when I did an adaptation on my 
own: total to date about twenty. Besides the 
fact that businesswise, it's good to be what 
Howard calls a "wr iting team," it's good 
marriagewise, too-I have a vivid and first-
hand appreciation of what he goes through 
every week getting a script out. This elimi-
nates the kind of wifely remark which sends 
husbands berserk, "Did you have a good day 
at the office, dear?" 
In an interview in the New York TimeJ 
(Continued on page 14) 
Commencement 
THE amateur weather prophets got an-other chance to second-guess the Univer-
sity administration and the United States 
weather bureau when stars twinkled benignly 
from a cloudless sky above Richmond's First 
Baptist Church on the evening of Monday, 
June the eighth. 
It was the third consecutive year that 
commencement had been moved indoors by 
the threat of rain that failed to materialize 
in any considerable quantity , although in 
each case clouds were menacing in mid-
afternoon. 
Those who found seats in the air-condi-
tioned auditorium of the First Baptist 
Church heard the commencement speaker, 
Dr. F. Townley Lord, of London, president 
of the Baptist World Alliance, say that the 
roots of our cultural heritage and the Chris-
tian faith are intertwined. 
Men of God and men of the classroom 
have worked jointly through the ages, he 
said, in propagating the Gospel and in 
keeping aglow the light of learning. He 
pointed out that in both England and 
America a great many of the oldest and 
strongest educational institutions are church-
related . 
At the close of the commencement ad-
dress, President Modlin conferred degrees 
on 274 graduates -a gain of 16 over June 
of '52 when for the first time since 1948 
the total dipped below 300. 
(Increases in enrollment and resultant in-
creases in graduating classes can be ex-
pected for the next seven or eight years. In 
his report to the annual meeting of the 
board of trustees, President Modlin said an 
increase of at least five per cent can be ex-
pected next year over the current session's 
total of 3,590 students. He predicted that 
by 1960 the enrollment- inflated by the 
post-depression babies of the late '30s-
would surpass the post W odd War II boom 
of 4,732.) 
Ricl1mond College had a scant plurality 
of caps and gowns in the academic proces-
sion, after surrendering the lead to West-
hampton College last session for the first 
time in the history of the University, with 
the exception of the war years. In addition 
to the 88 who received June degrees ( one 
more than Westhampton's 87), Dean Pinch-
beck estimated that there will be probably as 
many as 40 in the Summer School graduat-
ing class. Furthermore, most of the S 7 who 
received degrees from the School of Busi-
ness Administration began their college 
preparat ion in Richmond College. Forty 
degrees were conferred on graduates of the 
T. C. Williams School of Law- the last 
class to finish in Old Columbia on the cam-
pus at Grace and Lombardy streets. There 
were only two degree winners from the 
graduate school. 
In addition to the degrees in course, the 
University conferred honorary degrees on 
four men of distinction, among them the 
commencement speaker who got an LLD. 
Alumnus Elmer Williams Sydnor, '11, chair-
man of the department of English at Carson-
Newman College in Tennessee, received the 
degree of Doctor of Letters, and the degree 
of Doctor of Divinity was conferred on 
the Rev. Emmett Y. Robert son, '25, pastor 
of the Park View Baptist Church in Rich-
mond, and the Rev. John B. Thomas, '00, 
of Bristol, father of U. of R. Economics 
Professor Herman P. Thomas, '17. Dr. 
Thomas, who devoted half a century to the 
people of southwest Virginia as preacher and 
teacher, ret ired last year. 
The conferring of degrees closed a year 
that was noteworthy in the history of the 
University for a number of reasons, among 
them the start of construction on the new 
Law School building, the bequest of $22S,-
000 by L. U. Noland, Newport News busi-
ness executive, for a new Business School 
building, and the upward trend in enroll-
ment which last year had reached its post-
war trough. 
The prospect was bright for the graduates 
who, as C. J. Gray, '33, dean of students in 
Richmond College and director of place-
ments said, "never had it so good." He 
sighed as he recalled the starting salaries 
which were paid to college men when he 
was graduated in 1933, in the trough of the 
depression, and contrasted them with the 
stipends, ranging upward to $42S a mont h, 
which will be paid to the men of '5 3. 
There was a great demand for men in ac-
counting, management, the sciences, and 
PROUD PAPAS. Alumni fath ers beamed a s their sons and daught ers rece ived their degrees 
too from Alma Mater. At the left are Dr. R. W . Vaughan , '13, of Richmond (second from 
left) and daught er, Ruby, and Richard L. T. Beale, '13, and daught er, Katherine. At the right 
the Rev. W . R. Keefe, Jr., '24, congratulat es Robert L. Keefe, '53. 
[ s ] 
The Baccalaureate 
Love yourself. 
Love your neighbor. 
Love your God. 
That's what Dr. Sparks W. Melton, '93, 
told the 'S 3 graduates in the baccalaureate 
sermon delivered in Cannon Memorial 
Chape l, on the 60th anniversary of the 
graduation of his own class. 
He took as his text the 27th verse of the 
10th chapter of Luke: "Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy 
soul, with all thy strength, with all thy 
mind and thy neighbor as thyself. " 
In developing the text, Dr. Melton said 
that Jesus reconciled the three apparently 
contradictory systems of ethics he encoun-
tered: the epicurean, which said "love thy-
self"; the stoic, which said "love thy neigh-
bor," and the platonic which said "love a 
superior being," although this being was ' 
but an ideal. 
Dr. Melton told the seniors that the epi-
curean is "right when he says love thyself, 
but wrong when he says love of self is the 
supreme law of life ." The stoic is "right 
when he says love of the universe is a law of 
life but wrong when he says it .is the chief 
end of being. Plato is right when he says 
love of God is the chief end of life but 
wrong when he says God is just an ideal · 
beyond touch and intercourse. 
"Love thyself. Honor the mind which 
Jesus honored. Honor the heart from which 
springs the issues of life and death. Honor 
the body which is the temple of the Holy 
Spirit. Make the most of thyself. Honor 
thyself before all men. Let them see that 
Christianity takes a mighty hold upon the 
individual and makes of him a new crea-
ture." 
in teaching. Although start ing salaries for 
teachers were slight ly up, at an average of 
$2,600, they were still well below the sala-
ries in business and industry. 
As usual, about 50 per cent of the Rich-
mond College graduates were going to 
graduate and professiona l school for further 
training. Of the remaining SO per cent, 
Uncle Sam was tapping about one in seven 
for military service. In the business school, 
most of those who were not immediately 
called to service planned to start work im-
mediately. 
Westhampton graduates were able to pick 
and choose, too. Approximately one-third 
of the 87 were going immediately into 
teaching, Dean Josephine Tucker said, and 
half that many would continue their educa-
tion at the graduate or professional level. 
Fifteen had jobs in business, five in sci-
ences, and three in social work and religion. 
Twenty-three of the graduates had their 
marriage dates set, although some of the 
brides-to-be said they planned to get a job 
also. In addition to those who were having 
their wedding gowns fitted, a dozen or 
more were wearing fraternity pins and / or 
engagement rings and were looking forward 
to matrimony in the very near future. 
JARLEY'S 
• • • Starring 
"EVERY ALUMNUS who took English Lit 
remembers his Dickens, and every man who 
remembers his Dickens remembers Mrs. 
f arley' s waxworks, presided over by Little 
Nell. 
"By rare good fortune, we have secured 
for this one and only private appearance, a 
modernized, streamlined, popularized show-
ing of this immortal classic. However, by 
secrets known only to modern science, Mrs. 
farley's wax figures are now equipped with 
an intricate mechanism which still further 
enhances their versimilitude to real life . They 
look human; they act human; they are 
human-until they run down. And it is 
only human to mn down. 
"So ladies and gentlemen, I give you 
-LITTLE NELL. Let's give the little girl 
a hand." 
TITTLE NELL (Mrs. Enders Dickinson, 
L III, '41), skipped to the stage, curtsied 
to the hundreds of men and women attending 
the Alumni Dinner, and then introduced a 
series of take-offs of faculty members. It 
was a smash hit, written by the inimitable 
Helen A. Monsell, ' 16, directed by Harold 
Phillips, '39, Program Director for WRNL, 
and featuring an all-star cast of alumni. 
Each of the "wax figures" was brought 
to the stage on a hand truck ( the hand 
truck pilots were Enders Dickinson, III, '40, 
and Richard L. Todd, '37), to the accom-
paniment of appropriate music. Then Little 
Nell would read a bit of verse, uncover the 
figure, wind it up and e.way it would go_ 
From the mome11t the portly Clarence Doane, 
'49, opened the show with a takeoff of the 
equally portly Dean Raymond B. Pinchbeck 
of Richmond College, until Mayor Thomas 
E. Warriner, '42, of Lawrenceville did a 
rollicking job on "the sage of Fluvanna," 
Dr. R. E. Loving, '96, the show was a 
howling success. 
Mrs . Shirley O'Donnell, who teaches 
puppetry at Westhampton, qualified for a 
card in the burglar's union by snitching one 
of Dean May Keller's hats ( the one with 
the birds) to make more realistic her por-
trayal of "Westhampton's little atom bomb!" 
The outside light which beams down on 
South Court girls as they tell their dates 
goodnight got some ribbing in the takeoff 
on Dean of Women Josephine Tucker (Mrs. 
Carroll R. Minor, '31): 
"Josephine loved the days of old, when 
maids were coy and lads stand-offish_ 
" 'Oh, dear, dear!' quoth the worried 
dean, 'I would that men were shy as craw-
fish !' 
"But times have changed since co-ed 
days. Your modern miss disdains craw-
fishing. 
"The Dean installed a parking light-
and kept on wishing." 
~AXWORKS 
Little Nell! 
Dr. Ernest Honts , '30, pastor of the 
Tabernacle Baptist Church in Richmond, ef-
fectively mimicked Dr. Garnett Ryland's 
('92) falsetto, and Harvey Hudson, '42, 
WLEE's funny man , did Dean Clarence J. 
(Bus) Gray, '33. 
Gray proved that he could dish it out as 
well as take it by mimicking Dr . R. C. Mc-
Danel, ' 16, the "very model of the genus 
called historian, Who delves in files of 
ancient Greeks, of Baptists and Victorians." 
... "From Truman to the campus clocks, 
he'll tell you plain in accents terse, Just what 
is wrong with every phase of this con-
founded universe." 
Dean Marguerite Roberts of Westhamp -
ton, whose love for Britain and Britain's 
Thomas Hardy are well known, was por-
trayed effectively by Mrs. Glenn S. Hesby, 
'32. Carla Waal, ' 53, was a scream as the 
soft spoken, Hannah Coker, '23, from South 
Carolina. There was clever ad libbing by 
Mrs. R. Clifton Long, '43, who roguishly 
told of Miss Caroline Lutz's well-known 
propensity for piling on the work and for 
finding correlations; yea, even a "correla-
tion between the Russian situation and the 
sex life of the mosquito." 
Anne Gibson, '52, and Mrs . George G. 
Ritchie, '43 , did a cute dance routine in their 
take-off on Miss Isabel Harris, '06, and 
Miss Susan Lough . William H. (Rusty) 
Warren, '48, got a big hand with his take-
a-letter routine imitating President Modlin. 
The dinner and the after-dinner coffee 
that followed in the formal garden concluded 
an Alumni Day celebration that brought 
back hundreds of old grads on both sides 
of the lake. Dr. George W. Sadler, '10, 
secretary for Africa, Europe, and the Near 
East in the Baptist Foreign Mission "Board, 
spoke briefly but effectively. (For the text 
of h is remarks see page 9.) 
A feature of the Westhampton program 
was the Alumnae Hour Saturday morning , 
which was addressed by Rhea Talley, '35 , a 
New York newspaper woman, and Mary 
Ellen Stephenson, '36, dean at Mary Wash-
ington College. The graduating seniors were 
guests of honor at both the alumnae and 
the alumni luncheons. The men followed 
their luncheon with a track meet which 
brought to the campus the outstanding stars 
of Virginia high and preparatory schools. 
A number of the old grads who attended 
the Alumni Day and Alumnae Day pro-
grams had started their celebrating with 
class reunions on Friday. The reunion range 
was from 1903 to 1951. One of the more 
remarkable groups was the class of 1911 
which, after holding its fortieth reunion in 
1951, decided to do it again every year "as 
long as any two members are ambulatory." 
The men and women of '11 were dinner 
guests of Dr. Elmer W. Sydnor. 
A Soldier Tells How It Feels to Be On 
The Hottest Little Spot 
In The World 
By JOSEPH E. SPRUILL, JR., '53* 
IT IS NIGHT NOW, and as you make ready to turn in, you mentally calculate 
the passing of another day-y ou're one day 
closer hom e. 
Yes, the labors of the day are over; you've 
chipped the mud off your boots, cleaned 
your rifle, and written a couple of letters 
home. Now, there's nothing left to do but 
crawl into your sleeping bag and wait for 
tomorrow. Ah , yes, wait for tomorrow. 
You do a lot of waiting here. Never be-
fore had you been so conscious of the pass-
age of time. Wait for tomorrow, then the 
next day, then the next, until finally the 
tomorrow will come which will send you 
on your way home. Sometimes that day 
seems so very far away. 
You wonder why you had to be here. 
With all the guys like you that there must 
be in the world , it looks like the odds would 
be against it. Yet, here you are, on the 
hottest littl e spot in the world, Korea. You 
are not alone, thoug h. Far frop1 it. Across 
that 155-mile front are many soldiers from 
many lands . Still, you wonder , could they 
all be as anxious as you? 
You slide into your sleeping bag, and, 
as you close your eyes, you become con-
scious of the terrible thunder of the artil-
lery, the bursts of machine guns and rifles, 
and you know that at each burst, men are 
dying . You thank God you are not up there 
tonight. 
Morning comes all too quickly. Reluc-
tantly , you unzip your sleeping bag and 
hustle over by the stove to dress. 
As you see the new day for the first time, 
you realize once again why they gave Ko-
rea another name--the Land of the Morning 
Calm. For it is indeed calm now. The guns 
that cracked through the hills all night are 
silent now, and a stranger would never guess 
that a war was going on just over the hill . 
You begin to think how very different 
Korea is from America. How can a coun-
try so old be so primitive? So little progress 
has been made in this, one of the oldest of 
civilizations. You recall that train ride 
from Pusan to Seoul on your way up. Peo-
*A year ago Author Spruill was just another 
guy named Joe in the Richmond Colleg e stude nt 
body. The fighting in Korea was somet hing you 
read abou t in the newspapers. Then the war came 
to Spruill as it did to so many other Joes. He 
tells how it feels to be up there at the front where 
men are dying with each burst of machine gun 
fire. 
Joseph E. Spruill, Jr. 
ple in the fields still wore long, flowing 
garments, and lived in clay huts with 
thatched roofs. You saw nary a paved road 
or even an automobile . Only in the cities 
could you detect any evidence of western 
civilization . But all along the way, shat-
tered buildings , abandoned bunkers , fox-
holes and trenches were ever-present re-
minders of former battles. 
You recall that littl e Korean boy you saw 
at a train station. Sickly, filthy, and clad 
only in an oversized shirt. You gave him a 
candy bar, then watched , as he walked away, 
two larger boys take it from him . And as 
you rode through the streets, the poverty 
and devastation made you, oh, so thankful 
to be an American. 
Soon, you hear that familiar whistle which 
brings your company together to find out 
what is scheduled for the day. And just as 
you figured , it 's mor e training. Sometimes 
you think this training is rougher than be-
ing on the line. 
Well, the day is in full swing now. Fi-
nally, lunchtim e comes, and then , supper. 
Most G.I.'s divide the day by meals, not by 
hours. The man who said the Army travels 
on its stomach knew what he was talking 
about. They say a soldier will put up with 
just about anything so long as he gets his 
mail and his meals. 
The food isn't bad. Of course, Mom could 
do so much better, but this is the Army. De-
spite all the talk about those atomic potatoes 
and vulcanized pancakes, the G.I.'s always 
clamor for seconds. Some joker will ask the 
cook what he's supposed to do with those 
"M-1" biscuits, "eat 'em or throw 'em at 
the gooks?" Then he 'll turn right around 
and ask for an extra one. You won't catch 
[8) 
him throwing them away either. (They ' re 
too heavy.) Even on the very front, you can 
almost always count on at least two hot 
meals a day. 
After supper comes the highlight of the 
day, the most cherished of events- mail 
call. Nothing in the world can do a weary 
soldier more good than news from hom e. 
Nothing can make him feel better than to 
know that he's being missed , that he' s not 
forgott en. Just to know that the folks at 
hom e are proud of him lends some satis-
faction and justification to his being here. 
On e by one, you and the eight other 
members of your squad return to your tent , 
and soon a bull session is in full swing. 
There are always the customary gripes and 
groans about the ruggedness and incon-
venience of this Army life, to which the 
professional soldier, the old-tim er, will re-
tort: "Boy, you never had it so good." Then, 
the boy who has his time figured to the very 
hour befor e he becomes a civilian again, 
says: "Sure, the Army really looks out for 
you. Wh y, when they found out I wore 
glasses, they put me right up here on the 
front so I wouldn't miss a thing." 
The talk drifts to the usual rumors; when 
will we be going back on the line, how are 
the others doing up there and, inevitably, 
1t falls sooner or later into one of two 
categories- what happened before the Army, 
or what's going to happen when you get 
out. Usually it's the latter, because getting 
back home is about the most important thing 
to a G.I. in Korea. And, you talk about the 
folks at home , wonder what they'd be doing 
now, how your girl is and if she misses you 
as much as she says, how the truce talks are 
coming, who's winning the ball games. 
Kim, the young Korean boy, comes 111 
with the laundry he's washed in the river. 
They found little Kim in an old bunk er 
when the company first moved up , and he's 
been sort of adopted. Kim, too, gets into 
the conversation, pretending he understands 
everything, though his knowledge of Eng-
lish is rather limited . 
And thus passes the evening. As you all 
sit here in your tent, you look from face to 
face, and you know that here are eight of 
the best and truest friends you'll ever have. 
These eight men probably know you better 
than anyone else in the world. Living to-
gether like this, you really get to know a 
man for what he is. There are no secrets. 
These are the men with whom you share 
your soap, swap your mail, play cards, and 
talk and joke together as you're doing now. 
Yes, as far as you are concerned, here are 
eight of the best guys in the world, and 
you'll never forget them. Sure, you'll forget 
the hard bunks and the cold nights maybe, 
but you'll never forget the boys who shared 
them with you. 
Gradually, the talk dwindles , as the boys 
one by one withdraw to make ready for bed . 
You figure you might as well do the same. 
As you pull off your boots, you glance 
up at the calendar, and sure enough, another 
day has passed. 
Not In Our Stars, But In Ourselves* 
IT SEEMS TO ME the choicest garland we can place upon the fair brow of our 
Alma Mater is the garland of praise and the 
garland of payment. Regardless of what 
we give, we shall be making only partial 
payments on our debts. 
of religious freedom. In Cairo, Colonel 
Nasser, thought by some to be even stronger 
than General Naguib, was declaring that 
America would lose her leadership if she 
continued to support Great Britain in her 
attitude toward colonialism. In Transjordan 
a hotel manager said the Arab Christian 
was in a precarious position- like a man 
between a door and a wall, pressed on one 
side by Moslems and on the other by Jews 
- both trying to liquidate him. 
The first sentence of the guest editorial 
of the Saturday Review of May 2 is: "In 
Africa decisions are being made for all of 
us." So important has Africa become in the 
affairs of our neighborhood that Life maga-
zine as well as Saturday Review has devoted 
an entire issue to the tensions of that conti-
nent. New Y ork Times and the Christian 
Science Monit or have sent their top corre-
spondents to investigate conditions in vari-
ous parts of the second largest continent 
and report on them. These reporters say 
Africans resent being treated as imperson-
alized problems. Forest Johnston of the 
Christian Science Monitor , writing from the 
capital of Kenya, says: "The trouble is bas-
ically a struggle of humanity for recognition 
as humanity." 
Dr. Max Yergen, an American Negro, 
was reported to have said in an interview 
published in U. S. News and World Re-
port of May 1, 195 3: "I hold the view that 
frustrated egos are much more responsible 
for subversive developments than empty 
bellies." I think we know that both frus-
trated egos and empty stomachs are respon-
sible for the disturbance in our world neigh-
borhood. President Eisenhower must have 
(C ontinu ed on page 36) 
Several weeks ago I sat at a dinner near 
another loyal alumnus. Our conversation 
turned to professors' salaries. Last week I 
discussed this matter with one of the most 
successful sons of this school. He told me 
that the janitor in his plant received for his 
services more than associate professors of 
this university are paid. I'd like us at this 
commencement season to start a movement 
which would rectify this inequity. We need 
additional buildings but before we begin 
another project, we should express our ap-
preciation of the loyalty and ability of the 
Mark Hopkinses of this generation by pay-
ing them wages that approximate their 
needs. 
Now for a few moments let us think 
about our neighborhood-which for us is 
our world. None of us would want to live 
in any neighborhood long without knowing 
it. I am using commonplace language when 
I say ours is a disturbed neighborhood. The 
fire alarm has sounded and there is excite-
ment. In many parts of the world there are 
tensions and pressures. A Negro educator 
of this city has written a book entitled Ten-
sions and Hum an Destiny. I haven't read 
Dr. Ellison's M agnum Opus but he flattered 
me a few weeks ago after I had spoken at a 
convocation at Virginia Union when he said 
that he and I were moving in the same realm 
of ideas. 
ALUMNI CHOOSE SUTTON, LOUTHAN 
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick reminded us 
the other day that we had achieved proxim-
ity but not brotherhood. He indicated that 
our world had shrunk to the size of a 
neighborhood but that we were not neigh-
borly. 
Recently an outstanding churchman was 
telling a group of us that on one occasion 
he posed this question to one of his friends: 
"If you were the devil what would you do?" 
Quick as a flash the friend came back with 
what have you been doing? Th en the dis-
tinguished churchman said : "If I were the 
devil, I would cause divisions to develop in 
a great religious group like this." We are 
safe in saying some adversary has been 
driving wedges between groups, sowing 
seeds of dissension and misunderstanding 
in our world neighborhood. 
In February and March my travels took 
me into some of these areas of tension. In 
Madrid a Spaniard of the minority religious 
group said to me with a note of pathos in 
his voice: "Our eyes are focused upon you 
of America. If you fail us, all is lost." In 
Italy a leading evangelical who is a candi-
date for a seat in his national parliament 
said that in his country there was sabotage 
*Address by Dr . George W. Sadler, ' 10, at the 
joint Alumni-Alumnae dinner, June 6, 1953. 
It was a big day for the lawyers at the Uni-
versity of Richmond on Alumni Day. Uni-
versity of Richmond men settled on David 
Ne lson Sutton of West Point, a past presi-
dent of the Virginia State Bar, as their 
president, whi le on the other side of the lake 
Westhampton alumnae chose Miss Frances 
Farmer, law librarian at the University of 
Virginia, as their president (See Page 22). 
And, when the Alumni Council held its 
annua l meeting it elected another lawyer, 
Frank G. Louthan, ' 10, executive secretary 
of the Virginia Manufacturers Association, 
as its president. 
Mr. Sutton, a member of the class of 1915, 
is well-known for his service as associate 
counsel for the prosecution of Tojo and other 
top Japanese war criminals at the Tokyo 
trials. Mr. Sutton is now a member of the 
Virginia Advisory Legislative Council to 
study hospitalization and medical care for 
indigents. 
Before his elevation to the presidency, 
Mr. Sutton served as a member of the 
executive committee of the Alumni Society. 
As president, he succeeds Henry M. Taylor, 
'12, of Richmond. Mr. Louthan, who suc-
ceeds E. Claiborne Robins, '31, as Council 
president, has been with the Virginia Manu-
facturers Association since 1921, following 
service with the State Health Department. 
He is a member of the National Industrial 
Council. 
Of course, lawyers weren't the only men 
elected. The men chose as vice presidents 
Wi lbur K. Gaines, '29, New York insur-
ance executive; Dr. Sidney T. Mathews, '36, 
military historian and past president of the 
Washington Alumni Chapter, and J. Stuart 
Graham, Jr., '38, Rid1mond businessman. 
R. Milton Hobson, '33, of Richmond was 
chosen secretary, and the retiring president, 
Mr. Taylor, and J. Earle Dunford, '15, of 
Wake, were elected to the executive com-
mittee. 
[ 9) 
David Nelson Sutto n Frank G. Louthan 
Clyde Ratcliffe, Jr. , ' 34, of Richmond 
was re-elected to the Athletic Council. 
In addition to electing Mr. Louthan as 
president, the Council chose R. E. Booker, 
'24, secretary of the Virginia State Bar, as 
first vice president ; S. Frank Straus, '35, sec-
ond vice president; Joseph E. Nettles , ' 30, 
secretary, and R. M. Stone, '30, treasurer. 
W. T. Bareford , '46 ; G. Fred Cook, '25; 
James A. Payne, Jr., '51 , and Mr. Robins 
were elected to the executive committee. 
The following were re-elected to the 
Council for a term of five years : 
W. C. James, '93; Harris Hart, '96; 
Thomas B. McAdams, '97 ; Beecher L. 
Rhodes, '09; D . N. Davidson , '09 ; Frank 
G. Louthan, '10; Garland Gray, '21 ; J. Les-
lie Hart, '30 ; Watkins Fugate, '32; Ralph 
P. Moore, '38; Maxwell D . Katz, '43 ; Thad-
deus T. Crump, '48. 
W . D. Bremner, '06, was elected to re-
place the late Morris Sayre. 
The three men chosen to receive medals 
as the outstanding members of their gradu-
ating classes were elected to represent their 
classes on the Council: James Sydnor Phil-
lips, Jr., Richmond College; James M. Frye, 
Jr., Business School, and Richard Henry 
Catlett, Jr., Law School. 
ALUMNI FUND NEARS $28,000.00 
W ITH a July 1 total of $27,734.00, the 1953 Alumni Fund is within striking 
distance of the record of $29,188.40 con-
tributed by 1,329 alumni last year. 
Whether the '53 Fund will reach and pass 
the '52 record will depend on the number of 
checks which will reach the Alumni Office 
during the remainder of the calendar year. 
As the BULLETIN goes to press, the total is 
just $151 less than the amount received on 
the corresponding date last year and although 
the stream of checks has lessened to a trickle, 
it was a constant trickle which gave promise 
of carrying the Fund to a new high . 
Although the number of contributors on 
July 1 (1,241) was 17 below the figure on 
Old Guard (Up to 1903) 
(26.11 %) 
Albert M. Austin, '87 
W. H. Baylor, '88 
J. T. Noe ll, '88 
William H. Parker, '90 
W. 0. Carver, '91 
Henry T . Louthan, '91 
Garnett Ry land, '92 
George I-I. Whitfield, '92 
W. C. James,'93 
Richard H. White,' 93 
W. F. Dunaway, '94 
Albert P. Fox, '94 
R . E. Loving , '96 
P . H. Chelf, '97 
W. E. Gibson, '97 
Charles G. McDaniel, '9 7 
E. V. Riddell, '97 
Henly M . Fugate, '98 
Thoma s B. McAdams, '98 
Julian B . Martin, '98 
H . G. Noffsinger, '98 
Allen W. Freeman, '99 
Hunter ].filler , '99 
R. W . Neathery, ' 99 
0 . C. Pearson, '99 
Carlyle Broaddus, '00 
G. E. Mabry , '00 
Joseph P. Scruggs , '00 
John B. Welsh, '00 
Adon A. Yoder, '00 
M. E. Bristow, '01 
J . W. Cammack, '01 
J. P. McCabe, '01 
R. C. L. Moncure , '01 
Cullen S. Pitt , ' 01 
W. H Carter, '02 
L. B. Cox, '02 
0. H. Dunaway, '02 
Goodwin Frazer, '02 
Thomas V. McCaul , '02 
R . A. McFarland, ' 02 
1903 (24.32 %) 
W . P. Clark 
Powhatan W. Jame s 
J. W. Kincheloe 
W. E. Nelson 
James E. Olfrer 
W. L. Phillips 
James C. Quarles 
Lacy M. Ritter 
Charles W. Sheriff 
1904 (15.00 % ) 
J. Chambers Bristow 
L . Howard Jenkins 
S. P . Ryland 
1905 (34.48 % ) 
S. B. Bragg 
Clarence Campbell 
D. J. Carver 
0. W. Dickinson, Jr. 
0. B. Falls 
Marshall C. Frazer 
J. S. Galeski 
Clifton H. Howell 
J. Temple Waddill 
Mclver Woody 
1906 (36.32 % ) 
W. D. Bremner 
Percy Scott Flippin 
Thomas E. Hughes 
George Morton 
Claude W. Owen 
*Deceased. 
J . Milton Sirna 
Jesse F. Wood 
1907 (33 .33 % ) 
John H. Brothers 
Floyd B. Clark 
R. N.Daniel 
E. M. Louthan 
L. Cleveland Quarles 
Siduey A. Slater 
Dana Terry 
J.B. Woodward, Jr. 
1908 (32.26 % ) 
·wythe D. Anderson 
Louis E. Cutchins 
Conrad H. Goodwin 
Joseph R. Ingram 
T. Justin Moore 
J. Hoge Ricks 
Archie G. Ry land * 
Alex H. Sands 
Henry C. Taylor 
E . P. VVightman 
1909 (31.03 % ) 
D. N. Davidson 
Roger W. Grant 
J.B. Hill 
W. P. McBain 
Beecher L. Rhodes 
Oscar B. Ryder 
W. R. L. Smith, Jr. 
Roscoe R. Spencer 
W. :M. Thompson 
1910 (32.26 % ) 
E. L. Ackiss 
Robert Bowling 
Overton D. Dennis 
Sti les H. E llyson 
Joseph P. Gu lick 
Macon M. Long 
Frank G. Louthan 
D. B. Moffett 
George W. Sadler 
T. Harris Smith 
1911 (5 0.00 %) 
Archer B. Bass 
J. L. Broudy 
S. A. Caldwell 
A.H. Camden 
r11• E. Cochran 
Ryland G. Craft 
J . W. Decker 
R. Hill Fleet 
L. T. Hall 
S . E. Hening 
J . E. King 
Alfred J. Kirsh 
A. 0 . Lynch 
Irving May 
Wilmer L. •'F laherty 
Merrill E. Raab 
William H. Rogers 
A . L. Shumate 
E.W. Sydnor 
Overton S. ·wood ward 
A. W. Yowell 
1912 (30.19 o/o) 
F. M. Benton 
W. B. F. Cole 
Francis P. Gaines 
J. Vaughan Gary 
Char les N. Lawson 
Ear le Lutz 
,V. Bricen Miller 
C. T. o•:-.eill 
1915 Wins For Fifth Year 
the corresponding date last year, there was a 
significant increase in the number of "cash" 
contributors. (Last year's fund was swelled 
by 205 alumni who contributed to the Law 
School building campaign, and whose names 
were listed although their contributions were 
not added to the Fund total. (There were 
only 62 such Law School campaign contribu-
tors this year.) 
For the fifth straight year class hono rs were 
won by the men of 1915 whose score of 73.53 
per cent was even better than their 60.53 of 
the preceding year. Again the class of 1911 
finished second, this time with a score of 
50 per cent. The men of 1916 held on to 
their third place position with a score of 
Henry M. Tay lor H. vV. Charlton 
E. P. T. Tyndall Harvey A. Clopton 
J. Elwoo d Welsh E. C. Dean 
Frank P. White Lynn C. Di ckerson 
R. McLean Whittet I. W. Digges 
Thomas A. Williams ]i}dward J. Fox 
A . B. ,vil son :\foses Gellman 
Wesley Wright Louis S. Herrink 
S.S. Hill 
1913 (20.59 % ) Leonard C. Hubbard 
James J. Coleman Claudius 0. John son 
John W. E lliott Howard C. Lane 
ll~rank B. Hart Lewis n1. Latane 
E llis C. Primm Perry L. Mitchell 
W. F . Saunders Robert M. Mustoe 
JD. E. Sumpter J. H . Poteet 
John J. vVicker, Jr. H. G. Pr ivott G. Willard Quick 
1914 (35 .48%) George F . Smith, Jr. 
George W. J. Blume 
Clifton C. Thomas 
I-Ierman P. Thomas 
W. H. Cardwe ll William Earle White 
A. R. Crabtree 
E. N orfl eet Gardner 1918 (28.30 % ) Odis B. Hinnant 
Claude L. Le ach P. C. Adams 
E. B. Loving Titus W. Beasley 
D. S. McCa rth y Roland J. Beazley 
Willis D . :Miller Frank B. Dunfoi-d, Jr. 
C. M. Parrish P.R. Fox 
C.H . Willis :\Ialco lm H . Harri• 
E. Carl Hoover 
Ashby W. Kay 1915 (73.53 % ) R. L. Lacy 
Dudley P. Bowe J. B. Omohundi-o 
A. R . Bowles, Jr. :Malcolm U . Pitt 
M. L. Breitstein Blanton P. Seward 
Ch a1·les vV. Buford P. B. Smith, Jr . 
Robert L. Burruss,;..• William 0. Tune 
Crawford C. Crouch J. A. Vache 
Henry W. Decker 
Edwn.rd B . Dunford 1919 (19.51 % ) J. Earle Dunford 
~
7 rank C. E llett Lynwood H. Cosby 
I-Iem-y E . Garrett B. Clifford Goode 
W. S. Green Robert •.r. Ry land 
Inman Johnson Harold W. Tribble 
Cates by G. Jones G. M. Turner 
James A. Newton Chester R. Wagstaff 
George M. Percival J.C . Wicker 
E. V. Peyton Harr is B . Winfrey 
John A. Ry land 
H. R. Sanders 1920 (26.32 % ) 
Edwin J. Snead Sam T. Bowman 
D. Ne lson Sutton Frank L. Butler 
W.A. Wa lton Meyer E. Cooper 
J. H. Wi ley J . W. DeJarnette 
E. J. Wright Clyde V. Hickerson 
Jesse R. Hite 
1916 (48.65%) A. B. Ho nts 
K. Brooke Anderson Bernard Mahon 
W. H. Brannock W. P . Matthews 
W. II. Cardwe ll W. J. Ozlin 
Dunton J. Fatherly F. E. Pau lett 
John H. Garber W illi am M. Phipps 
Samuel H. Gellman Carroll 'l'. Thomas 
J. Newton Gordon Malcom Thompson 
W. Wistar Hamilton W. A. Vaughan 
J . A. Les lie, Jr. 
R . C. McDanel 1921 (43.40 % ) 
J. L. McKee 
,v alt er B. Anderson Robert E . Sca les Wyatt S. Beazley, Jr. Percy S . Smith Hugo Blankingship 
Ed loe B. Snead P. E. Brame Thomas J. Sta rk e B. A. Brann George Tyler Terrell R. S . Bristc,w 
H. 0. Wyatt Kenneth E. Burke L. C. Yancey H . Aubrey Ford 
R . D. Garcin, Jr . 1917 (35.82 % ) G_arland Gray 
Wm. Hugh Bagby Edwa rd H. Gu nst 
James H . Barnett Dennis Vl . Hartz 
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48.65. The most notable improvement was 
made by the class of 1921 which moved into 
fourth position with 43.40, as compared with 
27.45 a year ago. Others in the top ten are 
1906 (36.32); 1942 (36.28); 1917 
(35.82); 1937 (35.58) ;, 1914 (35.48) ; 
1905 (34.48). 
For the fourth consecutive year the class 
of 1949 led in the number of contributors 
with a total of 63. The class of '50 had 42, 
just one more than the 41 posted by the 
gent lemen of the Old Guard, and the class 
of '42. Others in the top ten are 1948 ( 40) ; 
1930 (38); 1933 (37); 1937 (37); 1927 
(36) ; 1940 (36), and 1941 (36). 
The list of contributors follows: 
Ralph J . Kirby Emanuel Passamaneck 
W. Rush Loving K. A. Pate 
R. W. Nuckols E . H. Puryear 
Waverley R. Payne Elliott M. Ramsey 
Thomas L. Ruf/in Robert R. Reese 
Robert L. Seward Raymond D. Snyder 
M. L. Skaggs Emmett Topping 
Cha1·les G. Stone C. M. Tr edway 
G. Keith Ta ylor Henry P . White 
Edward B. Willingham 
J. Neal Wright 1925 (21.59 % ) 
E. L. Alexander 
1922 (33.33 % ) W. Clyde Atkins 
0. K. Burnette Raymond E. Brann 
Cecil G. Carter Jc,hn R. Cheatham 
Boswell U. Davenport I-I. G. Chesley, Jr. 
I. T. Duke G. Fred Cook, Jr. 
T. S. Dunaway, Jr. Linwood Farley 
'l'. E. Duncan George Freedley 
V. Carney Hargroves K. S. Freeman 
vV. Tyler Haynes N . B. Jeter 
Oscar L. Hite Allen S . Lloyd 
Je sse M. Johnson Edward H. Pruden 
R. T. Marsh, Jr. Emmett Y. Robertson 
William E. Smith B. L. Mozingo 
E. S. Snead C. W. Newton 
George C. Patterson W . R. Southward, Jr. 
W. A. Pollard George B. Thomas 
B . T. Quillen W. N. Thompson 
A. B. Rudd, Jr. Check Kwong ,vong 
R. R. Shotwell 
1926 (22.88 % ) V. 0. Smith 
C. W. Tune C. P. Anderson 
R. C. Walden , III H. L. Arthm· 
Thomas M. Winn James B. B lank s 
W. C. Woodfin Harry Cornpropst 
Reade W. Corr 
1923 (29.11 % ) S. L. Creath 
Lewyn C. Davis Edward S. Anderson E. Reese Felts !-I. B. Anderson J. Taylcn· Frazier R. Harwood Bagby W. Roland Galvin J. Pelham Broaddus John C. Goddin Louis C. Carlton Charter Heslep Howard H. Davis Guy D. Hicks L. Dudley George, II W. Moscoe Hun tley B. T. Gunter, Jr . Mark Lutz W. A. Harri s T. A. McNickle Edward C. Held George E. Panke y Abraham Homer Clyde N. Parker J. vVarren Hund ley Francis J. Pease B. F. Jo hnson Clinton H. Sheppard Edgai- M. John son F. Ralph Swanson Warren G. Keith J . Chester Swanson F. J . Manhart T . B. Towill G. S. Mitchell H . M. Waldron Winstc,n Montague Theodo1·e M. Whitfield Henry W. Ril ey Alfred L . Wingo Hub el Robins A. L . Witcher, Jr . T. Dix Sutton 
James T. Tn cker 1927 (28.13 % ) W. T . Vandever Alvah B. B loxom 
Harvey L . Bryant 1924 (32.88 % ) Newell Butler 
W. L. Ba ll Nicholas T. Cooke, Jr. 
Guy 0 . Beale S. L. Cooke 
Howard S. Berger Wilbert J. Crocker 
R. E. Booker Winston F. Dawson 
Tom A. Dekle Richard E. Dunkley 
Felix E. E dmund s George B . Ferguson 
Junius W . E llett M . P . German 
J. Curtis Fray Virgil H. Goode 
Percy C. Grigg Walte1· H . Gray 
T. A. Harris Norwood G. Greene 
Floyd S. Kay Sam uel Tilden Habel 
Warren A. McNeill L . James Harmanson, Jr. 
David J . Mays John W. Hash 
Clarence W . Miller W. F. Hatcher 
Claude L. Neale Edward T . Haynes 
(Continued on page 34) 
Westhampton Alumnae Fund Reaches Successful Conclusion 
W ITH 801 alumnae contributing $7,-310.50, the 1952-53 Alumnae Fund 
has reached a new high in the numb er of con-
tributors and has topped last year's total 
of $6,643.00 by $667.50. 
classmates and were impell ed to give to the 
Fund. 
1944-61% 
1933- 58% 
1952 -45% 
{
1914-44% 
1917 -44% 
1926 -44% 
Mary Owen Bass, '4 1, Alumnae Fund 
Chairman, and her committee, directed one 
hundr ed alumnae who actively participated 
in the 1953 Alumnae Fund drive. Du e to 
their efforts, an unusually large number of 
alumnae received personal letters from their 
The standing of the top ten classes both 
in percentage of contributors and in amount 
given is listed below, followed by a com-
plete list of contributors: TOP TEN CLASSES IN AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
R. C. Co-Eds 
$84.00 -31 % 
Eudora Ram say Richardson 
Minna Thalhim er Heller 
Mary Harris Willis 
Julia Barnes Hudgins 
Catherine Quar les Baskerville 
Isabel ·walker 
Amy K. Kratz 
Rachel Lovenstein Karp 
Isabe l Harris 
Ruth Thoma sson Clark 
Clara Ga1·y 
Helen Baker 
Class of 1914 
$30.00-44 % 
Virginia L . Cogh ill 
Alice Spiers Sechrist 
Margaret Clendon Lee 
Emily Jinkin s 
Class of 1915 
$13 .50 - 97 % 
Louise Ream s Hundley 
Celeste Anderson O'Flaherty 
Class of 1916 
$60.00 - 63 % 
Sally Wills Holland 
Helen A. Monsen 
LiUian Harding Bixby 
Frieda Meredith Dietz 
Norma Woodward Throckmorton 
Class of 1917 
$72.00-44% 
Florence Boston Decker 
Anne-Ruth Harr is 
Florence E. Smith 
Eleanor Decker 
Katharine Love 
Gladys Holleman Barlow 
Eleano1· Copenhaver Anderson 
Class of 1918 
$812.00 - 71 o/o 
Martha Chappell 
Mary Clay Camp 
Mary Denmead Ruffin 
Elizabeth Camp Smith 
Elizabeth E llyson Wil ey 
Elizabeth Brockenbrough 
Mary G. Decker 
Este lle Kemper Butler 
Emily Gardner 
Deborah McCarthy 
Jennie Phillips Lesueur 
Mary W eaver Collins 
Mary G. Lett 
Frances Glassell Beale 
Eleanor McCarthy 
Mary Porter Rankin 
Elizabeth E. DuYal 
Lois Rogers Butler 
Lula Garst 
Class of 1919 
$131.00 - 47 % 
Elizabeth P. Gaines 
Mildred Lewis McDanel 
Elizabeth Tompkins 
Lillian Robert son Livesay 
Janet ·wyatt Fountain 
Isab elle Feild Gatl ing 
Virginia Karnes Wright 
Elizabeth MacLean Matheson 
Adelaide Walton Cowherd 
Margaret Laws De cker 
Juliet Brown Carpenter 
Mary Morris Roberts 
Margaret Semmes McKillop 
Esther Sanford J ett 
Helen Hancock Hundley 
TOP TEN CLASSES IN PERCENTAGE OF 1931 - $1,114.50 1943 - $247.00 
Class of 1920 
$45.00 -14 % 
Frances Shipman Sutton 
Jeffries H einrich 
Mary Guest 
Sallie Adki sson Ryland 
Class of 1921 
$123.00 - 40 % 
Theresa Po llak 
Elizabeth Eubank Short 
Maie Collins Robinson 
:Marion Stoneman Oliver 
Katharine Spicer Edmonds 
May Thompson Evans 
Ruth Hoov er Lid e 
E lizabeth Eu bank Short 
Mar y Hart Willis 
Leonora Dor sey 
Gladys Lum sden McCutcheon 
Ruth Dillard Atkins 
Ru th Hender son 
Mildred Ruck er Oaks 
Catherine Little Dupuy 
Class of 1922 
$413.50 - 75 o/o 
Josephine Tall ey Kritzer 
Julia Roop Adams 
Mary Bristow Thompson 
Hilda Lawson Jecklin 
Rebecca Lawson McReynolds 
Jeanette Henna 
Mary Rilee Wright 
Elizabeth Williams Bell 
Mary Fugate 
Reba Dudl ey Hash 
Nora Sawyers Whitehorne 
Valeria Arrington Bonney 
Margaret White Butterworth 
Lutie Holland Bell 
Mildred Kline 
Narcissa Daniel Hargroves 
Irene Summer s Stoneman 
Eva Timberlake West 
Leslie Sessoms Booker 
Anna Riddick 
Louise Duke Brantley 
Lucille Ledman Kersey 
Ruth Wallerstein Thalhimer 
Claudia Patrick 
Thelma Hill Mar sh 
Julia Roop Adams 
Ida Story 
Muriel Sanders 
Elsa w·aller stein Gerst 
Stella Hubbard Taylor 
Anita Russell Wood 
Frances Clore 
Rachel Newton Dickson 
Narcissa Riddick Dewar 
Elva McAlister Berrey 
Alice Garrett Thomas 
Celia Levinson Meyer 
Margaret Hooker Slaughter 
Loui se Shipman Ratz 
Elizabeth Hoover 
Class of 1923 
$287.00 - 38 o/o 
Elizabeth B . Gayle 
Hannah L. Coker 
Louise Fristoe Arnold 
Ellen Douglas Oliver 
Ethney Selden Headlee 
Katharine Essex Clark 
Virginia Kent Loving 
Elizabet h Hill Schenk 
Agnes Ta ylor Gray 
Josephine Tuck er 
Sally Davis 
Dora Ransone Hartz 
Kathleen Prentiss Perrin 
Bessie Gill Saunders 
Louise Beck Morris 
Mary Mitchell Clifford 
Camilla Wimbish Lacy 
Altha Cunningham 
Virginia Collins 
Glenna Loving Norvell 
Elizabeth B . Parker 
CONTRIBUTORS 1918 - 812.00 1940 - 240.50 
1922 - 75% 1936- 55% 1922 - 413.50 1952 - 231.50 
1918 - 71 % 1943 - 48% 1923 - 287.00 1929 - 214.50 
1916 - 63% 1919 - 47% 1926 - 274 .00 1950 - 196.50 
Eloi se :M~cEwen VVare 
Dorothy Sadler Corprew 
Sarah Lee Atkins 
Janie E. Wood 
Gladys Nuckols Wood 
Rennie Parks Rue 
Class of 1924 
$113.00 - 36 % 
Mary Anna Powe ll 
Anna Hardaway White 
Wilhelmina ·wright 
Mabel R . Allen 
1fary Pepl e 
Norma Coleman Broaddu s 
V irginia Greg ory 
Inez D eJ arnette Hite 
Elizab eth Cosby CarYer 
Agnes Jones 
Virginia Clore John son 
Mary Myrti s Cox 
Car lene Broach Wagner 
Bernie Whitlock e Bowl es 
Margaret Fugate Carlton 
Class of 1925 
$174.00 - 38 o/o 
Elma H. Ashton 
Cathryn Henna 
Sallie Gordon Willis Glenn 
Susie N. Blair 
Estelle Outten Chand ler 
Gladys Wright Cocke 
Eve lyn Boatwright Lynch 
Mary Hall Drinkhard Walton 
Rebecca Brockenbrough 
Ruby Foster Tyree 
Gladys Sanders 
Marjorie Rhodes Hall 
Mildred Jone s 
Susan Brown Graham 
Idaline McYeigh Ratcliffe 
Elizabeth Anderson Knecht 
Wilma Spangler Rogers 
Anne Gordo,n Steward 
Eunice Y. Gill 
Alpha Gordon AtwiU 
Class of 1926 
$274.00 - 44 % 
Kathleen Stinson Williams 
Betty Ballard Willett 
Harriet Sharon Willingham 
Mary Virginia Daughtrey 
Mary Louise McGlothlin Friebele 
Lila Crenshaw 
Louise Fry Ga lvin 
Dorothy ,V alker Bryan 
Mary Ellett Herrnst ein 
El izabeth C. Salle 
Alice H. Taylor 
Margaret Dorsey 
Marguerite Roper Tuggl e 
Inez Cutc hin Kollock 
Aurel ia Gill Nichols 
Eugenia Edmondson Barney 
Florence Booker 
Eve lyn Abrahams 
Margar et Harlan Hilton 
Margaret L azenby Brown 
Nelda Anderson Cotton 
Dorothy E. Campbell 
Virginia Ballard Syer 
Mary Woodward Pilcher 
Culley James 
Glenna James Kennedy 
Louise Mattern Coleman 
Class of 1927 
$67 .00-17 % 
Maude B. Motley 
Margaret Powell Armstrnng 
Catherine Bell 
Edith M. DeWitt 
Cecyle Lovin g Hackendorf 
Ruth Eleanor Lawrence 
Kathleen Privett Bahen 
Helen Gasser Sheppard 
Dorothy Bagwell McDonald 
Dorothy Daughtrey Anderson 
Dorothy Head Thomas 
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Class of 1928 
$120.00 - 39 % 
Beverly Nea l K lu ttz 
Buckner Fitzhugh Pannill 
Ylildr ed Anderson William s 
Gray Robinson French 
Ethel Pond Brink ley 
Louise Massey Crisp 
Gray Robin son French 
Annabeth Cash 
Elnora Hubbard Robinson 
Margaret Willis 
Frances Anderson Stallard 
Cecelia Hunt Wight 
Virginia Pleasant Rob erts on 
Kathleen Hagood 
Nora Tur pin Turner 
Class of 1929 
$214.50 - 33 o/o 
Mary Richardson Butterworth 
Doris Turnbull Wood 
Catherine A. Branch 
Miriam Figgs Rankin 
Helen Moon 
Elizabeth Hale 
Marguerite Stuessy Mattox 
Clare Johnson Wayt 
Violet Cervarich Simpson 
Mary Stevens Jones 
Thelma Pruden Stanton 
Helen Orpin Wenzel 
Catherine A. Branch 
Pearle Powell Prillaman 
Rosalie Gore Parsons 
Roma Gustin Lackes 
Mildred Pope Andersen 
Naomi Williams Thomas 
Mary Wright 
Ruth Haverty 
Virginia Perkin s Yeaman 
Louise Black 
Kathleen Moore Tharpe 
Class of 1930 
$122.00 - 43 o/o 
Nancy Cassell 
Elinor Bell Camper 
H elen Bowman Lieb 
Alice Richardson Connell 
Helen Strickland 
Dorothy Abbott Wood 
Janie Ruffin 
Dorcas Hooker Herthel 
Margaret Billings Sen tz 
Elizabeth Crowder Yan Hook 
Lina Light 
Dorothy Epperly Goodman 
Cornelia Ferguson Underwood 
Priscilla Kirkpatrick Millea 
France Cake 
Helen Harwood Parr 
Frances Willis Overton 
Sarah Ooh n Ettenheim 
Margaret Flick Clark 
Class of 1931 
$1,114.50 - 28 % 
Laura Thornhill 
Elizabet h Gill Minor 
Mary M. Hicks 
Mildred Bingham 
Josephine Nunnally 
Johnnie Adams Irby 
Lucie Francis Samuel 
Arlene Knibb Spiller 
Margaret C. Leake 
Lucile Church Hite 
Amelia Ullman 
Dorothy Pulliam Dysart 
Selma Rothchild Mann 
Frances Givens 
Leone Cooper 
Class of 1932 
$167.50 - 28 % 
Virginia Tabb :Moore 
Helen Pollard D eck 
Mary Ryland Babcock 
Mary Hodnett Mathew s 
Elise Reaguer Miller 
Inez Hauke Hartl ey 
Virginia Jones Pharr 
Jean Peatross Thoma s 
Elizabeth Newcomb 
)fary Ann Hall Anderson 
Ruth Cole Weber 
;\[ildred Ferguson Smith 
Zephia Campbell Scarbo1·ough 
1foriel i\I. Jones 
Geneva B ennett Snelling 
Catherine Foskett McCloud 
Katherine Robert s H esby 
Helen LeGrancl e Butler 
Mary Ryland Fessler 
Ali ce Sallee Lyons 
Carolyn Thompson Broaddu s 
E li zabeth Collier 
Class of 1933 
$150.50 - 58 o/o 
Helen Travis Crawford 
Mary Louise McLaughlin Tucker 
Gertrude Dyson 
Frances Smith Justice 
Catherine Dawson 
Etta ·whitehead Nachman 
Kathryn Harris Hardy 
Vivian Barnett Warr 
Arch ie Fowlkes 
Marjorie Canada O'Riordan 
)follie Moorman Simpson 
1farian W est 
Carolyn Cutchin Powell 
Matilda Tisinger 
Ella Freeman Anderson 
Edna Earl Clore Kincheloe 
Mary Elizabeth Frazer Burslem 
Kathryn Blankenship Shelton 
Marion E. Clark 
Jane Reynolds 
Ruth Crews Malouf 
Marguerite Neale Mog er 
F lor ence Siebert 
Georgie Tiller Allen 
Phoebe Drewry Thiermann 
Adelaide Holloway Patterson 
Frances Rawlings Ware 
Ann Dickinson ·wel sh 
Class of 1934 
$83.00 -26 % 
Helen M. Hulcher 
Ann C. Wood 
Frances Lundin Yan Heu vein 
Nancy Davis Seaton 
M. Elizabeth Goodwin Henderson 
Virginia McIntosh Puckett 
Virginia Watkins Ellenburg 
Gene Newton West 
Katherine Sergeant Newby 
Elizabeth Claybrook Bristow 
Virginia Sanford Brian 
Virginia Fergu son 
Class of 1935 
$51.50 -21 % 
Nan Byrd Owen Manning 
Gladys Smith Tatum 
Mary Mills Freeman 
Alice Harrington Hunt 
Lottie Britt Callis 
Katherine Grace 
Rhea Talley 
Betsy Marston Sadler 
Mary Early Love 
Susan Whittet Wilson 
Gertrude Murrell DuPont Class of 1936 
Lucie Taylor Long $190.50 - 55 % 
Virginia Beck Hargrove Alice Turner Schafer 
Mary M. Hicks Lyndele A. Pitt 
Clare Cannon Mooney Virginia Burfoot 
Carolina Beattie Anna Castelvecchi Del Papa 
(Continued 011 page 34) 
HITTING on all cylinders the first half of the race, Mac Pitt's 1953 Spider 
baseball machine suddenly skidded and 
sputtered home with a 10-10 season record. 
Meanwhile, Fred Hardy 's track squad 
chugged home with a 3-3 slate in dual com-
petition . 
The baseball team, long the kingpin in 
Virginia diamond circles, looked in true 
form as the season opened. It absorbed an 
ugly 10-0 loss to Fort Lee, but then came 
back strong to cop eight of its next nine 
games. High point of the streak was a 7-3 
victory over the University of Virginia, with 
Freshman Vance Long whiffing 19 Cavaliers . 
Then came the collapse. West Virginia 
whipped the Spiders 5-2 as Richmond started 
a five-game losing streak. Other setbacks 
came at the hands of George Washington , 
3-5; Randolph-Macon, 9-15; and V.M.l. 
and Washington and Lee, both 2-3. A 4 to 
2 win over V.M.l. eased things a bit, be-
fore the team entered its last four games, 
three of which it lost. 
Over on the cinder paths, a group of 
football players added considerable strength 
to an improving track team. After eking 
out a two-point win over Virginia (for the 
first time in history), the thinclads lost to 
a potent North Carolina State squad, easily 
ran away with wins over George Washing-
ton and William and Mary and then 
dropped dual meets to V.P.I. and V.M.I. 
In the Big Six meet, held at Millhiser Field 
for the first time, the Spiders finished 
fourth. 
Standouts for Fred Hardy 's trackmen 
were Broad Jumper Frank Padjackowski, 
who set a new University record and was 
unbeaten in dual competition, and Javelin 
Thrower Joe Mathis, also unbeaten in dual 
meets. Both are members of Ed Merrick's 
football team. 
Padjackowski 's 22-foot nine-inch leap bet-
tered by an inch the old record set in 1933 
by H. V. (Sonny) Joyce against Washing-
ton and Lee. 
The baseball team's 10-10 record was, 
in itself , creditable enough. But to the 
Spider faithful, who 've perhaps been used 
to too many championships, it was a heavy 
blow. Especially disappointing was the 
team's .230 batting average and a fielding 
average of only .939. 
Nevertheless, there were numerous bright 
spots, among them Freshmen Bucky Luck, 
Vance Long and Bill Strauss. 
Luck, a muscular young John Marshall 
graduate, swatted the ball for a lusty .325, 
clouted four home runs, batted in 23 of the 
team's 81 runs and landed a berth on the 
All-Big Six team. He and Strauss, a pint-
sized outfielder from Benedictine, were the 
Spiders' only .300 hitters. Strauss hit an 
even .300. 
The cream of Pitt's five-man mound crop 
SPRING SPORTS 
By J. EARLE DUNFORD , JR., '48 
was Long, who posted a 5-1 record and was 
named to the All-Big Six team. Vance, an-
other John Marshall alumnus , pitched 55 
and one-third innings and struck out 56 bat-
ters while giving up only 39 hits and 
walking 16. 
He was the only moundman to have better 
than a .500 average. Reliefer Carl Carnes 
had 2-2; Freshman John Davenport, 2-3; 
Senior Ed Ketchie, 1-2, and Freshman Bob 
Witt, 0-2. 
Third Baseman Russ Cheatham, although 
hitting only .232, also landed a spot on the 
Big Six team. Evans Barcellona, a fresh-
man outfielder from Garfield, N. J., made 
the second team, while Ketchie and Second 
Baseman Frank Gragnani received honorable 
mention. 
Barcellona, incidentally, established a rec-
ord blow for Millhiser Field when he lam-
basted a 423-foot home run into left field 
as the Spiders were pasting Washington and 
Lee, 15-2. 
In the spring issue of the ALUMNI BUL-
LETIN, a Spider record of five wins and 
two losses was reported and the Pittmen 
were in the midst of a five-game winning 
streak, having beaten Maryland and Hamp-
den-Sydney. 
The streak continued with wins of 15-2 
over Washington and Lee, 2-1 over Wil-
liam and Mary and 7-3 over Virginia. Then 
came the losing streak, which ended with 
the 4-2 win over V.M.l.'s Keydets. Scores 
in the next four games read: Virginia (new 
Big Six champions) 8, Richmond, 1; Rich-
mond 2, Randolph-Macon 1; V.P.l. 7, 
Richmond, 4, and William and Mary, 8, 
Richmond, 5. 
Freshman Hurdler Buddy Arnold was 
the Richmond star as the trackmen took it 
on the chin by a 78 and ¾ to 52 and ¼ 
count from North Carolina State. Arnold 
grabbed first places in both hurdles events. 
Wayne Liebich, a Camden, N. J., freshman 
footballer, scored first in the shot and 
Padjackowski and Mathis took their first 
place honors in the broad jump and javelin, 
respectively. 
Some sort of modern track scoring record 
for Richmond was set in the next meet as 
the Spiders walloped an inexperienced 
George Washington team, 117-14, and 
copped all 15 first places. Tom Beane scored 
wins in the 100 and 220, speeding the latter 
distance in 22.1 seconds. But he gave up scor-
ing honors to Lewis Wacker, who was first 
in the high hurdles, and second in the discus, 
javelin and low hurdles and counted 14 
points. 
William and Mary proved easy pickings 
for the trackmeo as they captured an 87-44 
count from the Indians at Williamsburg, 
and took 10 first places. Arnold garnered 
11 points with wins in the 100-yard dash 
and low hurdles and a third in the high 
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hurdles. Second highest man for the Spiders 
was Captain Bill Jordan, who came home 
first in the mile and the 880. 
The Spiders got a foretaste of what was 
to come in the Big Six meet, when powerful 
Virginia Tech (piloted by Louis Onesty, 
'30), blasted out an 88½ to 42½ victory. 
It wasn't so much that the Spiders were 
weak as that the Gobblers had depth in 
every event and a top layer of Grade A 
cream. Buddy Arnold, who ran for Thomas 
Jefferson high school last season, gave Rich-
mond a double victory in the hurdles, win-
ning the lows in 15.6 and the highs in 24.9. 
Frank Padjackowski and Joe Mathis pro-
vided the other Spider firsts in the broad 
jump (21 feet 9½ inches) and the javelin 
(165 feet six inches). Tech took the re-
mainder of the first places with Joe Holland 
turning in the best individual performance 
in the shot. His mark of 48 feet 4½ inches 
set a new Miles Stadium record. 
V.M.I.'s potent track squad was the Spi-
der's last dual meet competition of the 
year and the Keydets came through with a 
76-55 win, as versatile Johnny Mapp amassed 
18 points from three first places and a sec-
ond. His second place was in the broad 
jump, where Frank Padjackowski set a new 
Richmond record. 
The Spiders salvaged first places by Joe 
Porter in the two-mile, Buddy Arnold in 
the 220-yard dash, Randy Keintz in the 
high jump and Mathis in the javelin . Tom 
Theodose and Paul Sheridan tied for a first 
in the pole vault along with Cole of V.M.l. 
Virginia Tech handily woo the Big Six 
meet in Richmond, where the Spiders took 
fourth place, behind Tech, V.M.l. and 
Virginia , with a respectable 36½ points. 
Third-place Virginia had 43½. 
In only four of the 15 events did Rich-
mond fail to score, and Red and Blue com-
petitors captured more than one place in 
the high jump, 100, javelin and two-mile. 
Versatile Buddy Arnold came in second 
in the low hurdles, fourth in the 100 and 
fifth in the high hurdles. Tom Beane 
scored third in the 220 and fifth in the 100, 
while Bill Jordan was third in the two-mile 
and fourth in the mile. 
Other Richmond scorers were Liebich, 
fifth in the shot put; Keiotz, tied for sec-
ond, and Gil Moran, tied for fifth, in the 
high jump ; Padjackowski, second in the 
broad jump; Mathis, second, and Wacker , 
third, in the javelir:i; Tom Theodose, fourth 
in the pole vault, and Joe Porter, second in 
the two-mile. 
Porter's two mile grind with Tech's Dave 
Shafer was a highlight of the meet. Porter 
led for seven of the eight laps, but was un-
able to hold his lead at the last. Shafer's 
time was 9:42.6, beating the old time of 
9:48 set by Richmond's Owen Gwathmey 
in 1942 . 
R.H. PITT- A TRIBUTE 
W E have gathered as a company of rela-tives and friends to honor the late 
Robert H. Pitt, a discerning advocate of Chris -
tion education, a loyal servant of the Baptist 
denomination, and a devoted alumnus of this 
institution. It is difficult to estimate the 
total influence that a good man exerts, espe-
cia1ly if he spends his life upon the higher 
levels of service, where he ministers daily 
to his fellow men. We are reminded that 
sma11 actions or casual remarks often be-
come the origin of great motivations. Those 
among us who had the good fortune to 
know Dr. Pitt remember with gratitude his 
good humor, his ability to encourage con-
fidence, and his unfailing integrity. I shal1 
not forget one of my first interviews with 
him . As a young minister I went with a 
problem which seemed to me insoluble. Ob-
serving a hesitation to tel1 my story, he said 
encouragingly and understandingly, "Don't 
be afraid." TI1at restored my confidence. 
He gave me wise counsel. He sent me away 
with a different spirit. It is conceivable that 
in a brief interview he changed my life. 
Who can say otherwise? Holding a position 
at the heart of denominational life, Dr. Pitt 
must have ministered to many others as he 
did so simply and so gladly for me. 
Apart from the daily influence of noble 
living in his home and in his office, Dr. 
Pitt, as editor of the Religious Herald, 
played an important role in the religious and 
civic community for nearly a half-century. 
Probably no other person in his generation 
held such sway over the thoughts and ac-
tions of Virginia Baptists; yet he assumed 
the responsibilities of leadership without 
ostentation and without respect to selfish 
ends. His unusual literary gifts and his 
keen powers of discernment were dedicated 
to the int erpretation of the Christian mes-
sage as it applied to daily events-political, 
social, and religious. His writings were in-
variably clear, convincing and charitab le. 
Those who expressed disapproval or dis-
agreement found in him a firm but courteous 
opponent. 
The man whose memory we honor today 
was a thorough Virginian in that he pos-
sessed that happy blending of liberalism and 
conservatism which often seems so confusing 
to friends who have casual acquaintance 
with the traditions of the Commonwealth . 
In early writings for the Religious Herald , 
*Dr. Alley, who succeeded Dr. Pitt as editor 
of the Religious Herald, was the speaker at a me-
morial service in the Student Center on Sunday, 
June 7, at which Dr. Pitt's portrait was presented 
to the University. The presentation was made by 
Dr . Ralph C. McDanel, ' 16, on behalf of the 
board of trustees of the Religious H erald, of which 
he is president. Dr. Modlin accepted the painting 
for the University . 
By REUBEN E. ALLEY, '22* 
Dr. Pitt was the champ ion of progressive 
movements, giving support to th e work of 
"t he elect ladies " in the WMU, proposing 
for the first time a world congress of Bap-
tists, advocating the entrance of female 
stude nts at Richmond Co11ege in 1898, and 
encouraging the organization of a Baptist 
training union for young people. 
Conservative in theology, he stoutly de-
fended Wi1liam H. Whitsitt during that 
memorab le controversy which brought dis-
tress to the Seminary in Louisvi1le and 
caused severe tension among Southern Bap-
tists. 
During the fifty years of editorial work 
with the Religious Herald Dr. Pitt displayed 
a lively int erest in cmrent affairs. As an 
i1lustration the Religiou s Herald was the 
first pap er, or certainly among the first 
papers, to print a proposal for the James-
town Exposition in 1907. There were two 
pub lic issues, however, which were continu-
a1ly presented to readers of the Religious 
Herald by its talented editor: religious lib-
erty and temperance. By his masterful con-
tributions to general enlightenm ent upon 
these questions, so important to our na-
tional welfare, Dr. Pitt placed Virginia 
Baptists and, ind eed, al1 Prot estant Christ-
ians under lasting obligat ion. 
It is proper, in conclusion, to speak 
briefly about the relation of Dr. Pitt to Rich-
mond Co11ege and the University of Rich-
mond. He became associated with the Re-
ligious Herald about the same time that 
Frederic W. Boatwright accepted official 
connection with Richmond Co1lege. Thence-
fort h, the two leaders walked together in 
loyal and understanding friendship until 
their separation by death. On December 
11, 1894, Dr. Boatwright was ca1led to the 
Presidency of Richmond Co1lege, and on 
January 1, 1895, he accepted the position, 
entering upon his duties on Jun e 24th of 
that year. In a comment upon that crucial 
period in the history of our beloved school,. 
Dr. Pitt had this to say: " It was a trying ex-
perience through which th e young President 
passed. He stood every test and met the 
embarrass ing difficulties of the situation 
with a manliness and unfailing good sense 
which won for him the approval and the 
admiration of the Board. In a few years, 
as he went about his work modestly , genial -
ly, energetica 1ly, prejudices were disarmed 
and the wisdom of choosing him was fu11y 
justified. The later history of the institution 
wil1 continue to be a high tribute to his 
wise, farseeing, able and unselfish leader -
ship ." In 1903 the General Association 
named Dr. Pitt a member of a new Educa-
(Continued on page 36) 
FOUR GENERATIONS OF PITTS. Malcolm U. Pitt, Sr., '18; Malcolm U. Pitt, Jr., '42, and 
young Mac's daughter, Louise Hope Pitt, preview Dr. Pitt's picture with Artist Alexander 
Von Jost. 
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A PLEA FOR EQUAL RIGHTS 
MANY older generations of U. of R. stu-dents remember teaching they had on 
Southern history. It was explained to them 
that the ante-bellum South, in resting its 
economy upon the plantation and upon the 
labor of men and of mules, deliberately 
forewent the benefits of machine technology . 
In defense of the old system, men elabo-
rated the doctrine that only a few could have 
full status as citizens and a developed cul-
ture ; and that most had perforce to labor 
beyond the pale of civil society, without 
hope of achieving full human stature. The 
North went on to an enriching technology 
which carried with it the possibility that 
every man could share in the rights, duties, 
and common humanity of the society. The 
,conflict of those two economies ended, as 
we all know, in destructive war. 
And then, beginning about 1880, the 
South began to take on the new way of 
making a living. We have not yet gotten 
around to putting up the monuments for 
those Southern citizens who taught us how 
to build and operate factories and railways 
and hydro-electric power systems; who, as 
business pioneers , brought in the economic 
corrective of what was poor and narrow in 
our past. 
We can see that in seventy years of this 
new kind of effort in the South the basis 
has been achieved for a new level of citi-
zenship and of human stature for all of the 
people of the South. Nobody claims that 
the last vestiges of our poverty have been 
cleared away. Every graduate of the Uni-
versity knows in his own county some 
pocket of people who linger on in slums or 
in rural poverty. Yet, almost everywhere, 
twenty years of uninterrupted prosperity 
within a manufacturing economy have 
brought manifold new opportunities for 
well-being. So rapid has been our indus-
trialization that the Southern Association of 
Science and Industry reported that in 1951 
and 1952 the South brought in one multi-
million-dollar industrial plant for each 
working day. 
Now we enter into a new period of South-
ern history . The industrial and agricultural 
basis of well-being for all has been firmly 
laid . We have spelled out in public prin-
ciple the rule of equal citizenship and equal 
consideration . It is tradition and inertia 
alone which hold us back from implement-
ing, town by town, county by county, this 
new respect for human dignity. 
There is much to do. Negroes are ex-
cluded from many jobs for which they are 
qualified. Negro housing is still intolerably 
bad. Our tenure arrangements on agricul-
tural land, enshrining the annua l oral lease, 
would scandalize many societies which we 
think behind us in progress. And merely 
By GEORGE S. MITCHELL, '23 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
George Mitchell , class of '23, received at the 
Richmond convention of the Catholic Committee 
of the South April 24 the Committee 's biennial 
award to the person who has "most contributed to 
the welfare and progress of the South." 
Mitchell is the son of professor S. C. Mitchell , 
who was for many years professor of history and 
government at the University of Richmond. 
George Mitchell now serves as executive director 
of the Southern Regional Council , a voluntary or-
ganization promoting the ideal and practice of 
equal opportuni ty for all the people of the South . 
Many disting uished Virginians took part in the 
organization of the Council in 1944 and have 
continued to assist its work . 
The award to Mitchell was presented by the Most 
Rev. John J. Russell, Bishop of Charleston, and 
the tribute was given by Paul Williams of Rich-
mond . Others who have received the award in 
recent years are : George Washington Carver, 
David Lillienthal, Guy B. Johnson , Howard W. 
Odum, and Archbishop Gerald P. O'Hara . 
George Mitchell lives in Atlanta, where the 
Southern Regional Council has its headquarters 
office. 
on grounds of race, we systematically exclude 
a fourth of our citizens from level partici-
pation in worship, government, education 
and normal community facilities. 
Yet, along with the general growth in 
public well-being has come the laying down 
of guiding principles in a variety of fields. 
In religion we are all familiar with the cen-
tr~l teachings of brotherhood, and to a grati-
fymg degree our Church organizations have 
within recent years said that these principles 
ought now to be carried out in full detail. 
In public transportation, successive Supreme 
Court decisions have made it clear that in 
Pullman travel, in diners, and on interstate 
coaches, segregation is outside the law. A 
Virginia case made it clear also that inter-
state bus passengers have a right to sit where 
they please. In education, all the Southern 
States except five have now acceded to the 
principle that in graduate teaching, white 
and Negro students may be enrolled to-
gether. The seminaries of the Southern Bap-
tist Convention are open to both groups of 
students . In all, more than twenty-eight 
private colleges or seminaries in the South 
admit all qualified candidates. And the 
Supreme Court is expected some day this 
spring to lay down a ruling on equal, and 
perhaps no longer separate, education in the 
public schools. 
There is a contest on within the South, 
little perceived, and seldom mentioned. 
Which of our States will set the example in 
achieving the common citizenship made 
possible by our greater wealth? Ten years 
from now it will be plain that some one or 
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two of our States have gone farthest in this 
new direction. 
Which State is most richly endowed with 
democratic doctrine? Which cast up at the 
time of the nation's birth the greatest figures 
pleading for equal human rights? Which 
has therefore a head start of all the rest in 
putting its public doctrines into tangible 
practice? Surely graduates of this University 
have a ready answer. Surely, therefore, 
their duty is clear. A man's stature is to be 
judged no longer by what he contributes to 
the overcoming of the former poverty of the 
South, but by what he contribut es to bring-
ing about equal humanity in every depart-
ment of Southern life . 
How To Live With 
{Continued from page 4) 
recently, Howard got across quite succinctly 
the gist of this business. ''I've learned a lot 
in adapting plays for television," he said. 
"Particularly from bad plays. I've learned a 
lot more about drama construction from 
them than from good ones. In handling a 
bad play you automatically learn what you 
can't do. What you can do is limitless. If 
a play is sound to begin with, running two 
hours in the theatre, it's hard to trim down 
to one hour without destroying some of the 
vital elements. And naturally if you want 
to make a good play from a bad one, that 
takes work, too! Adapting the mediocre 
play is easier than the other two." 
Early this year Howard, tired of weeding 
other people 's gardens, decided to write a 
video play all his own. It was called CHESS 
GAME, Kraft produced it in February, and 
it immediately aroused tremendous interest. 
i;he Times c~lled it "intellectua lly provoca-
tive and deodedly out of the ordinary," 
which it is, dealing with the conflict between 
a drunken atheist and a minister over the 
soul of a teen age boy. John Golden, 
Broadway play producer, saw it and has 
optioned it for Broadway production this 
fall. 
In May Howard's second original, ONE 
LEFT OVER, was presented by Kraft and 
it too received a great deal of acclaim. Again 
the Times commented, "Anot her beautiful 
and poignant play has come from the pen 
of Robert Howard Lindsay, who certainly 
no:" must be ranked among the truly fine 
wnters brought to the fore by television." 
We have no idea, of course, what the 
future of all this will be; but the past , 
though largely blood, sweat, and toil, has 
certainly been lots of fun. 
1900-
Mr. Adon A. Yoder now lives at 423 Ocean St., 
Santa Cruz, Calif. He sends "salutations to all the 
old boys." 
1901-
Dr . ]. W . Cammack was sorry to be 2700 miles 
away from Alma Mater on Alumni Day. He has 
bought a new home, and "a lot of dry air with 
it (not a drop of rain since January)," in Sunny-
slope, Arizona about 9 miles from downtown 
Phoenix . He is supplying vacant pulpits on Sun-
days and "for recreation" he serves as voluntary 
Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, Chairman 
for 1953 of the Area branch of the American Red 
Cross, and Secretary of the Committee of Twenty 
working for the Incorporation of Sunnyslope as a 
town with 10,000 population. He writes "Our 
latch string is on the outside to any Richmond 
College man, especially the older ones." 
1902-
Sorry to hear of the sickness of Rev. W. H . 
Carter of Salem, Va ., who has been incapacitated 
since March 2. 
1906-
Dean Emeritus Claude W . Owen , who retired 
recently after serving Bluefield College for sixteen 
years, is still teaching Psychology and Sociology. 
1911-
After 28 years as Division Superintendent of 
Madison-Greene County Schools, Mr. A. W . Yow-
ell retired in 1949. Not content to relax, in 1950 
he became proprietor of Oak Hill Restaurant and 
Esso Service Station two miles south of Madison, 
Va. on U.S. No. 29. He reports that he is "spe-
cializing in steaks at reasonable prices," and is 
always glad to see old friends . 
1913-
Dr. John W. Elliott has led the Central Baptist 
Church, Westerly , R. I. , in the erection of a new 
building at a cost of more than $400,000. On 
May 3 the first service will be held in the new 
building, with the dedication program extending 
from May 10 through May 17. Some of the leaders 
of the American Baptist Convention will share in 
the program. 
1914-
From Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Dr. A. R. Crab-
tree sends word of the Baptist World Youth Con-
gress, in July, to be attended by about 1000 
young people in Rio and many others from various 
countries. The Administration building of the 
Theological Seminary of South Brazil will be dedi-
cated at that time. Dr . Crabtree, who is president 
of the Seminary, reports 72 students matriculated 
this year. "Our Seminary is making a worthy 
contribution to the work in South Brazil, especial-
ly in Rio where we have 90 churches and 20,000 
members." 
Early in January Dr . Crabtree 's latest book, 
Baptists in Brazil, came off the presses and was 
called by Atlas News Service, "a thrilling account 
of the transforming power of the Gospel." 
1915-
During the summer of 1952 Dr. Henry E. 
Garrett of Columbia University was Visiting Pro-
fessor of Psychology at the University of Hawaii. 
Dr. Garrett said, "My third visit and I can't 'hula' 
yet!" 
1916-
K. Brooke Anderson has become a grandfather 
for the second time. He has written an article for 
the Brown Alumni Bulletin on his Work with 
Foreign Students. Note to fishermen: he opened 
the trout season with two 11-inch brookies taken 
on a yellow marabou streamer. 
L. C. Yancey works at Glenbrook, Ky., as Ship-
ping Clerk for Stonega Coke and Coal Company. 
Rev. John T . Coburn has taken on a challenging 
assignment as pastor of the new Southeast Bap-
tist Church, located in a section of Washington 
that was largely fields and farms ten years ago. 
Now there are about 10,000 to 12,000 people 
living within a six block radius of his church. 
1917-
Dr . Claudius 0. Johnson will be in Australi a 
most of 1953. 
Sabbatical year spent in the French Alps is 
drawing to a close for Lewis M . Latane and his 
wife. They will return in August. 
1918-
E. Carl Hoover is finishing his 23rd year as 
Principal of Bassett High School. 
Since going to California in 1926, Rev. Leonard 
C. Hubbard has been furthering the education 
of youth, teaching at Long Beach City College 
since 1928. He assures anyone contemplating en-
tering the profession of teaching that he has found 
his work most rewarding. He adds, "From the 
viewpoint of present need , in my opinion no 
greater opportunity for service to humanity exists." 
1920-
The Richmond Ministers ' Association, an inter-
racial organization of clergymen, elected Dr. Clyde 
V. Hickerson as its first president. Dr. Hickerson 
has been pas tor of Barton Heights Baptist Church 
since 1944. 
Dr. Malcom Thompson was recently promoted 
to Associate Clinical Professor of Surgery in the 
School of Medicine of the University of Louisville . 
CHAPLAIN ALBERT RETIRES 
After 35 years of Naval service, Chaplain 
Francis Lee Albert retired July 1. At the 
time of his retirement Captain Albert, al-
though only 59 years old, was the oldest chap-
lain in point of service. 
His war decorations include the Legion 
of Merit, second highest Navy medal, for 
outstanding service as Seventh Fleet chaplain 
on the staff of Vice Admiral Thomas C. 
Kinkaid, the Bronze Star, the Purple Heart, 
and four battle stars. 
He attended the University of Richmond 
from 1915 to 1918 after first studying at 
George Washington University. Later he at-
tended Union Theological Seminary in Rich-
mond and the divinity school of the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Dickinson College at 
Carlisle, Pa., has conferred on him the honor-
ary degree of doctor of human letters . 
1922-
T . Coleman Andrews , U.S. Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue, has been named to the Accounting 
Hall of Fame recently at Ohi o State University. 
Rear Admiral Irving T . Duke, commanding of-
ficer of the Key West Naval Base, said in an ad-
dress for National Youth Day, "We are on free-
dom's side. It is our strongest ally. May God 
grant us the wisdom and courage we shall need 
to keep this freedom." 
Dr . V . Carney Hargroves sends word of his 
two daughters : Narcissa, a senior at Mount Ho! -
OUR WAR DEAD 
Dear Alumnus, 
This letter is written to solicit your aid. 
For sometime now I have been searching old records and pape rs fo r the 
names of fo rmer students-GRADUATES and UNDERGRADUATES- who 
attended Richmond College and later lost their lives in one of the 
followi ng wars : 
The Civi l War , The Spanish-America n Wa r, World War I. 
W e have a complete list fo r World Wa r II and a fa irly goo d list fo r 
W orld War I but there may be others. We also have 14 names from the 
Civil Wa r but I am sure there are others whose names should be in-
cluded . The prob lem is find ing them. 
If you know of a relat ive, friend or acqua intance who died in either of 
these war s, pleas e send his name and wa r to me. 
We hope to secure a complete list for each wa r and then memoria lize 
them wi th a plaque to be placed in the New Alu mni Student Center 
Building . 
Your help will be greatly appreciated . 
Cordially you rs, 
Robert M . Stone 
P.O . University of Richmond, Va . 
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VOTERS LIKE BOWMAN 
Sam T. Bowman, '20, has just rounded 
out 25 years as commissioner of the revenue 
for Bristol, Va. 
To work at any job for 25 years is remark-
able but to be elected to it for 25 years-
particularly when the job is that of tax col-
lector-re quires a combination of ability and 
personal magnitude. And, as Troy Oswell 
says in the Bristol Herald Courier, Sam Bow-
man has a great deal of both. 
Since 1928 when he was named to fill 
the unexpired term of the late John C. Gil-
mer, he has satisfied the voters of Bristol who 
elected him to office for five consecutive four-
year terms. In 1928 he and his one part-
time clerk collected $12,685 in state income 
taxes. Last year four full-time and one part-
time worker helped him collect $249,653. 
yoke, was selected for May Court; Emily was 
chosen by American Field Service for two months 
study in Germany this summer. 
This is the last year of a three-year tour of 
England for Chaplain (Major) George C. Patter-
son. He is looking forward to being here for the 
"ga la occasion" in 1954. 
V. 0. Smith has been with the State of Virginia 
for thirty years, twelve years with the Attorney 
General's Office and the other eighteen with the 
A.B .C. Board, in Jaw enforcement. H e is always 
glad to see anyone passing through Amherst , Va. 
The Maryland Casualty Company presented C. 
W . Newton with a Silver Plaqu e this April, en-
scribed: "Presented to The Newton Agency in 
Recognition of Representation since the year 1908. " 
His father, John M. Newton, Sr., founded the 
agency in 1897 . 
1923-
The Pennsylvania Water Works Operators Asso-
ciation has awarded B. French Johnson the Ivan 
M. Glace prize for contributions (papers on water 
purific ation and service to the association). Mr. 
Johnson is the second person to receive this award 
which is given annually and includes a certificate, 
gold pin and $25.00 cash. At last year's conven-
tion he was elected to the executive committee of 
the Association and continues to serve on it for 
four years, starting as 2nd V. President and going 
to 1st V .P ., President and Past President. The 
New Castle (Pa.) Camp of the Gideons elected 
Mr. Johnson president for the second year. Pre-
viously he had served as Vice-President, Secretary 
and Treasurer. The Gideons have placed new 
Bibles in every room of the new wing of the 
Jameson Memorial Hospital. 
1924-
Rev. E. H. Puryear was saddened by the death of 
his father last December 6. Joy was brought by 
the birth of his first grandchild, Anita Louis Tumb-
lin, on February 4. Rev. Puryear 's church Lee 
St. Baptist, Danville, Va., recently moved into a 
new church building. 
In September , 1952, Thomas A. Harris cele-
brated his twenty-fifth year in aeronautical research. 
At present Mr. Harris is chief of the Stability 
Research Division of the Langley Laboratory of the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics . He 
comments, "My work has been fun. " 
Dr. Thomas A . Dekle of Jonesboro, Louisiana 
visited the campus early in June. His son, Tom , 
Jr. , is a student at the University of Richmond . 
MAYS WIN S PULITZER PRIZE 
The Pulitzer prize committee has seen to 
it that future historians will not say of David 
John Mays, '24, that he was "a greatly neg-
lected Virginian." 
"Greatly neglected Virginian" was the 
term Mays used to describe the subject of his 
biography of Edmund Pendleton , 1721-1803. 
The book, into which he put 28 years of re-
search and writing, won for him the 1953 
Pulitzer prize in biography. 
While his more famous and more colorful 
contemporaries were getting the headlines, 
Pendleton went quietly about his work. He 
guided Virginia in her advocacy of American 
independence in 1776. 
Mays became interested in Pendleton when 
he was a student in the University of Rich-
mond Law School. His search for material 
about this great Virginian led him on a quest 
that covered the whole eastern seaboard. He 
examined thousands of Pendleton's papers. 
Mays is one of four Richmonders to win 
a Pulitzer prize. Two of them were graduates 
of the University of Richmond. The other 
alumnus was the late Douglas Southall Free-
man. 
Edmund Pendleton is Mays' second book. 
His first, Business Law a college text, was 
published in 1932. 
1925-
The Richmond Chapter of the Institute of In-
ternal Auditors elected William T. Talley presi-
dent. Mr. Talley is treasurer and auditor of the 
Tredegar Company with which he has been for 
thirty years. 
1927-
Dr. Francis T . Williamson is now at his new 
post as political officer of the American Embassy 
at Rome. 
Dr. Thomas Eugene West, pastor of the First 
Baptist Church in Marion (N. C.), took part in 
the Religious Emphasis Week at Carson-Newman 
College in Jefferson City, Tennessee during the 
week of April 6-12. On the first Sunday in July , 
Dr. West and his congregation will enter their 
newly remodeled sanctuary. Since last October 
they have been meeting in the Marion Community 
Building. In addition to his pastoral duties, Dr. 
West directs six choirs in his church, two of 
which received "superior" rating in the Hymn 
Festival of the Regional Training Union Conven-
tion. His Boys' Choir has been invited to sing 
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for the first Southwide R. A. Convention in At-
lanta, Ga. in August. 
The University welcomes D r. Richard E. Dunk-
ley's son who plans to enter Richmond College 
in the fall. 
Norwood G . Greene, U. S. Secret Service Agent, 
warns us to examine our $100 bills carefully. If 
it bears check Jetter A, face plate 8 it mJy be 
counterfeit. ($I 00 bills have a picture of Franklin 
on them. in case you don 't know.) 
Virgil H. Goode and M. Wallac e Moncure were 
initiated into Phi Alpha Delta honorary law fra-
ternity on April 25. Mr. Goode is Commonwea lth's 
attorney for Franklin County . Mr. Moncure is 
former president of the Richmond Bar Association . 
1928-
Emanuel Emroch was initiated into Phi Alpha 
Delta honorary law fraternity on April 25. Mr. 
Emroch was also selected chairman of the 1953 
Park and Recreation Week , May 25-30. 
On April 15th Rev. P. Ennis Taylor celebrated 
his fifth anniversary as Pastor of the Madison Ave. 
Baptist Church of Covington , Ky. 
L. Carlton Crump writes , "After 25 years I 
find myself very pleasantly associated with 'Monk' 
Robins in Personnel Work at Philip Morri s and 
Co. 'Monk ' and I are assistant Personnel man-
agers. The Personnel Manager is from Hampden-
Sydney. We frequently talk of the old days." 
Rev. Aubrey S. Tomlinson completed 7 years of 
service for the Louisburg Baptist Church this win-
ter. 
Dr. P. C. Grigg has 2 boys, 10 and 12, and 1 
girl, 7, all adopted. He was discharged from the 
Marin e Corps Air Group in March 1946 with the 
EASTWOOD NEW LIMESTONE 
PRESIDENT 
Dr. A. J. Eastwood, '23, head of the de-
partment of economics and history at Lime-
stone College at Gaffney, S. C., has been 
named acting president of the institution . 
Dr. Eastwood, who was outstanding in 
forensic activities at Richmond College, was 
president of Mu Sigma Rho literary society. 
He took both his master 's and Ph.D. de-
grees from the University of Virginia. 
He began his teaching career as a high 
school principa l and later served as a mem-
ber of the faculties of William and Mary 
College and Hillsdale College at Hillsdale, 
Mich., before joining the Limestone staff in 
1932. 
Mrs. Eastwood, a graduate of Limestone, 
is associate professor of French at the Col-
lege. 
FREEDLEY DIRECTS EMPIRE'S 
LAST PLAY 
Whe n N ew York said its tearfu l farewell 
to the "dear old Empire Theater, " George 
Freed ley, '25, was chosen to direct the final 
performance, "H ighlight of the Empire, 
1893 -1953 ." 
As Freed ley himself said in his own col-
umn in the New Y ork Morning Telegraph , 
which he serves as dramatic editor , "it was 
a toss-up whether more stars were in the 
audience or behind the footlights." Thos e 
behind the footlights, to name but a few, 
included Corne lia Otis Skinner, Edna Wal-
lace Hopper, Ilka Chase, and Basil Rathbone. 
Freedley, one of the best known figures in 
New York theatrical circles, is curator of 
the theater collection of the New York Pub-
lic Library, and is a member of the board 
of directors of the American National Thea-
ter and Academy. He has lectured enter-
tainingly on the theater befor e audiences 
from coast to coast. 
rank of Commander and was accepted as Fell ow 
of American College of Surgeons in 1950. H e 
has served as Chief of Surgical Departm ent at 
Frisbie Memorial Hospital in Rochester , N . H. 
since 1951. 
Rev. W . E. Cullers has a daughter, Sara Jan e, 
who will be a sophomore at We sthampton next 
year. In addition to being pastor at First Baptist 
Church in Char les Town, W . Va ., Rev. Cullers 
is president of the Shenandoah Association Pastors 
Conference, the Jefferson Ministerial Association 
and of the Jefferson Little League. 
Many court battle s and hot encounters with legis-
lative committees and lobbyists have kept W. Lee 
Smith, of Omaha , Nebraska, away from his "Honor 
System" drug store most of 1953. The Omaha 
City Council failed to close his store on Sundays 
but Mr . Smith lost in the Nebraska Supreme Court 
where the case was remanded back to the lower 
court for further adjudication . Lee says it is headed 
up the judicial ladder again and "promises to 
wind up in the U . S. Supreme Court . Th e issue 
is equality under the law and his constitutional 
rights ." (Lee took time off to fly to Richmond 
for his class reunion .) 
1929-
Colonel George Welford Taylor was among 151 
officers who completed a 10-month course of 
study at the Army War College recently . Colonel 
Taylor entered service in 1944 . 
As of June 1, 1953, Rev. E . Rives Ferguson 
resigned the care of Madison Baptist Field churches 
and accepted the South Anna and Fork Bapti st 
churches in Louisa County . Hi s new address will 
be Pendleton , Va. 
1930-
Dr. P . N . Pastor e is the 1953-54 president of 
the Virginia Society of Ophthalmology and Oto-
laryngology. Recently Dr . Pastore was elected to 
membership in the American Otological Society. 
J. Walter Ernest, layman of Calvary Methodist 
Church in Richmond, was re-elected associate lay-
leader of Richmond District of Virginia Methodist 
Conferenc e. 
Rev. Ernest Honts , Tabernacle Baptist Church , 
was elected secretary-treasurer of the Richmond 
Baptist Preachers ' Conferenc e. 
1931-
James R. Ceranton who is with the Investigative 
D ivision of the General Accounting Office has 
received an assignment in Italy for two years. 
John Bagby, Jr . was named a member of the 
American In stitute of Real Estate Appraisers , which 
qualifies him for appraisa l work of all kinds . In 
order to win the distinc tion he had to pass an 
examination given by the Richmond Real Estate 
Board, to take a preparatory course at Massachu-
setts Institut e of Technology for Appraisal II , and 
to submi t samples of various types of real estate 
appraisa ls. 
On March 1, 1953, R. E. Covey became Traffic 
Manag er of the American Sugar Refining Co., 
New York City. 
Rev. Paul J. Forsythe , minister of Sunset Hill s 
Baptist Church , was elected vice-president of the 
Richmond Baptist Preachers' Conference. 
E. Claiborn e Robins is chairman of the program 
committee for the fifth annua l World Trade Con-
ference to be held in Richmond this fall. 
Joseph P. Edmondson , Jr. received his degree 
from Southw estern Seminary in June . H e hopes to 
receive a call to a Virginia church . 
1932-
Dr. Edward C. Peple, U . of R. English profes-
sor, has begun a five-year term of office as a mem-
ber of the Richmond School Board . 
Lewis E. Chittum is Treasurer of American and 
Efird Mills , Inc. , Mt. Holly , N. C. 
The second week in May, Rabbi Eugene Blachs-
chleger and his wife sailed for Israel and Europe. 
While there they will celebrate their 25th wed-
ding anniversary . Rabbi Blachschleg er, rabbi of 
Temple Beth-Or in Montgomery , Ala . since 1933, 
believes that he is the only rabbi to receive an 
earned degree from U. of R. 
Cargill and Wilson, Richmond advertising and 
public relations agency, named Luther C. Wells 
art director. 
Edward F. Gee, vice-president of State-Planter s 
Bank and Trust Co., is a contr ibut or to Bu siness 
Finance Handbook, published recently . He is the 
on ly Virginian contributing and one of two bank -
ers in the United States. 
1933-
R. B. Campbell reports, "My status is quo ." He 
is Bellwood Plant Accountant for Reynolds Met als 
Co., has two children, a boy and a girl, and as to 
his wife he writes,"1-Origina l one, no chang e." 
Robert Pollard Frap, tax accountant with Bethl e-
hem Steel Co., celebrated hi s seventeenth year with 
the company recently . Married in 1939, he has 
two children. He is trustee of First Baptist Church 
of Bethlehem, Director of West End Building 
and Supp ly Co., and member of the Bethlehem 
Zoning Commission. His "hobby" has been the 
construction and landscaping of a homestead, 
"where family and friends can have fun and recrea-
tion, with swimming pool, small golf course and 
childr en's playground centered around a modern 
Ranch house in suburb s of Bethlehem. " 
Aubrey N. Heflin , genera l counsel for Federal 
Reserve Bank of Richmond since 1950, has been 
promoted to vice-president. 
On Saturday , June 6, R. Milton Hobson married 
Virginia Eleanor Haller at Northside Baptist 
Church in Richmond , Va . Their address is 5200 
Wythe Avenue. 
1934-
Dr. Edward E. Haddock , Richmond Mayor and 
layman of Ginter Park Methodist Church, has been 
re-elected lay leader of the Richmond Di strict of 
the Virginia Methodist Conference . 
On April 23, 1952 Chap lain Frederick W. 
Hab erer left D etroit , headed for the Orient. Cap-
tain Haberer spent four months in Japan , Tokyo 
and Sapporo, and then was sent to Kojedo (PW 
Island) for six mon ths. From Kojedo he went 
to the 21st Station Hospital in Pusan, Korea where 
he is now. Captain Haberer wr ites: "This is really 
a needy field, and there are opportu nities to reach 
both American soldiers and also Korean civilians 
and soldiers with the Gospel. " 
William Seward, Jr., professor of English at the 
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Norfo lk division of William and Mary, was one 
of the honor ed guests at the third annual Authors 
Party in Richmond on May 9. A poet and novelist, 
Bill is president of the Poetry Society of Virginia. 
Recently he was selected to membership in Mystery 
Writer s of America and the Poetr y Society of 
America. 
1935-
P. Henry Poehl er, assistant vice-president of the 
State-P lanters Bank and Trust Company of Rich-
mond , spoke on the Saturday morning program, 
May 16, of the American Safe D eposit Association 
convention held in Philad elphia . Mr. Poehler is 
also vice-president of the Richmond Safe D eposit 
Association . 
F . Aubr ey Frayser, Jr. was promoted recently to 
Assistant Regional Manager of Lederle Laboratories 
Divi sion, American Cyanamid Company in Bos-
ton, Mass. Formerly he was Distr ict Manager in 
Columbus , Ohio . His new address is 16 Princeton 
Rd., We llesley 81, Mass. 
1936-
First Bapti st Church of Delray Beach, Florida 
recently presented Rev. Arthur W . Rich, their 
pastor, with a 1953 Pontiac sedan as a love gift . 
On Januar y 7, 1953, Rev. E. Guthrie Brown 
was married to Mrs . Mary W . Plaskitt Wattl es in 
Tr ini ty Episcopal Church, Upperville, Va . They 
make their home at Manassa s, Va . 
1937-
Dr. Wi lliam L. Lumpkin , pastor of H atcher 
Memorial Baptist Church , was elected president of 
the Richmond Baptist Preachers ' Conference . 
Rev. Horace L. Ford has recover ed from his 
accident of September 22 and is back in his pulpit 
at Broadu s Memorial Baptist Church. 
Rev. Paul G. Wiley , Spurgeon Memorial Bap-
tist Church of Norfolk, hope s to open a new 
church building about the middle of August . 
It is M aior Bernie A. Gilman now . Major 
Gi lman is stated at Elmendorf Air Force Base, 
Anchorage , Alaska . "Alaska ," Bernie says, "is 
interesting count ry but desolate , the last frontier 
of the U.S." 
1938-
After teaching history and political science at 
Richmond College in the absence of Dr . Mac last 
semester, Samuel T. Schroetter, Jr . is now back 
at U. of Va . working on his dissertation for his 
Ph.D . 
1939-
Recently promoted to Captain, Hunt Dickinson 
is senior supply instructor in the Air Force Officer 
Candidate School at San Antonio , Texas . Captain 
Dickinson was recall ed to active duty in 1950 
and now plans to stay in. 
Dr . Eugene G . Peek, Jr., past chairman of 
Council for Florida Medical Associati on, has been 
practicing medicine and surgery at Ocala, Florida . 
H e has four sons. 
Frank S. Cosby has been elected vice-president 
of the Richmond Association of Insurance Agents . 
Mr . Cosby, now a member of the firm of Boswell 
and Curtis, has served two terms as a director of 
the Richmond Association of Insuranc e Agent s. 
Aft er 14 years of service, C. Bruce Rennie , Jr . 
has resigned from Virginia-Carolina Chemical Cor-
poration. H e has been appointed sales representa-
tive in Richmond for Brown and Bige low, Ad-
vertising Firm of St. Paul , Minn . 
1940-
Rev. J. R. Noffsinger, pastor of First Baptist 
Church in Gainesville, Fla. , spoke recently at 
Furman University 's Religious Emphasis Week . 
Arnold F. Watts is recovering from a ruptured 
disc operation . He got home from the hospital 
and wro te his Alumni Agent 2-in-l letters flat on 
his back. 
Dr. Douglas Southall Freema n 
(Continued from page 3) 
from his father who had served as a private 
with the Confederacy. 
When Douglas was 17, a Richmond Col-
lege senior, he and his father saw the Battle 
of the Crater re-enacted at Petersburg by 
old men who had fought there. 
The sight of them stirred the boy to a 
vow: 
"If someone doesn't write the story of 
these men, it will be lost forever, so I'm-
going-to-do-it !" 
Dr. Freeman also traced some of his fas-
cination with history to the classes of the 
late Dr. S. C. Mitchell, head of the history 
department at Richmond College. 
"A single sentence in his lecture on Mar-
tin Luther has meant a great deal in my 
life," he once said. "Often times I think 
of it. It was back in 1902. He pointed his 
finger at us in his nervous fashion and 
shouted in that staccato voice, 'Young gen-
tlemen, the man who wins is the man who 
hangs on five minutes longer than the man 
who quits.' At the time I was in the boyish 
position of trying to decide on oriental lan-
guages, history, and biology. The good doc-
tor tried to influence me only as he made 
his course as interesting as possible." 
His first venture at 21-"A Calendar of 
Confederate Papers" - set the pattern of care 
and method. 
Recalling it, Dr. Freeman said, "One can 
never predict what may come of carefully 
done work no matter at what early age or 
experience." 
A publisher approached him shortly after 
he became editor of the News Leader and 
suggested a biography of Lee. 
The four volumes were published in 1934, 
and of the honors they brought, he said: 
"My greatest compensation was living for 
20 years with Lee. If I had never finished a 
line or sold a book I would still have had 
that." 
He began notes for a biography of Wash-
ington but could not shake off the feeling 
that in spotlighting Lee he had left too many 
excellent soldiers in undeserved shadow. 
He postponed the Washington and began 
"Lee's Lieutenants" in 1936. The three-
volume work was completed in 1944, but 
the first volume was issued in 1942 because 
in the command of the Army of Northern 
Virginia Dr. Freeman saw a lesson for the 
United States in World War II. 
"The great lesson of the War Between 
the States is a lesson by which we are bene-
fiting every day now," he said. "It is this 
-nothing can take the place of the soundest 
professional training in arms. There is no 
substitute for it any more than there is for 
professional training in medicine." 
Dr. Freeman said he supposed "Lee's 
Lieutenants" was his favorite work because 
it had been the hardest to organize. Gen-
erals Bradley and Patton carried the four 
volumes on their commands. 
He resumed work on Washington and 
was even more meticulous in composition. 
He discriminated to the point of avoiding 
the word "interesting" because in the Revo-
lutionary era it had meant "'important." 
Dr. Freeman termed himself a student 
rather than a scholar and would carefully 
qualify an answer if he had not covered 
every source to which it related. 
His love of facts led him to criticize as 
the "worst influence of our generation" the 
biographical methods of Lytton Strad1ey, 
author of "Queen Victoria" and "Eminent 
Victorians.'' 
Stradley possessed "ideal literary crafts-
manship but did not examine all the evi-
dence, or enough of it, to sit in judgment 
on his characters," Dr. Freeman told the 
American Library Association in 1936. 
Psyd1ological methods may prove helpful 
to the student of exhibitionism contemplat-
ing a biography of Huey Long, but the 
"faithful portrayal of a soul in its adventure 
through life is the purpose of the biogra-
phy," he said. 
On another occasion the doctor said that 
he knew where Lee was and what Lee was 
doing every minute of the Civil War "but 
wouldn 't dare presume what he was think-
ing." 
That sentiment would have evoked digni-
fied approbation from his two great subjects. 
Of the two, he said, Washington pre-
sented more of a diallenge to the under-
standing. 
Lee at 25 was the man he was to be for 
life, but Washington at 45 was no more 
what he had been at 25 than if he were a 
different man. 
"If the supreme word for Robert E. Lee 
was duty, then that of Washington was pa-
tience, particularly with the future of Amer-
ica in the long, difficult, but sunlit centuries 
of our freedom," he said. 
Duty and patience were the bedrocks of 
his own being. 
He also might have been limning himself 
when in a letter in January, 195 3, he wrote 
that he could not say that Washington had 
the consciousness of a mission but would 
say "that he had a fixed ambition, fired by 
energy and sustained by maracter and pa-
tience." 
A perfectionist to the last, he mused that 
if he had his work to do again, he would do 
Washington and then Lee because, without 
a doubt, the Confederate leader had emulated 
the nation's first hero. 
Just as surely, Dr. Freeman had emulated 
Lee. 
The first thought of many Richmonders 
on looking at the massive statue of Lee on 
Monument Avenue is that Dr. Freeman 
always saluted in going by. 
Once after he had put aside his Washing-
ton manuscript to perform a service for 
someone, a friend said impulsively, "Dr. 
Freeman, you're just like Lee.'' 
His composure shaken, he blinked, hesi-
tated, then replied in a low voice, "I try to 
b " e. 
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The Chemstrand Corporation of Decatur, Ala. 
has appointed Philip D. Lawrence, Jr. as process 
engineer in the polymer department. 
Dr. W. H. (Bill) Remine traveled to Los Ange-
les recently and gave a paper on cancer of the 
stomach. Bill is in the process of settling in a 
new home in Rochester, Minnesota. 
1941-
Edmond G. Massie, III, was elected associate 
lay leader for the Richmond District of the Vir-
ginia Methodist Conference. 
Dr. Marion L. Rice has been appointed as a 
physician on the Medical Staff at the Kecoughtan 
Veterans Administration Hospital at Kecoughtan, 
Va. Formerly Dr. Rice was Assistant Chief, Gas-
tro-Intestinal Service, at Kennedy Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. 
Waverly S. Green, Jr. is resident in medicine 
at Union Memorial Hospital in Baltimore, Md. for 
the year 1952-53. 
Born: a daughter, Nancy Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. 
John H. Locke of Roanoke, Va., April 27. 
Dr. Carl A. Collins, former pastor of the Ever-
green Field churches, accepted a call from Liberty 
Baptist Church in Appomattox. 
Captain Martin Markowitz, recently returned 
from Korea, has been assigned to the Surgical 
Service at Camp Pickett 's U. S. Army Hospital. 
Dr . Markowitz lives at 1004 W. Franklin St., 
Richmond, Va. and has his office at Suite 416, Lee 
Medical Bldg., 1805 Monument Ave., Richmond . 
1942-
Born: a son, Douglas Woodson, to Dr . and 
Mrs. Thomas W. Green, Richlands, Va., April 
4, 1953. 
Tom Warriner, Jr . visited with the Bob Cotten 
family in Washington recently. He said, "Bob_ is 
using 'big city' law which a country lawyer !tke 
me can't understand." 
On April 18 Rev. Harold W . Parker brought 
three high school students from his church, Ring-
gold Baptist, to visit the U. of R. campus. 
Born: a son, William Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Scott H. Wermuth, Jr., Richmond, Va ., February 
21, "looks like good football material. " 
Tremendous things have been happening at 
STEPHENSON, POWERS GET 
COACHING JOBS 
Two of three new head coaching ap-
pointees at Newport News high school are 
University of Richmond men. Jack Powers, 
'40, has been announced as one of two co-
coaches of football and Elmo Stephenson, 
'52, has been named to succeed the inimitable 
Julie Conn as head coach of basketball. 
Stephenson moves to Newport News after 
serving successfully last winter as head bas-
ketball and assistant football coach at War-
wick high school. In addition to his basket-
ball duties, Stephenson probably will serve 
also as assistant coach in football and base-
ball. 
Jack Powers won varsity letters in both 
football and baseball at the University of 
Richmond. Stephenson was an outstanding 
performer on the basketball team for four 
consecutive years. 
Jack Powers was a teacher and coach at 
Henry Clay high school in Ashland, Thomas 
Dale high school at Chester, and South Nor-
folk high school before joining the Newport 
News staff in 1948. 
First Baptist Church of Hightstown, Md., where 
Rev. E. Leland Higgenbotham is pastor . Their 
pledges have risen from $7,-000.00 to $27,000.00 
m 14 months. 
James H. Montgomery, Associate Judge of Rich-
mond Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court , has 
been elected to the executive committee of the 
National Council of Juvenile Court Judges. 
Aylett W. Goode, Jr., former vice-president, 
has become president of the Southern Paper and 
Supply Company, Inc. He is a director of the 
Richmond Junior Chamber of Commerce. 
For the class of 1973: Stuart Lee Williams, Jr. , 
born February 4, 1953 to Mr. and Mrs. Stuart L. 
Williams. His dad is "still practicing law in 
Richmond with John W . Fussell, '28." 
L. Shields Parsons, Jr. is the United States at-
torney for Eastern Virginia. Parsons served in 
the Navy aboard Admiral William H. P. Blandy's 
flagship during World War II and was discharged 
with the rank of lieutenant. Since 1946 he has 
been with the law firm of Venable, Parsons, Kyle, 
and Parsons . 
1943-
Addition: another girl, Laurie Jean, for the I. 
Ray Bakers of Moores, Va. She joins Greta Raye 
who is 2 yrs., 4 months. Their dad teaches com-
mercial math , speech, and drama and also spends 
two hours a day for counseling and guidance at 
Poquoson High School. 
Robert Hathaway's business address is : Thurston 
and Co., Mutual Building, Richmond, Va . 
Born: a son, William Allister, III, to Mr . and 
Mrs . William A. MacKenzie , Jr. of Louisville, 
Ky., April 16, 1953. 
First Lieutenant Gordon F. Phillips is stationed 
with the U. S. Army in Wurtzburg, Germany. 
Dr. John N. Wotiz is Assistant Professor of 
Chemistry at the University of Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Lawyers Tit le Insurance Corporation selected 
John M. Elmore, Jr . as manager of the new branch 
office in Norfolk. 
1944-
Rev. ]. Preston J. Taylor, pastor of Newbridge 
Baptist Church at Highland Springs, is moderator 
of the Dover Baptist Association. 
1945-
The Richmond Baptist Preachers' Conference 
elected Rev. Emory Trainham, of Oakwood Bap-
tist Church, chorister. 
Rev. Julian H. Pentecost, of West End Bap-
tist Church, recently received the doctor of theology 
degree from Southern Baptist Theological Semi-
nary, Louisville, Ky. 
First Lt. Phi lip R. Hart graduated on May 2 
from the live week Chaplain School at Fort 
Slocum in New York. 
For the past 11½ months Albert Russinoff has 
been Patent Attorney for RCA in Princeton . "Al-
though we 've been unable to locate in Princeton, 
we're quite happily situated in an apartment in 
New Brunswick ." 
Dr. W. Warren Walthall was released from 
the Navy in June and has taken a two year resi-
dency in Radiology at Lenox Hill Hospital, New 
York City. 
1st Lt. (Dr.) W.W. McClure entered the Army 
in July 1952 and after taking training at Fort 
Sam Houston , Texas, was sent to the Far East in 
September . After three or four months in Korea, 
he was stationed in Tokyo, Japan, where he is now 
as Chief Epidemiologist for the Far Eastern Com-
mand. He and a team worked on diagnosis and 
treatment of hemorrhagic fever in Korea and he 
is now preparing the data for publication. 
Rev. James Roy Smith, pastor of Ramsey Me-
moria l Methodist Church in Richmond, is Chaplain 
for an Army Reserve unit, the Eightieth Infantry 
Division. He also finds time to serve as president 
of the Methodist Ministers' Association and tem-
porary treasurer of the Richmond Ministers' As-
sociation . Mr . Smith spent three years with the 
WATTS' 11th AMONG EQUITABLE'S 8,000 
To say of Stanley Watts, '43, of Norfolk, 
that he is "one in a thousand," would be 
only a slight exaggeration since he ranked 
exactly 11th last year among the 8,000 rep-
resentatives of the Equitable Life Assurance 
Society in volume of production. 
It's easy to understand why his Richmond 
manager, J. Smith Ferebee, grows somewhat 
ecstatic when he mentions the accomplish-
ments of his most talented underwriter, who 
belongs to Equitable's exclusive "Million 
Dollar Club." He's also a member of the 
"M illion Dollar Round Table" which is com-
posed of a selected group of outstanding 
underwriters of all companies. 
regular army as a chaplain in 1944-1947. 
Married : Lt . Mary Ellen Whalen, Nurse Corps, 
United States Navy, and Captain James Herbert 
Reid, Jr ., Engineer Officer, United States Marine 
Corps, on April 25 in the Marine Memorial 
Chapel, ~arstow, Calif. 
1946-
Louis Rubin has a book coming out in Septem-
ber and perhaps one in December . Also he re-
ports, ''I've spent the spring knocking out a his-
torical novel." 
Rev. Ellis E. O'Nea l, Jr., Yancey Mills, Va., 
attended the Southern Baptist Convention in 
Houston, Texas in May and returned in time to 
represent Andover Newton Theological School at 
the Inauguration of Alvin D. Chandler at W. & M . 
on May 15. 
Salem, Va. will be fortunate to have Dr. R. E. 
Paine, Jr. who will begin private practice there 
in August, 1953. He graduated from MCV in 
1947, specializing in internal medicine, and com-
pleted training at Lewis-Gale Hospital in Roa-
noke. In January he completed two years duty as 
Naval Flight Surgeon. 
Thomas C. Fletcher, Jr. has been named prin-
cipal of Sandston Elementary School for the 1953· 
54 school year. Tom taught English and Latin at 
Highland Springs High School in 1946-47. Later 
he taught at Marion Institute in Alabama before 
going to Hopewell High School. 
Born: a son, Timothy Gordon, to Rev. and 
Mrs. Gordon Conklin on January 23. Gordon is 
pastor of Memorial Baptist Church at Williams-
ton, N. C. 
1947-
Rev. James F. Hubbard sends word of his move 
from Kannapolis, N . C. He is now at Parsons 
Presbyterian Church in Parsons, W. Va. 
D ouglas Goforth has left teaching and coaching 
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In recommending Watts' selection as Equi-
table' s "Agent of the Year," Ferebee said 
"he has not only been tremendously success-
ful as an underwriter but is achieving a na-
tional reputation in insurance circles for the 
quality of his clientele and the model way 
he conducts his professional and personal 
affairs. He is a certified graduate of all 
Equitable training courses and clinics and is 
now engaged in taking his Chartered Life 
Underwriter Degree .... Each day he con-
tinues to grow in stature and performance." 
His Navy record also was a notable one. 
He saw three years of service on destroyers 
in both the Pacific and the Atlantic and 
participated in landings in Normandy and 
Southern France. In one engagement during 
the landings in Southern France Stan's ship 
sank three German destroyers. His ship later 
was engaged in minesweeping operations in 
the South Pacific and in the occupation of 
Japan. He was discharged with the rank of 
Lieutenant. 
He entered the insurance business in 1949 
and was an outstanding underwriter from 
the very beginning. He made the Million 
Dollar Club in 1951 and repeated the fol-
lowing year. 
Stan, his wife, Val, and Tom and Dorothy 
live at 1025 Manchester Avenue, in Norfolk. 
to work for the State Health Departm ent out of 
Chatham, Va. 
Dr. L .0 . Snead, Jr . has been taking radiological 
training since completing internship in 1951. 
I. Leake Wornom , Jr. is now practicing in 
Newport News, Va. After graduation from U . 
of R. Leake went to W. & L. Law School and 
graduated Phi Beta Kappa in 1950. 
Dr . Stanley N. Cohen, interning at the Philadel-
phia General Hospital, says the Army Medical 
Corps will get him this July. He reports, "Am 
married since November 1952 to a lovely West-
ha11;pton College damsel-former Trudy Lee Weis-
ler . 
Dr. Jesse M. Tucker, Jr . is now in private prac-
tice in Huddleston, Va. After receiving his M.D. 
from M.C.V . in 1951 he interned at Norfolk Gen-
eral Hospital, 1951-52. Dr. Tucker is married and 
has one son, Jesse M., III, born in Norfolk, Au-
gust 24, 1952. 
Rev. and Mrs. Roy B. Wyatt , Jr. have been 
appointed lifetime missionaries to Spain by the 
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board . Roy will 
direct a Bible School at Barcelona where young 
Spaniards train to become ministers. Mrs. Wyatt 
will work with women and children. They sail 
for Spain about September 1. Their son, Roy 
Michael, will accompany them . 
James E. (Jim) Worsham, Jr . expects to re-
ceive his Ph.D . in Chemistry from Duke University 
this June . Jim will be at Oak Ridge National 
Lab for the summer and in September will begin 
teaching chemistry at Hampden-Sydney College. 
Engaged: M. Jackson Null to Barbara Moss of 
Columbus, Ga. The wedding will take place in 
July . 
1948-
Born: a daughter, Kimera Gordon, to Mr. and 
Mrs . U. S. (Doc) Savage, Jr. of Richmond, April 
11. She joins their son, Terry, who is 4½ years 
"CHILD PRODIGY" MAKES GOOD: 
The Life and Times of John Emory Jordan 
The failure of child prodigies to make 
good in maturity the full promise of their 
precocities is notorious. In spite of Mr. 
Wordsworth 's assurance, the child is not 
always father of the man. More pertinently, 
the distinguished undergraduate of yester-
day is not always the distinguished tycoon, 
statesman, big league pitcher, bridge expert, 
or Hollywood actor of today. 
Something more than a decade ago, the 
D epartment of English in Richmond Col-
lege had among its major students a young 
man who insisted on making straight A's on 
tests, term papers , and examinations. Nor 
could his record be attributed to his election 
of the easy cours es-as if the English De-
partment ever offered crip courses! This 
undergraduate eventually completed forty-
odd hours in English without ever having 
been on speaking terms with any grade as 
low as B-plus. He exhibited similar mas- · 
tery of his studies in other departments ; he 
made Phi Beta Kappa in a walk; he became 
editor of the Collegian; he was manager of 
the Debate Team; he helped manage Track; 
he was president of the Forensic Council 
and of the S. C. Mitchell Literary Society; 
he was elected to O. D . K. (surprise!) ; he 
earned the Charles T. Norman Medal in 
English; he was the recipient of the coveted 
Alumni Medal. 
The Department of English had never be-
fore had anyone like this on its hands. They 
pinched themselves periodically to be sure 
it wasn't a dream. They bestowed upon 
their prot ege their academic paternal bless-
ing and sent him off to the big city and to 
the School of Higher Studies of the Johns 
Hopkins University, all the while feeling 
very much as Wordsworth 's Michael must 
have felt when Luke departed . 
Of course, Luke came to no good end, as 
those who read Wordsworth (author of a 
few still-remembered poems) will recall. 
Remembering Luke's fate and the disap -
pointing later careers of other "prodigies ," 
one might have predicted that this young 
man (John Emory Jordan, Class of 1940) 
would eventually prove a flat tire or a blank 
cartridge. But that would have been reek-
old. "Doc" lef t Richmond on May 11 for Los 
Angeles, Calif., where his family joined him in 
June. He has been promoted to Assistant Manage r 
of Connecticut General's Branch Office in L. A. 
and should be there for two to four years. 
It's a girl !-Helen Marie , born January 7 in 
Bradenton, Florida. Proud parents are Mr . and 
Mrs . Donald L. Ball. 
F. Lawson Pankey reports that his son, David 
Hunt , will be one year old in July . 
Marine First Lieutenant Dan C. Walker , Jr. 
recently completed carrier pilot qualifications on 
board the light aircraft carrier Mont erey in the 
Gulf of Mexico . 
George R. Penick, Jr. is now a Chevrolet dealer 
after four years at law practice with the govern-
ment. He married Mary K. Casella, of Hunting -
_ton, W . Va ., August 7, 1952. 
Engaged: Angelo Setien to Geneva Ann Hughes 
oning without the destiny that shapes our 
ends, rough-hew them how we will. This 
particular destiny merits a separate para-
graph. 
Destiny decreed that John Emory Jordan 
of Richmond College and Marie Estelle 
Keyser of Westhampton College should meet 
and effect a merger. Miss Keyser was on 
the Westhampton campus about everything 
that John Jordan was at Richmond College, 
including Phi Beta Kappa. This merger 
precluded any possibility that John Jordan 
might ever end up as a beachcomber or a 
hillbilly singer. Such a partnership just 
couldn't fail -a nd it hasn't failed. 
John Jordan, with the invaluable aid of 
partner Marie Estelle, has to his credit a 
brilliant record at graduate school, a no-less 
brilliant record in the United States Navy 
(having risen to the rank of Lieutenant 
Commander) , a position of eminence on 
the faculty of the University of California , 
and a series of truly scholarly and significant 
works in the field of English literary history. 
His latest work, Thomas DeQuincey , Liter-
ary Critic, has recently been published by the 
University of California Press. It is an ad-
mirable presentation of DeQuincey' s critical 
theory and practice , sound, scholarly, compre-
hensive, discriminating, and authoritative. 
This is, if anything, faint praise for a truly 
excellent work, the sort of work that typifies 
the John Jordan-Marie Keyser partnership. 
- SAMUEL W . STEVENSON 
of Waverly, Va . An August wedding is planned. 
Herman Fleming is working on the inside of 
an aircraft plant . He and his wife with six others 
drive 35 miles to and from work-"In Texas , that 
is not far." 
P. L. Goldfarb , Richmond chemist, has com-
pounded a new product designed to solve certain 
septic tank problems. He has formed the American 
Chemical Products Company to manufacture and 
market the new product, " Peptank. " 
George W . Stokes, Assistant Attorney of W. 
Va. , has been named State Workmen 's Compensa-
tion Commissioner. Stokes became associated with 
a Welch law firm following his graduation from 
the T . C. Williams Law School. In 1950 he was 
appointed Assistant Attorney General. 
1949-
Homer W . Hanna , Jr . of Charleston was ap-
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pointed Public Service Commission Chairman for 
West Virginia. He has been a member of PSC 
since 1951, before which he was assistant at-
torney general. 
Married: John F. Munce to Virginia Worthing -
ton Warner of Staunton , May 16, in Trinity Epis-
copal Church. 
"Some changes have been made." E. King Reid 
reports , "My daughter got her wish-a baby 
brother, William Grove Reid, II (born November 
3, 1952) . Bill looks like fullback material for 
the class of '75 or thereabouts -we igh ed 10 lbs. 
at birth and over 20 at 6 months ." King has been 
Field Supervisor of the Travelers Insurance Com-
pany, Agency Departm ent, Life, Accident, and 
Group since September 1952. He enjoys his work. 
Jack B. Wilbourne has been transferred from 
Richmond to Danville by Esso. 
W. Gordon Cousins , Jr . was married on May 
23; "no, she didn't go to Westhampton." 
It was a June wedding for Nancy Lee Wal-
ters and Rev. Oscar Leroy Emerick, Jr. 
In March , William E. Carter, Jr. joined the 
staff of the Divisional Controll er, Engine and 
Foundry Division , Ford Motor Company, Dear-
born , Michigan. He wrote that he was aided in 
making the connection by Mr. William Warren 
of the School of Business Administration and Dean 
William .Muse of the T. C. Williams Law School. 
W. N. Gee, Jr . has received an internship ap-
pointment at Norfolk General Hospital beginnin g 
July 1st. On April 8, he was initiated into Alpha 
Omega Alpha, Honorary Medical Fraternity . 
Beginning September, 1953, Louis F. Luechauer 
is taking a year's leave of absence to return to 
Pennsylvania State College and complete work on 
a Ph .D. He has been working as a traveling 
chemist for the American Linen Supply Company . 
Another returnee to Penn State will be George 
McClary who will do graduate work in the De-
partment of Clinical Psychology this summer. 
Georg e has been working in the psychological test-
ing service of the Department of Research, Rich-
mond City Schools. 
Engaged: Walter E. Reid to Ethel Margaret 
Aughey of Royal Oak , Mich. Both Miss Aughey 
and Mr . Reid are chemists at the National Bureau 
of Standards in Washington. 
Another girl for Mr. and Mrs. William E. 
Barnett of Raleigh, N. C. Her name is Joy Seibert 
Barnett. "Mommie and Daddy doing fine! " 
Morris E. Cather, Jr . received his B.D . degree 
from Southern Seminary in April, 1953. Follow -
ing graduation he assumed duties as pastor of the 
Hebron Baptist Church, Gore, Va . His permanent 
address is still 302 S. Braddock St., Winchester, 
Va. 
Frank K. Thompson was elected secretary-treas-
urer of the Southern Paper and Supply Company, 
Inc . Frank is director-elect of the Richmond Junior 
Chamber of Commerce and has been active in 
civic and chun:h organizations. 
1950-
Samuel W. Crews received his B.D . degree 
from Southern Seminary in April , 1953. Follow-
ing graduation he assumed duties as pastor of 
the Austinville Baptist Church, Austinville, Va . 
Glenn L. Plott also received his B.D . degree 
from Southern Seminary in April , 1953. He is now 
pastor of Gordonsville and Barboursville Church 
in the Goshen Association of Kentucky . 
Engaged: Lt. Walter J. McGraw , USNR, to 
Maryglyn Cooper of Jacksonville, Fla . The wed-
ding is planned for August. 
B. Walton Mahon is assigned to the 544th 
Reconnaissance Technical Squadron , which is pri-
marily the Strategic Air Command's intelligence 
and target development outfit. 
James F. Duckhardt is counting the days until 
September, when he 'll be discharged from the 
Army. He's in Korea now, but due to return to 
the states in August . He says, 'Tm looking for-
ward to seeing all of my friends at the University 
of Richmond ." 
It will be a Fall wedding for Arny Dale Hulch 
and Louise Yvonne Ward of Richmond . 
It's Lt . Henry P. Cobb now . Henry was pro-
moted from staff sergeant to reserve second lieu-
tenant at Lockbourne Air Force Base, Columbus, 
Ohio. He is awaiting an assignment to another 
Air Force base where he will be management 
analysis officer. 
Married: Miss Shirley Grey Bigger and Douglas 
Erroll Hollomon at 8 p.m. Saturday , May 9, at 
Falling River Baptist Church. 
Gus Brown is now in business for himself in 
Richmond as General Agent for the Protective Life 
Insurance Co. of Birmingham , Ala. 
Something new has been added: a daughter , 
Janet Lorraine, born to Mr. and Mrs . Tom E. 
Coleman, Jr . on April 30, 1953. Tom works as 
sales representative for Richmond Motor Company. 
James R. Sease was married to Janie Elizabeth 
Tune of Halifax on June 20. Jimmy enters the 
Medical College of Virginia this fall. 
Pio H . Daile Mura received a M.S. degree in 
electrical engineering from Princeton University in 
October 1952. Since September 1952, he has been 
working as electronic research engineer at Johns 
Hopkins University. 
June was the month for the marriage of Hans-
ford H. Rowe , Jr. and Eloise Swan of Bristol. 
The last word from Marvin Menkes was that 
he was with the Housing Authority of the City 
of Newark and was living in Deal, N. J . 
Chase Spilman Decker has received a William 
Emlen Cresson Memorial Traveling Fellowship 
from the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 
Philadelphia. The award entitles him to four 
months travel in Europe. 
Born: a daughter, Susan Cary, to Mr. and Mrs . 
William C. Farmer, Richmond, February 2, 1953. 
The wedding of Miss Mary Caroline Bradley, 
of Moncks Corner , S. C., and William Francis 
Lamb took place Saturday, May 16 at the Sacred 
Heart Cathedral in Richmond. 
A late summer wedding is planned by Jean-
nette Watson Aderhold of Bassett and Frank Wig-
gington Brown of Martinsville. 
"Cupid's 'Long Shot' Pays Off." When Gerald 
K. Gibson, Ebensburg, Pa. attorney, and Miss 
Thais F. Westrick applied for their marriage 
license they broke a thirty year tradition. It was 
the first time an employee of the marriage license 
office (Miss Westrick), applied for a license . They 
were married in the rectory of Holy Name Catholic 
Church, Ebensburg, Pa. 
Bob Stone, Jr. writes that he played golf with 
Stu Massie, '49, Bill Garren, '49, and Ralph 
Graves, '51, in Hartford on May 20. Stu, Bill, 
and Bob all work for the Travelers ' Insurance Co. 
in Hartford. Ralph was being interviewed for a 
job with Travelers for August. 
1951-
Since June 1951, when he graduated from MIT, 
Bob Ryland has been Design Engineer with West-
inghouse Transformer Division, Sharon, Pa. Mar-
ried Anne Motley in April 1952. Blessed event 
-Elizabeth Rogers Ryland, May 10, 1953. 
Rev. Fred Gardner's church, Berea Baptist, re-
cently had the cornerstone laid for the new $38,-
000 education unit. 
Albert D. Murden will teach English and Social 
Studies in the Alexander Park Junior High School 
in Norfolk County for 1953-54 . 
Calendar of events for William H. Prillaman, 
Jr. : September 1951-entered Harvard Business 
School , June 1953-received Master's degree in 
Business Admini5tration , July 1953-enter service. 
Ed Altman teaches at Thomas Dale High School 
in Chester, Va . "Music still plays a very large 
and important part in my life." 
Kenneth D. Williams is stationed aboard the 
U.S.S. Shenandoah. 
William T. Coppage was recently appointed 
Supervisor in the Rehabilitation program of the 
Virginia Association of Workers for the Blind, in 
the Alexandria-Arlington area. His wife is a staff 
nurse with the Alexandria Visiting Nurse Service. 
May was the "graduation" date for Lt. Melvin 
C. Vernon. He will complete the Associate Of-
ficers Course at the Quartermaster School, Ft. Lee, 
Va. He finished Officers Candidate School at Ft. 
Riley, Kansas in January 1953. 
Promotion: Francis C. Lee from special counsel 
HE'S MAYOR MARABLE NOW 
Dallace E. (Dick) Marable has been 
elected mayor of Monroe, N. C., where he 
is owner and manager of WMAP. 
Mayor Marable went to Monroe in 1946 
from Rock Hill, S. C., where he had served 
as superintendent of parks and playgrounds. 
Earlier he had served as athletic director for 
the department of recreation in Newport 
News and, later , as director of recreation at 
Williamsburg and coach of all high school 
athletics. 
Dick is a director of the Chamber of Com-
merce and of the Red Cross chapter. He 
founded the Monroe Little Theater League. 
He is a member of the City-County Planning 
Commission, director of civilian defense, a 
member of the hospital board and of the 
health board. He coaches a baseball team 
and is an official of the N. C. State Basket-
ball Board. 
A flier in the Navy Air Corps, he now 
holds a commercial flying license. His chief 
hobby, however , is power boat racing. He 
won the Norwood Trophy in 1951 and 1952. 
for the State Highway Department to assistant At-
torney General for Virginia . 
David R. (Dick) Hensley , Jr. has taken the 
position of teacher and football coach in the Win-
chester (Ky .) high school. Dick is also the direc-
tor of a recreational program at the Winchester 
Youth Center. Dick and Helen are directing the 
Senior Play together. 
A $400 fellowship for research has been awarded 
Stuart Nottingham. Stu, a second year student at 
M.C.V., will do eight weeks of special study in 
public health and preventive medicine. 
Engaged: William Greene Way and Frances 
Lawther Tiller of Emporia . Bill received his M.D . 
from M .C.V . in June, 1953 . 
A late summer wedding is scheduled for Jim 
Payne and Mary Creath of Richmond . Jim has 
just recently returned from the Marines and plans 
to attend seminary this fall. 
It was a June wedding for First Lt. Bru,ce Har -
rison Banks and Elizabeth Ann Goehl of Monte 
Vista, Colorado. Lt. Banks is stationed at Mather 
Air Force Base, Sacramento, Calif. 
On Saturday, May 16, Kenneth Earl Motto and 
Jeanne Annette Druet of Portland, Oregon were 
married at 3 p.m. in Ivey Memorial Methodist 
Church, Petersburg , Va. They are making their 
home in Colonial Heights. 
Joseph Rody Patterson and Martha Ethelynn 
Jones of Blackstone will be married in August. 
In July, Al Pittman will go to Brazil to attend 
the World Baptist Youth Conference at Rio de 
Janeiro and, after the congress, will tour the rest 
of South America . In August, Al and Julia Wann 
will be married in Washington. Rochester, N. Y . 
will be their home for the coming year. 
1952-
First Lt. Granville R. Smith, former Richmond 
policeman, has been transferred from the Medical 
Replacement Training Center at Camp Pickett to 
the United States Military Academy at West Point 
where he will be detachment commander for per-
sonnel at the academy's Army hospital. 
June 7 was the date of the wedding of Tommie 
Jean Ezell of Knoxville, Tenn., and Joseph Wil-
liam Roberts , Jr. 
July 18 is the date for the marriage of Barbara 
Juanita McCraw of Bassett, Va ., to R. Forest Per-
sons. 
Engaged: Miss Mae Silverthorne of Whortons-
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ville, N. C., to Waverly Earl Nunnally. 
C. Ralph Martin was married on Nov. 29, 1952 . 
His bride is the former "Jackie" Campbell. St. 
Luke's Episcopal Church in Richmond was the 
scene. 
Glenn R. Whitmer is overseas with the 169th 
Infantry . 
'Tm in the Air Force now." J. Donald Parcell 
has been in since August 5, 1952. Don works as 
a stock record clerk in Base Supply at the Smoky 
Hill base in Salina, Kansas. Smoky Hill is one 
of several bases under the Strategic Air Command. 
W. Bryan Morgan is now a graduate student at 
U. Va. and plans to complete work on his M.A. 
in August 1953 . Then he will teach if the service 
does not get him . 
H. Clyde Pearson, who is practicing law in 
Jonesville , Va., has been made Executive Secretary 
of the County Chamber of Commerce. 
In June 1953, Jess Walters received an M.A. 
in Political Science from Emory University. Jess 
had to turn down three out of four offers for the 
year 1953-54. U.C.L.A.'s $1,500 teaching assistant-
ship in political science was accepted as an aid 
while working toward a Ph.D. in Political Science. 
The three refused were: $800 Falk Fellowship 
from Yale University, $900 assistantship in Politi-
cal Science from Duke University and $1000 Fel-
lowship in Political Science from the University 
of Illinois. 
Don Jacobs doesn "t think Uncle Sam will keep 
him in Detroit much longer. He 'll let us know 
if he is moved . 
Norman Woerner has been taking an 8 week 
course in Troop Movement and Traffic Control at 
the Transportation School at Fort Eustis, Va. 
Was good to see Norman down for Alumni Day. 
The Republican nomination as a candidate for 
one of Richmond 's seven seats in the Virginia 
House of Delegates is sought by W . Jerry Roberts, 
Richmond attorney. 
Pvt . William R. Young has graduated from the 
Engineer Leaders ' Course at Fort Belvoir , Va ., 
Bill entered the Army last September. 
1953-
The Rev. William Dietrich, Jr., pastor of Mt. 
Olivet Baptist Church, near Ashland, was visiting 
song leader at revival services held at Deep Run 
Baptist Church in May . 
Miss Joyce Adelaide Poore and Edgar C. Smith 
plan to be married in August. 
A late summer wedding is planned by Doris 
Corrinne Balderson and David Bancroft Burbank. 
John G. Kolbe, Inc. 
SU EAST MAIN STREET 
RICHMOND, VA. 
Phone Z-8SU 
Equipment 
FOR THE PREPARATION 
AND SERVING OF FOOD 
CHINA * GLASS and 
SILVERWARE * 
For Thorough Planning of 
Your Kitchen, for More 
Efficient and Modem Op-
eration ... Call in Kolbe'• 
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1919 Secretary 
MRS. PALMER HUNDLEY (He len Hancock) 
3021 Noble Avenue, Richmond, Va. 
We are carrying the names of thirty-one mem-
bers on our class roll. Each one was written a letter, 
and replies have come from Adelaide Walton Cow-
herd, Elizabeth McLean Matheson, Lillian Robert-
son Livesay and Esther Jett Sanford. 
Twelve have made contributions to the Alumnae 
Fund. That is fine, but what about the rest of you? 
Can you not show your loyalty in a tangible way? 
Have you any suggestions for that reunion in 
1954? Please write to Helen what you would like 
to have, and we will do our best to please you. 
Lillian Robertson Livesay, and State Senator 
Walter Harrison Carter were married in the 
New Providence Presbyterian Church of Raphine, 
Virginia, on June seventeenth. They will live in 
Amherst, Virginia . 
1921 
MILDRED L. MCDANEL. 
Se.re1ar1 
MRS. E. L. DUPUY (Catherine Little) 
1200 Ranson Road, Martinsville, Va. 
Three members represented us at the meeting of 
class representatives this spring: Marion Stoneman 
Oliver, Maie Collins Robinson, and Gladys Lums-
den McCutcheon. Each of you should have heard 
from one of these . Have you responded? The 
amount is important but not the most important-
your remembering your old school is important. 
Our sympathy to Katherine Spicer Edmonds, who 
Jost her mother this past March. 
Remember our "May Queen " May Thompson? 
She's still playing a leading role as told in the Rich-
mond News Leader of April 18, 1953 by Sue Dick-
inson. She is one of the top-ranking women in 
Civil Service classifications. She works with ten 
regional offices on organizational and administra-
tive matters and on coordinating their activities. 
The Employment Service was transferred from the 
Department of Labor in 1948, and May Thompson 
Evans became Field Representative of the Depart-
ment of Health and Education and Welfare (for-
merly Federal Security Agency). May's husband is 
W . Ney Evans (married, 1930). They maintain "a 
voting residence " in North Caro lina. We might 
have entitled this account as some kind of success 
story! 
I do wish more of you would write us some 
news-about yourself and fami ly! 
Happy summer to you! 
1923 Secretary: 
MRS. T. J . LOVING (Virginia Kent) 
Stage Junction, Virginia 
It was great fun to be back again with the mem-
bers of '23 who returned to Westhampton to 
celebrate our Thirtieth Reunion . The class was 
entertained by a group of its members Friday 
evening at a buffet supper in the lovely home of 
Ruth Powell Tyree in Windsor Farms. The de-
licious food , the delight of reunited classmates and 
faculty, '23 's scrapbook, and the song fest with 
Hannah at the piano and Fristoe leading the 
singing will long be remembered. We were very 
happy to have as our guests Dean Roberts , Miss 
Lough, Miss Harris, Leslie Booker and our 
co-sponsors , Miss Lutz and Liz Gaines. Telegrams 
and letters were read from the following mem-
bers who were unable .to attend : Evelyn Sanford 
Crafton, Nellie Saunders Early, Rennie Parks 
Rue, Mamie Smith Fitzgerald, Virginia Collins, 
Kate O'Brien, Virginia Epes Field, Jane Waters 
Gardner, Elsie Morgan Anderson, and Mildred 
Campbell Broome who is now living in Singa-
pore. 
Registration on the campus took place Saturday 
morning at ten o'clock with Cunny and Margaret 
Ostergren Edward in charge. All enjoyed the 
FRANCES FARMER, '31, ELECTED ALUMNAE PRESIDENT 
Frances Farmer, '31, was elected president 
and Billy Jane Crosby Baker, '44, was elected 
vice-president, at the annual business meet-
ing of the Westhampton College Alumnae 
Association on June 6. 
Miss Farmer, after receiving her B.A. from 
Westhampton in 1931 attended the T. C. 
Williams School of Law and received her 
LLB . there in 1933. At that time she was 
awarded the Charles T. Norman prize as the 
best all around law graduate of the year. 
She passed the State Bar examination, and 
then became secretary to former Dean Ray 
Doubles at the T. C. Williams Law School. 
Later she took a course in library science 
and combined her duties as secretary with 
that of law librarian. 
In 1942 Miss Farmer became the Law 
Librarian at the University of Virginia and 
has continued in that position till the present 
time. In 1952 she was elected executive sec-
retary of the American Association of Law 
Libraries and still holds that post. 
Mrs, E. Ballard Baker (Billy Jane Crosby, 
'44) has been active in alumnae work previ-
interesting symposium and the luncheon in the 
court dining room as well as the class meeting in 
tlie facu lty parlor . Pictures were taken in the 
court, among them being a group of those of '23 
with resident sons and daughter at the U. of R. 
This group consisted of Louise Beck Morris and 
her son, Sarah Lee Atkins and her daughter, 
Katherine Essex Clarke with a son and daughter 
and Mary Burt Beal and daughter. Katharine 
Beal, a senior, is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
That evening most of us attended the dinner. 
Those staying on campus enjoyed changes and 
additions made since "our day" and reminiscing 
over the past glories of '23 . 
Thirty years have passed since we graduated, 
but whenever members of '23 get together it 
seems but yesterday since we worked, played and 
laughed together as Westhampton students. We 
wish that every member of the class could have 
returned and celebrated our reunion together this 
June . Those who did return numbered twenty-
eight, and are as follows: Ada Arthur Deacon, 
Louise Beck Morris, Myrtie Bidgood Brooks, 
Mary Burt Beal, Hannah Coker, Altha Cunning-
ham, Virginia Davidson Knight, Katharine Essex 
Clarke, Leita Ellis Breismaster , Louise Fristoe 
Arnold, Elizabeth Kent Loving , Sarah Lee Atkins , 
Glenna Loving Norvell, Gladys Nuckols Wood, 
Douglas Oliver, Margaret Ostergren Edwards, 
Ruth Powell Tyree, Dora Ransone Hartz, Jane 
Eubank Reams, Dorothy Sadler Corprew, Rosa 
Sanders Thomas, Ethney Selden Headlee, Agnes 
Taylor Gray, Josephine Tucker, Camilla Wimbish 
Lacy. 
As I was elected class secretary, will you please 
write any news about yourse lves, family or each 
other to me in the fut ure, so that I shall be able 
to have something for the BULLETIN each time it 
goes to press. My address is Mrs. T. J. Loving, 
Stage Junctio n, Va. 
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ously, having served as president of the New 
York Alumnae Club at one time, and having 
headed the committee for the Isabel Harris 
portrait last year. 
Mrs. Baker was president of her senior 
class at Westhampton in 1944. Following 
her graduation she worked for the Reynolds 
Metals Company both in Richmond and in 
New York. In 1949 she was married to 
E. Ballard Baker, a lawyer and a member of 
the faculty at the T. C. Williams Law School. 
1925 Secretary 
MRS. DAVIS T. RATCLIFFE 
(Idaline McVeigh) 
6 Hillside Road, Baltimore 10, Maryland 
Elsie Nolan (Mrs. Joseph Friedman) has had a 
trip to Paris. Maybe we can get some detai ls about 
it directly from Elsie and pass them on to you in 
the next issue of the BULLETIN. She is studying 
painting, I hear, and thoroughly enjoying it. In 
case you want her latest address, here it is : 134 E. 
Bradley Lane, Chevy Chase, Maryland. 
Buck Ashton had lunch with Miss Lough recent-
ly in Washington and had an interesting time 
with her. Miss Lough is teaching in Richmond at 
R.P.I. Buck says that the Federal Security Agency 
of which the Children's Bureau (in which she 
works) is a part, is now a fully recognized depart-
ment of the government-The Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare . 
It would be nice if we could have a letter in the 
BULLETIN every issue, wouldn 't it? With a little 
more cooperation it wou ld be possible. How about 
Jetting me hear from YOU this summer? 
1928 Secretary: 
MRS. Lou rs S. CRISP (Louise Massey) 
216 N. Madison Street, Staunton, Virginia 
Around twenty of us gathered on the Friday 
night of June 5th at the lovely new home of 
Frances and Beecher Stallard . The Richmond 
group from our class were joint hostesses with 
_Frances. The group included Mildred Anderson 
Wi lliams, Elizabeth Harris Jones, Flora Hu tzler, 
Beverly Nea le Klutz and Anne Myer Craigie. 
Nora Turpin Turner regretted that she could not 
be presen t. 
The weather was perfect , and, as we gathered 
on the terrace for punch, each new arriva l brought 
an exclamation of delight. The group, in addi-
tion to the Richmond members, finally consisted 
of Kathleen Allen, Kathleen Moore Tharpe, 
Dorothy Seay Brumbaugh, Sarah Cudd Gaskins, 
Gray Robinson French, Ethel Pond Brinkley, 
Kathleen Hagood, Margaret Chapin Perry, Louise 
Eubank Gray, Hazel Anderson Carpenter, Vir-
ginia Pleasants Robertson, Gay Minor Nelson, 
Elnora Hubbard Robinson, and Louise Massey 
Crisp. 
Someone produced a class roll and we did try 
to account for the absentees. ( Some of you have 
become almo~t lost and we would like to know 
what has happened to each one.) Margaret 
Chapin Perry had thought to get "star-billing" by 
announcing the birth of her fourth child two 
years ago, the year her daughter Sue entered 
Westhampton, but when Frances produced a let-
ter from Helen Covey Milius and Tom Milius, 
Margaret retired to the background. The letter 
was a very original announcement! "Notice of 
Delivery, May 16, 1953, to Tom and Helen 
Milius-Susan Claire-8.4 lbs." As far as any of 
us knew, ,this was the first arrival. 
Items of great interest to us were the following: 
Kay Moore Tharpe 's daughter Anne had gradu-
ated from Westhampton the preceding year after 
an exciting year of marriage, appendicitis opera-
tion and commuting back and for.th to West-
hampton from Washington so as to finish out the 
final year. She did! 
Kathleen Hagood made a charming picture. 
We all want to know her beauty secrets. She got 
her Masters several years ago from Columbia and 
has been living in New York City, working wi.th 
the Department of Mental Health. 
Miss Lough joined us later in the evening for 
coffee. She had already attended 23's 30th Re-
union . We felt that she really "belonged" to us 
too and i,t was wonderful to see her. 
The next day was filled with the regular sched-
uled events. Of course, we were all delighted to 
see Nora Turpin Turner presiding over the Alum-
nae Meeting . She was beautifully dressed and 
presided with much ease and charm. She was a 
lovely picture again that night as she sat at the 
head table at the joint banquet with Richmond 
College Alumni. 
Margaret Willis, who is still on ,the faculty at 
Fairfax Hall Junior College, joined us for ,the 
day on Saturday. 
That night, at the banquet, Margaret (Tom) 
Rudd, who is now on the faculty at Westhampton, 
sat with our group. She feels that '28 is really 
her class, so we hope she will join us for any 
future reunions. 
Mildred was leaving the next morning for 
California, so, for the present, I will act as your 
class secretary. If anyone has news items for the 
BULLETIN or wants information about anyone 
who was at the Reunion, I will try to answer 
promptly or send on .the items to the Alumnae 
office. 
Address me: Mrs. Louis S. Crisp, 216 N. Madi-
son Street, Staunton, Virginia. 
1929 Secretary 
MRS. MILDRED POPE ANDERSEN 
5101 Powhatan Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 
Thelma Pruden Stanton is teaching school in 
Alexandria and she and her husband are very busy 
"fixing up" their home in their spare time-with 
their chickens, rabbits, pheasants, dog and acre of 
land which is quite productive, you can imagine 
how much spare time they have! 
Frances Elmore Clift drove to Texas to see her 
son who is in camp there. 
Virginia Snow Richardson 's husband received 
his doctorate last fall from the School of Education 
of George Washington University. 
Garland January Conn's son, Julius, was awarded 
a certificate of intermediate honor at the University 
of Virginia and has been accepted in the Medical 
School there. Her other son, Harry, is 11 years old. 
Pearle Powell Prillaman's son, Bill, received 
his Master's degree from Harvard Graduate School 
of Business Administration in June. Her other 
son, Robert, is 1 7, and is going on a tour to 
South America this summer. While in Rio de 
Janeiro he will attend the Baptist Youth Congress. 
If anyone in the class knows the address of 
Adeline Richardson or Willie Smith please send it 
to the Alumnae Office at We~thampton. 
The response to the Alumnae Fund has been 
excellent-in fact, we are near the top in amount 
contributed with 33½% represented . I want to 
thank all of you who have sent in your contribu-
tion-to those who haven't, do so as soon as pos-
sible--i t will serve a real purpose. 
Well, after four years as your Class Secretary, 
I am relinquishing the job to Mildred Pope Ander-
sen, 5101 Powhatan Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia. I 
know you will continue your interest and enthusi-
asm and will keep her informed of your activities 
as items of interest for the BULLETIN. I want to 
thank you for your splendid cooperation which 
has made my turn as Secretary one that will be 
long remembered with real pleasure--and now, 
happy vacation time to you all. 
1930 Secretary 
MRS. E. F. OVERTON (Frances Willis) 
1602 Bellevue Avenue, Richmond, Va. 
There will be more of '30 's daughters at West-
hampton in the fall-Helen Harwood Parr 's daugh-
ter and a second daughter of Dot Epperly Good-
man in addition to Chrissie Lowe Logan's daughter 
and Dot's oldest . 
A card from Cakie says, "Some of the oversized 
tales about California are true. Our baby ( 4 year 
old) college (L. A. State) already has an enroll-
ment of 5,000 - !" 
Janie Ruffin's note to Frances Noblin was re-
turned. Does anyone know her address? 
Dorcas Hooker Herthel heard from Lina Light. 
Lina likes her work as secretary to the division 
manager of the Appalachian Electric Power Com-
pany in West Virginia, and is very active in club 
work. She is treasurer of Y .W. Board on Finance 
and Public Affairs, holds the state chairmanship of 
the federation of Women's Clubs, and is past presi-
dent of the Quota Club. 
I was sorry not to see Corinne Morecock when 
she visited Alice Richardson Connell recently, but 
I had to be with Gene at the hospital when he 
had an operation on his heel. He has gotten on 
nicely and will soon be as active as usual. 
The Tim es-Dispatch carried a good picture of 
Lib Jones recently . She is state chairman of an 
honorary society for teachers and was presiding at 
a convention at Natural Bridge. 
1932 Secretary 
MRS. CHARLES W . SCARBOROUGH 
(Zephia Campbell) 
5109 Sylvan Road, Richmond, Va. 
First, let me say thanks to all who have sent in a 
contribution to the Alumnae Fund, and to those 
who haven 't; it's not ever too late! 
In response to my request for news about class-
mates not recently heard from, I had a nice note 
from Alice Sallee Lyons. She reports that Virginia 
Willis Cowell (Mrs. Frank) is at Box 192, Hyatts-
ville, Maryland. Virginia has three children-
Willis, Harrison , and John C. This makes a total 
of ninety children for the class that we know about. 
Alice also sent the latest address for Mary Lu-
cile Saunders . It is 415 M.H. de! Pilar Street, 
Manila, P. I. There was in a recent issue of The 
Commission, the Baptist Foreign magazine, a series 
of photographs taken by Mary Lucile . 
At the recent election of officers for the Rich-
mond Chapter of the Alumnae Association, Mary 
Ryland Babcock was elected Secretary. 
Katherine Hesby, Jane Gray and Helen Deck 
helped with the Alumnae buffet supper for the 
Seniors. You know Katherine is Tea Room chair-
man for the Alumnae Association. She and Glenn 
are planning a trip to South Dakota this summer. 
We extend our sympathy to Ruth Hale Bailey 
who lost her mother in May. 
If any of you have interesting vacation trips this 
summer, please don't keep it a secret. Let us in on 
your fun, specially if you got to England for the 
Coronation! 
1933 Secretary 
GERTRUDE DYSON 
1500 Wilmington Ave., Richmond 27, Va. 
Hi ! You missed a good time by not being in 
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Richmond June 5-7. Plan now to attend our next 
reunion in ' 58. 
Friday night the Richmond group entertained 
at Camilla's with a buffet supper. Edna Earl, 
Matilda and Jane Reynolds were staying at a 
downtown hotel as they had to outfit Jane for her 
European trip this summer. Matilda is returning 
home with Edna Earl for a month off after teach-
ing all winter in Atlanta. Jane, also, teaches in 
Orange. Marion West, who tc::_aches here at St. 
Catherine's, is going with Jane. Marion compiled 
our scrapbook. It is a thing of beauty. You who 
haven't yet returned your form, please send it 
along with pictures so your page won't be vacant. 
Camilla and Helen had just returned from Dan-
ville where Helen 's daughter "Emmy D." gradu-
ated at Stratford Hall. We are so proud as she 
won a scholarship and will return there for two 
years of college. 
Kat Harris Hardy, the mother of three recently 
mo_delled a~ a fashion show for her wom;n's club. 
If ~t weren t for her family, I am afraid we would 
lose her to _New York. She was that good. 
Etta Whitehead Nachman with her family boy 
girl and husband is leaving next week for 'a v/ 
cation at Virginia Beach. Etta recently heard 
from_ her former roommate, Rebecca Watkins. 
She is now Mrs. 0. B. Moore and lives in Hen-
derson, N. C. 
Carolyn Cutchin visited Phoebe for ,the week-
end . Caro_lyn with her husband and two boys lives 
1~ Fr~nklm. Ph_oebe has a boy and a girl. She 
lives m Bon Air as does Polly Madison . Polly 
is teaching again. 
Ann D!ckinso_n Welsh told us that she had just 
spent a mght with Anne Parker Moffatt in Wash-
ington. Ann was there attending the General 
Federation of Woman's Clubs. 
Archie, Isabel and Elizabeth Fryer arrived to-
ge(her. A~chie . teaches here at John Marshall. 
Elizabeth lives m Hyattsville, Maryland with her 
son, daughter and husband who is cashier of the 
University of Maryland . Isabel is our doctor. 
She is on ,the staff at M.C.V . engaged in research. 
She hoped to go to Maine this summer. 
Margaret Crews told us that Ruth with two of 
her three boys would be in Richmond soon. 
Ruth lives in Logan, Utah. Margaret lives here 
with baby son and husband. Liz McKee lives in 
her home town, Bristol. She is married and has 
a son who is nine . Liz is so pretty-it made us 
all feel fresh and young to see her . 
Marjorie Canada said that with their four 
children , she and Mike felt the need of a new 
house. They live in Atlanta and hope to build 
soon. Marjorie has three girls and a boy. 
Flossy, looking stylishly slim, was staying in 
the dorm. She is going to summer school at the 
Univers~ty this summer. She told us that Rose 
Thacker Schwartz is the librarian at her school in 
Nor~o\k. Rose is a widow with a young son, Joe. 
Vivian came in to Camilla's a bit late as she 
had driven all day with her four children from 
their home in Memphis . Vivian has the most 
children with a grand total of six-three of 
each. Dolly Latane has the most boys-four. 
Dolly arrived too late to come to our supper 
party but we did see her out at college on 
Saturday and on Sunday, too . 
Speaking of children you might like to know 
-in a class of 48 living, 38 of us (yes! I say 
"us " ) are married, ten are single. We have 59 
children, 37 boys and 22 girls. As we didn't 
hear from Mary Ruffin Jones, Katherine Muire 
or Margaret Neale, we might even have more 
children. I do wish they would write. 
Marion Clark didn't get to town until Satur-
day. She had to finish up the year at Virginia 
Intermont where she teaches math and physics. 
Sunday morning we had a coffee at Kat Harris 
Hardy's. Vivian had a movie camera so we'll 
have movies to see in '58. 
We enjoyed reading the news about Virginia 
Atkinson, Margaret Baptist, Katherine Blanken-
ship, Catherine Dawson, Ella Freeman, Catherine 
Geoghegan, Foy Gunter, Adelaide Holloway, 
Frances Rawlings, Margaret Slaughter, Frances 
Justice, Rose Thacker, Georgia Tiller and Mary 
Louise Tyler. 
We feel that our reunion was a success and we 
owe it most ly ,to Kat Harris Hardy who gave so 
freely of both her time and energy. 
1935 Secretary 
MRS. C. M. TATUM (Gladys Smith) 
2105 Rosewood Avenue 
Richmond 20, Virginia 
The spring meeting of the Richmond Club of 
Westhampton Alumnae was held at Mary Mills 
Freeman's home on the James River. 
Beverley Bates is an enthusiastic member of the 
Altrusa Club, along with Miss Ke ller, Miss Lutz , 
and Miss Turnbull. Bev saw Tess Carter Hawkins 
in Alexandria last summer. 
Rhea Talley sailed in July for Paris to cover 
the fashion showings for her newspapers. Friends 
from Switzerland were to meet her in Paris, and 
after a tour of France and Germany, Rhea was 
to visit with them in Switzerland. 
We extend our sympathy to Hazel Weaver Fobes, 
whose father died suddenly during the spring. Mr. 
Weaver 's death was especially shocking to Hazel 
as he had booked passage for a visit with her in 
France. Hazel flew home for the funeral. 
Harriet Walton p-Janned summer classes at the 
University of Virginia. We are glad that her mother 
is better after suffering a fall during the early part 
of the year. 
While in Williamsburg, I noticed that Mary 
Nelson Decker Pugh's husband is now minister of 
the Williamsburg Baptist Church. 
You don't need a Ph.D. to know that 
Betsy Marston Sadler had a Christmas card from 
Billy Rowlett Perkins. Betsy corresponds with H elen 
Caulfield Ballard, and hears indirect ly from Peggy 
Brown Dixon. All are busy with their families and 
church and A.A.U.W. activities . 
Dot Nalle Gerzeny sent Lola Williams Pierce a 
picture of her young daughter, and Lola says she 
is a cute, chubby baby. 
Lottie Britt Callis talked on the telephone with 
Ote lia Francis Bodenstein during the spring when 
Ote lia was in Richmond for her uncle's funeral. 
I talked with Dot Chewning at a concert at the 
Mosque and had a glimpse of Mary Pat Early Love 
in Miller & Rhoads. 
Sue Whittet Wilson talked with Ducky Tay lor 
Galloway at Thomas Jefferson High School when 
she attended the students ' Open House. Sue's son, 
Buddy, took part in a chemistry experiment that 
evening. 
Marjorie Puryear Carwile, her husband, and her 
tall , good-looking son were in Richmond for 
Mother's Day. 
Does anyone know where Jessie Neale Jensen is 
living now? We have had no news of her for 
several years, and I'm sure everyone is interested 
in hearing from Jessie. 
1936 Secretary 
LYNDELE A. PITT 
4303 New Kent Avenue, Richmond 25, Va. 
You will be pleased to know that our Baby Cup 
Daughter, Maysville Jane Page, was awarded the 
YOU CAN PAY MORE BUT YOU CAN'T BUY BETTER! 
Phone 2-2833 
STAN KELLAM, '42 
UNIVERSAL MOTOR CO., INC. 
1012 W . Broad St., Richmond, Va . 
GUARDIJ\N LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of AMERICA 
50 Union Square, New York City 
Established 1860 
A complete and modern program providing unusually attractive 
features in: 
Participating Life Insurance 
Commercial Accident and Health 
Guaranteed Renewable Disability 
Hospital Expense Plans 
(with Polio Expense Rider) 
FOR REPRESEN TATIVES 
Career salaried contracts are offered to young men who can qualify 
to sell our full line of protection. 
FOR FULL INFORMATION SEE 
ROBERT P. QUARLES, Manager 
Suite 912 Southern States Building Richmond 19, Virginia 
• ss 
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Curved Bar (corresponding to the Eagle Scout 
award for boys), at the annua l Inga the ring held 
by the Girl Scouts at Mooer's Field on May 17. 
Jane is a member of Troop No. 13. We extend 
our heartiest congratulations to Jane and to "Boo" 
and Sidney. 
Alice Ryland Gi les wrote to send a clipping from 
The Chadotte Observer of March 15. The article 
covered the work of the Amer ican Red Cross there 
and announced the selection of Mrs. Scott Francis 
( our own Mary Elizabeth Puette Francis) to serve 
as chairman of ,the local Volunteer Service Group . 
Severa_! column inches were devoted to Mary Liz's 
act1v1t1es rn her community. 
Margaret Watkins Weatherall writes that she 
and her husband have just returned to Dublin 
after spending a year in Arizona ( at Fort Hua -
chuca). 
Florence Marston Harvey is teaching in the Nor-
folk County system. She sent the front cover of a 
recent issue of the VEA Journal that carried a pic-
ture of Frances Williams Parkinson and Jimmy. 
Florence's son, Bobby, has received his WEBLOS 
award, the highest award in Cub Scouting. 
. Mrs. C_rowder tells us that Milly and Grady 
P1ckels will be rn Richmond about the middle of 
June . After a visit here, they wi ll go to Canada 
and then to England and the Continent. They will 
attend a meeting of one of Grady's scientific or-
ganizations. 
The response to the letters mailed about our 
memorial fund has been most gratifying. By May 
14 we had received $101.00 from less than 30 per 
cent of our membership. This marks the first time 
that we have contributed as much as $100.00 in 
one year. This is good, but it has taken us seven-
teen years to give as much as $100.00 - the goal 
set for each class. Let us get to work to contact 
the other members of the class. They, too, would 
enJoy the very pleasant contacts with those on the 
campus and other alumnae. 
A committee has been formed to attend to our 
memorial fund . The group has met with Margaret 
Bowers and bas started to work. As soon as the 
task is completed a report will be made . 
We thank each of you for your cooperation. We 
hope that you will have a most pleasant summer 
and that when you plan your next year's activities 
you will include the meetings of our Westhampton 
Alumnae Association. Both you and the Association 
will be richer because of your active interest. 
1939 Class Secretary 
MRS. A. L. JACOBS (Scotty Campbell) 
807 Henri Road, Richmond, Virginia 
Little Jane Elliott D eichler arrived May 7, in 
Syracuse, New York. Martha and Eddie also have 
an older son, Alan. 
Bunny Deaton was married on April 24th in 
Arlington, to Lt. Col. David Lloyd Freeman of the 
U. S. Air Force. A reception was held at the Boll-
ing Field Officers' Club. Hilda Kirby was one of 
her bridesmaids . 
Cassandra Harmon Hite and Bentley have just 
moved into their new home in Christiansburg. 
They have a new daughter, Martha Ann, born last 
December. They have organized a Westhampton 
Club composed of the alumnae from Montgomery 
and Pu laski counties. 
Also, I received a newsy Jetter from Evelyn 
Pritchett, who lives in Danville. She stays busy 
with Red Cross and hospital volunteer service ac-
tivities as well as garden ing. 
1940 Secretary 
MRS. VERNON C. KIBLER (Doris Har-
grove) 
2 Berkshire Road, Windsor Farms, 
Richmond, Virginia 
It is hard for me to come down out of the clouds 
and write this bit of news for the ALUMNI BUL-
LETIN, because today is actually my first day in our 
new home. As many of you know, it is a thrilling 
experience. I find some of the other 40's going 
through this same experience. Mary Sue Carter 
Patterson has moved to 2391 Webb Avenue, Uni-
versity Heights, New York 68, N. Y. 
Jean Mi ller Yeiser writes: "We have bought a 
new home--405 Cherry Road, Westvale, Syracuse, 
N. Y ., and are busier than beavers wi th the inside 
work overlapping the outside work. " 
Thanks to Kitty Lyle, we now have Evelyn 
Smoak Lewter's new address-2773 Tillett Road , 
S.W., Roanoke, Va. Kitty saw Evelyn in town the 
other day, and learned that she is living near Teeta 
Burnett Bagby, who is in the Junior Woman's Club 
with her. Teeta is President of the Club. 
Dimple Latham Gravatt is in the process of 
building a double garage and storeroom-being 
connected to their house by a breezeway. They are 
also making a reading room out of the side that 
was formerly the porch. 
Margaret Ligon Bernhart called the other day, 
and I enjoyed greatly chatting with her. She had 
stopped by to see Dim ple whi le at Kilmarnock the 
past week . Margaret 's husband, Wesley , is plan-
ning to intern in Ohio, and Margaret will take her 
three sons and Jive up there for a while. 
Mary Sue Carter Patterson plans to visit Vista 
Robinson Gettier and Straughan this summer. They 
are up in Boston. Jane D avenport Reid and Lucy 
Baird had a wonderful week end together in New 
York City in April-saw three plays, Metropolitan 
Museum , Columbia University, and the United 
Nations Building. I saw Jane on the bus just the 
other day. She is helping out with the correspond-
ence each week down at the Confederate Home, 
and really does enjoy it. 
Maude Smith Jurgens and Fred took their three 
children ( ages 8, 10 and 11) on a motor trip down 
to Florida the first week in March, visiting with 
Maude's parents. She saw Mildred James Talton 
and her four chi ldren in Orlando-also spent a 
lovely day with Virginia McLarin Tate and family 
in Atlanta on the way home. 
Congratulations are in order for Charlotte Ann 
Dickinson Moore, and her husband, John , for they 
now have a son, John Di ckinson Moore, born 
Friday, May 8th. 
On behalf of the Class of 1940 , I wish to ex-
tend to Libby Johnson Alvis our deepest sympathy 
in the Joss of her father. 
In closing, I want to thank each of you who 
contributed to the Alumnae Fund. Also, I want to 
thank you for those cards giving me the news to 
pass along to our classmates. I always appreciate 
hearing from you, and I hope you will drop me a 
note about any of the class of '40-they might be 
too modest to tell me! 
1941 Secretary 
MRS. S. G. HARDY (Bitsy Epes) 
Blackstone, Virginia 
We are sorry to hear of the illness of Patsy 
Garrett's grandmother with whom she Jived while 
attending Westhampton. Patsy has her own radio 
show in Lowell, Mass. 
Lois Campbell Herlong, her husband, and 
daughter have moved from Sheffield, Alabama 
back to 683 Maple Street, Fairfield , Ala. Ernest 
will be on the Alabama Manager 's staff, training 
Supervisor of a telephone company for the state. 
Ada Land has been elected treasurer of the 
Westwood Junior Woman 's Club in Richmond 
for the coming year. 
We have always been so proud of our class 
.sponsor, Miss Marjorie Rivenburg. It is espe-
cially thrilling to see her picture in the news-
papers. She is the new State legi slati ve chair-
man of the A.A.U.W. Toward more effective 
organizatio n for work during the 1954 session of 
the Virginia General Assembly, the Virginia 
Women's Council of Legislative Chairmen of 
State Organizations is already at work. It was in 
this connection that she was pictured. 
Gray and I spent a week-end in Washington 
recently and attended the running of the "Preak-
ness" in Baltimore. It was nice to talk to Anne 
Addison Bowling on the phone. She, Bray, and 
their son were in the midst of remodeling their 
home. Anne said Betty Milius Menuke's hus-
band is also a dentist and they hope to meet at 
a dental convention. 
The same week-end I called Edith Burfoot 
Lovig. Her husband is a Commander in the 
Navy in Washington. In June they are moving 
to the Naval Gun Factory in quarters, this being 
thtir first chance in this setup. Tl~ey have two 
more years ,to be stationed in Washington . 
On Alumnae Day, June 6, Evelyn Cosby of 
Bon Air , Virginia, was elected our Class Secre-
tary for the next two years. Please send your 
news to her. 
With this issue of the BULLETIN, my two-year 
term ends. I've enjoyed it thoroughly, and I'm 
sincerely grateful for the wonderful cooperation 
you have shown. 
1942 Secretary 
MRS. R. R. CRUTCHFIELD (Kay Gillelan} 
Box 40-Al Bird Neck Road, 
Virginia Beach, Virginia 
Emma Bee Waldrop Cruickshanks has had a 
tedious winter. Both her chi ldren had chicken pox 
just before Christmas, followed by the grippe for 
the entire family. In the midst of all this they had 
courage enough to buy and move into a new house. 
The furniture was scarce ly out of the van when 
littl e Jean started with the mumps. Within the 
next few days both Emma Bee and Doug were 
victims of this uncomfortable malady themselves. 
We certainly hope all are well by now. Their new 
address is 4305 Oxford Circle West, Richmond. 
We 're a littl e late for news on Lucy Burke Allen. 
Last fall her mother went out to San Mateo and 
stayed a month with the children while Lucy and 
Wally went on a "second honeymoon " to Southern 
California. This spring they've been busy planting 
fruit trees in their backyard, and Chinese elms in 
the front . 
Frances Badenoch and her three teacher friends 
moved in February into the new house they built 
in Walnut Creek, California. But that's as much 
information as we have. How about your new ad-
dress, Frances? 
Congratulations are in order for Lila (Wicker) 
and Ed Hunt. Their third child, a second son, 
Charles Edward, arrived April 21. Lila wrote he 
weighed 8 lbs. at birth, but should be double that 
by now at the rate he's eating. Their oldest son, 
John , started kind ergarten in February , and Sara 
is at the age where her days are filled with explor-
ing everything and looking for trouble. 
The stork paid visits to two more of our class 
members. Lucy (McDonough} and Horace Powell 
had a son on March 14. Betty (MacMurtry) and 
Frank Clark are the proud parents of a daughter, 
Cynthia Foster , born March 20. Congratulations 
to you both! 
There 's an addition for Norma Palmer Cogbill 's 
address-the number is 109 Cherokee Road, Rich-
mond. 
Marjorie Wilson Glick has a new address-1118 
16th Street, South , Arlington, Va. Her daughter, 
Elaine, has been attending a cooperative nursery 
school and Marjorie has enjoyed a winter of par-
ticipating in the school activities. Elaine had a 
nasty siege with an ear infection recently. 
How's the poison ivy, Wendy? Poor gal was 
covered with it about a month ago. She wrote she 
was on a shopping spree in Richmond not long 
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ago and ran into Virginia Mayo Dalbey in Miller 
and Rhoads. 
As for our doings-we're on the finishing stretch 
of chicken pox-first Wanda and now Pam. We 've 
really played in housing luck with Bob's change 
of duty-moved right back into the same house we 
had before at Virgini a Beach! Our new address (for the next few years) after June 12th will be 
Box 40-Al, Bird Neck Road, Vir ginia Beach, Va. 
If any of you are around, please stop in-would 
love to see you. 
Another birth announcement-a lovely daughter, 
Mary Hall, arrived March 25 for Marylou Du val 
Sawyer and Richard. Marylou wrote she and Ann 
Smith Palazzo live close enough to get together 
occasionally, and she also hears from Eunice Bass 
Browning frequently. Eunice is kept busy with her 
two children, Sharon and Bert. 
D ee Hall Schenck's address is now 1118 Mon-
tauk Avenue, Mobile , Alabama. 
Phone 7-4035 
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1943 Secretary: 
MRS. W. D. MOORE (Anne Byrd Tucker) 
Coats, N. C. 
The reunion activities were launched in fine 
fashion with a buffet supper at Louise Cardoza 
Long's lovely University Heights home. There were 
23 of the class with 11 husbands to enjoy Cozy's 
delicious buffet , served on the lawn. 
Sixteen attended the Alumnae program and 
luncheon on Saturday morning on .the campus. 
Saturday afternoon Effie Proffitt Jones enter-
tained at her country home in Midlothian. Espe-
cially invited were the teachers we knew so well 
-Miss Harris, Miss Lough, Miss Wright, Miss 
Rudd, Miss Rivenburg, Miss Lutz; (Miss Keller 
and Miss Turnbull had not yet returned from 
their trip to Egypt). 
The banquet Saturday night brought the Rich-
mond College Class of '43 to Keller Hall and 
we saw many who shared with us those science 
courses on the north side of the Lake. 
Marguerite Shell Ritchie had us all for break-
fast on Sunday. (She lives not far from Cozy.) 
There we reviewed the past busy two days, and 
promised to keep up with each other with new 
zeal (I shall be looking for the tangible evidence 
this coming year!). 
Those attending the reunion were Shirley Hux-
ter Corson, Frances Beazley BelJ, Barbara Fuller 
Cox, Kay Weber McClellan , Pepper Gardner 
Hathaway, Barbara Lewis Talbott, Ann Oakes, 
Jean Bowers McCammon , Louise Cardoza Long, 
Effie Proffitt Jones, Anne Arwood Sheedy, Peggy 
Jean Anderton, Louise Wiley Willis, Florine 
Nuchols Claytor, Althea Johnson Black, Maxine 
Williams Rogers, Marguerite Shell Ritchie, Vir-
ginia Delph Ogg, Helen Herrink Fix, Evelyn 
Allen Krause, Reba Booker Fox, Mary Elder 
Pauli, Anne Byrd Tucker Moore. 
To those who could not come, we missed you, 
talked about you, read the letters you wrote to 
Pepper, and wished again that you could have 
been with us. 
We cannot thank the Richmond girls enough 
for their hospitality, and the time and effort it 
took to make this '43 Reunion a perfect one. 
The next deadline is Sept. 15. I'd like a post-
card from each one of you before then. 
1944 Secretary 
MRs. W. A. STANSBURY (Ann Burcher) 
2617 Tillett Rd., S.W. Roanoke, Va. 
The 44's are on the move again. Buttsie Muller 
Goldsmith and John have just bought a new "old" 
house that sounds like quite a historical landmark. 
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Buttsie writes: "The house was built in 1752 and 
has low ceilings, fireplace, wavy old floors, and 
a brook in the back. I hope to get to the county 
records office soon to find out a little about the 
place." The new address is 405¼ Quaker Street, 
Chappaqua, N. Y. Buttsie and John have done a lot 
of the renovating themselves and love living in a 
small village. John is with McGraw Hill Publish-
ing Company. 
We have a new address for Kay Sanderson Cul-
peper: Ho sh-Iguma , Faguma-Mura, Sawara-gun, 
Fukeoka, Japan. Her work is very much the same 
but in a new location. She and Bob have been 
able to send home slides, movies and tape record-
ings to keep their families posted on their activi-
ties and little Kathy's growth. 
Anne Thruston Filer is excited over the pros-
pect of moving back to Richmond in the fall. Bob 
has accepted an associate professorship at the U. 
of R. and will also teach at the Medical College 
of Virginia. Anne says that moving, with active 
young Randy into everything, will be an ordeal, but 
it is worth any effort to move back home. 
Betsy Rice visited Mimi Hill Boynton and Doug 
when she was in Blacksburg this spring for a Pres-
byterian Student Conference at V.P.I. 
Along with teaching first grade at Mt. Victoria 
this year, Molly Warner has also been commuting 
to night school at G. W. in Washington. 
Lois Kirkwood North will be in Virginia again 
this summer with Walter teaching at William and 
Mary. 
Peggylee Purcell Stephens wrote recently that 
the thought of our 10th reunion next year made 
her feel like shopping for a wheel chair. Don't Jet 
it get you down- but please think about the re-
union . If possible send suggestions and news to 
me or to your group leader before September. We 
want up-to-date information and addresses on all 
of you. 
1945 Secretary 
CONNIE SUTTON 
Box 165, Bon Air, Va . 
I'm sorry that more of you could not attend the 
luncheon in May. We were glad to have Miss Lutz 
with us-also Mary Paulson, Jen Lea Yancey, 
Dori s Mills and Elizabeth Whitehorne from out 
of town . 
Lottie Blanton is still at Fort Sam Houston, do-
ing therapy work. Lib Weaver Martin is studying 
at Wake Forest while Les is getting his law de-
gree there. When last heard from, Lib was in the 
midst of three term papers! As she says, "Shades 
of Westhampton!" 
Mary Ellen is working for the Camden Citizen, 
a weekly newspaper. Her job seems to consist of 
doing everything except reporting . 
Anne and "Mac" MacKenzie have a son, born in 
April. 
Howard and Liz Parker Cone are now living in 
Richmond . Liz is the new class secretary. Her ad-
dress is 7317 Alycia Avenue, and her phone num-
ber is 4-1760. I want to thank you for your help 
this year and I know you all will give Liz your co-
operation. 
1946 Secretary 
MRS. DOWELL J. HOWARD, JR. 
(Alta Ayers) 
3001 Bellwood Avenue, Apt. 1 
Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
There are three new arrivals to tell you about 
this time. First, Faye (Clark) and Jack Randle 
have a boy, Richard Clarke, born May 1st; Julia (Shelton) and Jake Jacobs' little girl arrived the 
first week in May also, and they named her Julia 
Coles and will call her Julie; finally, our own 
daughter, Susan Virginia was born March 21st, 
and naturally Dowell and I were quite elated over 
her. 
Bev Ryland's letter revealed that she's been 
teaching the sixth grade at Patrick Henry School 
in Richmond since February. She says it's an ex-
tremely nice school. She's been getting around a 
bit too-attended Frances Anne Beale's wedding 
and had seen Mary Lou (Willis) Bareford and 
Nooky (Richardson) Phipps recently. 
Frances Anne became Mrs. David Goode on May 
2. They were married at the South Quay Baptist 
Church in Franklin, Va. , with a reception after-
wards at the Town House in Franklin. She wore 
a powder-blue suit with white accessories, and 
looked radiant. The Goodes went to Asheville, N. 
C., on their honeymoon and will be living in Rich-
mond where they have a one-story brick house. 
I have a correction to make. The name of Cora 
Lynn Chaffee's fiance is Henry Bedinger Golds-
borough, Jr., and not "Hewy" as appeared in my 
last Jetter. I'm sure the error was made because 
of my "difficult-to-read" writing. Cora Lynn writes 
that their plans are well under way for June 27th. 
They are to be married in the Westhampton 
Methodist Church and are having a reception at the 
Officers' Club of Virginia. Besides being busy with 
wedding preparations Cora Lynn was giving a 
paper on her thesis for the Virginia Academy of 
Science annual meeting in Lexington this May. 
Jeanne (Pebworth) Gammon, Charlie and 
daughter Allison have been at V.P.I. since March 
2 3, and are quite settled in their trailer with a 
fenced backyard for Allison. The Gammons hope 
to stay in Blacksburg for the summer session as 
well if they can obtain permission from the Co-op 
under which system Charlie's going to school. 
Jean (White) Robeson wrote that their four-
year stay at University of Virginia is about over, 
and Andy 's doctorate in sight. Andy has accepted 
a position as an assistant professor of Physics at 
Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia. The Robe-
sons hope to get some furniture building and re-
finishing done while Andy teaches summer school. 
Jean says Marty and Taffy play together more 
and more, but that Taffy gets increasingly in Mar-
ty's way. We all wish them the best of luck in 
Atlanta. 
Secretary 
MISS !SABEL AMMERMAN 
1947 
6000 Crestwood Ave., Richmond, Va. 
With the coming of warm weather the news 
from the class seems to have become rather sketchy. 
However, we have heard that Margaret Goode 
is planning to be married on June 27th in Henry, 
Virginia. Her Jiance is Joe Vickers from Norton, 
Virginia. He is a graduate of Washington and Lee, 
and is now associated with the Firestone Tire and 
Rubber Company in Lynchburg, Va. 
Tina Clauter Stapleton writes that they are very 
busy these days gett_ing husband Jack's practice set 
up in Rockville , Maryland. Their daughter Kathy, 
who is now ten months old, is quite the "live-
wire" and really keeps everyone on the run. Tina's 
address is 3 Fooks Hill Road, Bethesda, Maryland. 
Jack and Mimi Daffron Horigan have a son who 
was born on May 9th at Johnston-Willis Hospita1. 
His name is John Clement Horigan, Jr. 
Martha Edward Allen and Bobby have a son, 
Robert Riddick Allen, IV, who was born on Jan-
uary 11th. Martha has been working with the new-
ly organized Alumnae Chapter in Suffolk. Martha 
reports that they had a tea for the high school 
girls in that area and showed Miss Turnbull's 
slides of the campus, which were lovely. It really 
sounds as if she is leading a full life. 
Marie Walthall LeSieur and Claude were trans-
ferred to Syracuse, N . Y., the first of April. They 
have been very busy getting settled in their new 
apartment. They seem to be getting acclimated 
gradually to •·yankeeland." Her new address is 
Mrs. C. M. LeSieur, 102 Edtim Road, Syracuse, 
N . Y. 
At last we have located Bobby Rock Hardy. She 
is now Jiving in Havelock, N. C., and Doc is sta-
tioned at some town near there . The address is 133 
Beaufort Drive, Havelock, N. C. 
Betty T insley Andrews has been working as a 
hostess in Williamsburg for the Restoration. Her 
experiences with the tourists and the questions that 
they ask have really been a riot. 
Jack and Helen Chand ler Shea were through 
Richmond not Jong ago and stopped by to see 
Marion Huske Moomaw and Ed. 
We recently saw in the newspaper that Helen 
Cole Richardson was elected an officer in the new 
Westhampton Garden Club. S. F. Young D erieus 
is also an officer in the Monacan Hi lls Junior Wom-
an's Club. 
Dottie James Foster and Ju nius were in Rich-
mond several weeks ago. Ju nius was conducting 
a revival at the Park View Baptist Church here. 
They are still living in Norfolk where Junius has 
a church. 
Gertie Wayne Chandler and her husband, Jim, 
are now living in Leaksville, N. C., where Jim is 
superintendent of the mills. They have three 
children-Dickie, 6; Kitty Lynn, 4; and Paul, 2. 
Majie Wingfield is now living in Bronxville, 
N. Y. She and Ed have a son, too. He is named 
Edward Parker Webster, Jr. 
Marion Huske Moomaw heard from LaVinia 
several weeks ago. Vin is flying home with Robin 
for a visit. She writes that she and Bob have 
bought a ranch outside of San Francisco, of about 
40 acres and are raising pear trees and what not. 
Vin says that Gin Ellett had been accepted for 
summer school at the University of Virginia this 
summer. She expects to complete her work on her 
master's degree in two summer sessions there. 
Lena Dick Thornton Small reports that her son, 
Billy, is now walking and leading them all a merry 
chase. 
1948 Secretary 
MRS. JACK B. WILBOURNE (Sarah Bishop) 
136 Robertson Avenue, Danville, Va. 
The Wilbournes have been in a bit of a stew. 
Jack has been transferred to Danville and you 
who have moved can understand. It has been a bit 
confusing trying to get organized on the move, 
reunion, etc. However, this is past history now. 
The news is very sketchy and scattered. The big 
interest as always is the baby roll call and this 
time we can add three to our ever growing list. 
Seth (Darrow) Shannahan welcomed her second 
son, Robert Gallup Shannahan on April 25. Pam 
(Burnside) Gray becomes the first '48er to have 
three children. Bruce Burnside Gray was born 
May S. Ann Bowie (Clarke) Little has a daughter, 
Ann Elizabeth, born March 18. Peggy Bowdler, 
Ann's sister, noted from the last BULLETIN that 
we had lost track of Ann Bowie. She wrote the 
news of the Litt les. Randel is finishing up his doc-
tor's dissertation and expects to begin working for 
Standard Oil of Indiana the middle of June. They 
aren't sure where they'll be living, but think it may 
be Hammond, Ind. 
Anne (Brunner) Woo was at her mother's in 
Monroe for a visit. Tommy got his B.D . at the 
Seminary in Louisville and hopes to return there 
in September to get his master 's degree. 
We have missed hearing about Wilma Lum, but 
simultaneously I saw her, and Sarah (Brenner) 
Rubin received a letter from her. Wilma comes to 
Richmond once a week for music lessons. She is 
planning a trip to New York and hopes to see 
Annabelle Kidd while there. 
Another Jetter arrived from Betty (Hardin) El-
more with news of the arrival of Stephen Decker 
Swank on March 16. Jeanne (Decker) and Ken 
Swank have moved to Pittsburgh, but I don't have 
their address. Frances (Orrell) Dunn has moved 
-next door. Her new address is 3802 Brook Road. 
Flip told about Suzi (Lovern) Peeler's auto-
mobile accident . She was on her way to school 
where she teaches when it occurred. Her ankle 
was broken and she is on crutches. However, she 
writes that she has ]earned to manage her house-
work. 
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Right now we're working feverishly to make the 
reunion a success. For you who can't come and 
would like to have the reunion picture, write to 
Flip. Incidentally, Flip is the representative for 
our class in Richmond. We thought it would be 
better to have someone in Richmond to carry on 
the necessary class business. If it's not too stale, 
I'll try to bring you a resume of the reunion next 
time. We just wish it were possible for all of us 
to be there and we'll sorely miss the absent mem-
bers. 
Please note my new address, 136 Robertson Ave-
nue, Danville, Virginia. I'JJ welcome any and all 
visits and mail. "Keep in Touch." 
1949 Secretary 
Miss HATHAWAY POLLARD 
2826 Monument Avenue, Richmond Va. 
A couple of early vacationers were Martha Hall 
and Mary Lusby. Martha luxuriated in Florida 
during the winter. Mary took in the sights of 
New Orleans early in May. 
Two new '49er children are Barbara (Todd) 
and Raymond Clark's Diane Barabara, born April 
9, and Janet (Richards) and Frank Stanton's 
Frank Phillip, Jr., born March 24. 
Izzy Taylor is studying radio, apparently with 
complete devotion, as she sent not one speck of 
news from Rover. Izzy wrote that Harriet Smith 
and Elaine (Leonard) Davis attended Jean Moody's 
wedding-but assumed I knew the date and the 
name of Jean's husband. I don't. Any volunteers 
for the Missing Information Bureau' Further 
news from Izzy was Ida (Eanes) and Woody 
Patrick's new home overlooking Hampton Roads, 
and Lou (Winn) McCutcheon 's anticipation of 
being an Air Corps wife when Ben departs this 
summer. 
Joyce (Roberson) Goforth's new address has 
been confirmed-Gretna, Virginia. Jean (Harper) 
Sellars reports that Shirley (Armstrong) and 
Howard Sutton have moved to Lynchburg (2113 
Murrell Road). And Nancy (Berry) and Buddy 
Hulcher are back in Richmond. Libby (McNeal) 
and Rip Claybrook will spend the summer in 
Charlottesville while Rip takes some courses 
toward his master's degree in education, and then 
will settle in Culpeper, where Rip will be prin-
cipal of a school. 
Martha Hall wishes to list Sally Springer 
among the missing persons. Anyone know any-
thing about Sally? 
I visited Helen (McDonough) and Matt Kel-
ley in Charlottesville a month or so ago. Their 
daughter He len Elizabeth was three months old 
then, as small and dainty as Helen, and just full 
of activity. Helen had resumed her teaching 
until June. 
May Day brought forth several '49ers-May Lee 
Yook, Peggy Hassel, Anne (Wilson) and Bill 
Bryant with their lovely young daughter, Caro-
line (Lynn) Doyle and an extremely attractive 
young man-her two-year-old son, Elaine (Leon-
ard) Davis, Susan (Dickinson) Hurt, and Au-
drey Bradford are the ones I know of. 
Abie reported no news at present from her 
WALTER B. ANDERSON 
( L. G. Balfour Co., l'roducls J 
4111 Kensington Ave. Dial 4-3542 Richmond, Virginia 
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group, except herself. Abie is the new owner 
of an automobile. 
And that goes for my news, too-a little green 
Ford, so new that I still forget it's here. 
1950 Secretary 
PEGGY WELLS 
214 West 30th Street, Richmond, Va. 
Sparse though the news is in this issue, none-
theless there are still certain gems of interest to 
be passed on to the Fifties. We anticipate an 
abundance of items for the fall issue, however. 
It's hard to tell which sparkle is brighter, Aggie 
Feild's eyes or the diamond on her left hand. The 
1 ucky boy is David Burke. The stars are also in 
Julie Wann's eyes, as she and Al Pittman are 
planning an August wedding. The Schanen house-
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hold is in a dither these days, for on June 27 Win 
will take the big step over the threshold of mat-
rimony to become Mrs. Bill Mitchell. Jeanne 
Schanen and Doris Lee Reeves are members of 
the wedding party. Before the flowers have wilted, 
Jeanne will take the same step in September and 
become Mrs. Bob McKenry. Win will be her 
honor attendant. 
The population is increasing by leaps and 
bounds. March 30 brought the arrival of Elizabeth 
Ann James, daughter of Ann Neblett James and 
Trigg. In May Kay Mallory Loudermilk pre-
sented her husband with a boy, Timothy Donald 
Loudermilk. Gregory Michael Keeney made his 
way into the brave new world on May 8th to the 
joy of Cathy Krause Keeney and Lindy. Fran 
Sutton Oliver and Raymond are flying the banners 
in honor of their newest family addition, Ray-
mond Eugene Oliver, Jr. born May 22. Little 
Grace Cullen Robinson ( daughter of Jane Pitt 
Robinson and Heiter) is enjoying the company of 
a brand new brother, Robbie. Congratulations to 
you all! 
And now for the whys and wherefores of a few 
members of our class. Jean Tinsley Martin and 
Roy will make Weeksville, N. C. their home for 
the summer while Roy is stationed there. Barbara 
Beattie Fanney has been promoted to 1st Lieu-
tenant in the Marine Corps Reserve. Congratula-
tions, Barbara!! While we're on the subject of 
the Marine Corps, Mary Sue Mock writes that 
she is instructor on the staff of the Women Of-
ficers Training Detachment and seems to love her 
job. It is different from anything she has ever 
done and presents a terrific challenge, since Quan-
tico is the only source of training for women 
Marine officers. We're happy to report that Mary-
anne Bugg Lambert and family are now back in 
Richmond and plan to make this their home. 
Clarice Ryland Price, "Fuzzy ," and the baby are 
also back in Richmond and have bought a new 
home in West End. Margaret Alexander Anderson 
is still working in the library at Binford Junior 
High. She and "Sat " will be on the go this sum-
mer, since he will be traveling for a pharmaceutical 
company. Ann Dorsey James plans to spend three 
weeks here in old Richmond town around the first 
of June. While Robbie is traveling with the Air 
Corps this summer, Mary Bowles Flanagan will 
be back and forth between Annapolis and Rich-
mond. Betty Finney Tuttle is going to Pan-
American School here this summer while Arthur 
is in Korea. Mary Lee Rankin is home from the 
Baptist Training School in Louisville, Ky., and 
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will spend her summer between Richmond and 
Ridgecrest , N . C. She finished up at the Training 
School this year and now has her Master's. 
Recent vacations that have been taken include 
Lorraine Chapman's visit with Mary Bowles Flana-
gan in Tampa , Florida. Also Florida-bound was 
Piggy Wells who made a flying trip (by car, not 
plane) to her home state for a week's stay during 
the first part of May. Jean Bishop has just spent 
a week at the river and another week at her home 
in Norfolk . And trave ling slightly out-of-state, 
"Teeny" Huff is again continent-bound ... Spain 
this time. If she returns accompanied by a torea-
dor, we'll know she's sold on bullfighting. 
Lorraine Chapman and Doris Lee Reeves will 
have a friendly parting of the ways this summer 
when Lorraine plans to move with her family, and 
Doris Lee is going to move into an apartment with 
Barbara Coleman. 
Here's to a happy summer for the Class of ·so. 
Please let us hear all about your summer activities 
so that we may present you with a Fall issue 
chock full of news. 
1951 Secretary 
MRS. ROBERT M. JONES (Charlotte 
Herrink) 
214 S. Boulevard, Richmond, Va. 
First, we will want to give our best wishes to 
Betty Tredway who was married recently. I know 
she and Pinky are very happy together. 
Another marriage in the near future (October) 
is that of Frances Arrighi and Robert Tonacci. 
They have bought a home here in Richmond and 
are busy with their wedding plans. 
I have already reported on Pat Smith's wedding, 
but I'd like to mention that those Westhamptonites 
in her wedding will be Sue Pitts as maid of honor 
and Norma Streever as a bridesmaid . 
A few members of our class will do some travel-
ing in the near future. I hear that Lea Hunter is 
going to Europe. She will be back some time this 
summer. Virginia Herrink is going to Venezuela 
in August to teach school for the coming year. The 
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey is sending 
her and it should be a wonderful experience. 
Jean Lowe Bradley and Hawk have been to Chi-
cago recently , and Jo Hyche Baulch has also done 
a lot of traveling. Jo went to Kansas to be with 
her husband, and from there they went to Cali-
fornia where Hank left for Japan . Jo stayed in 
California a month and just recently came back to 
Richmond. She plans to go to Maine the first of 
July . 
Jane Lawson is now working for Liggett & 
Myers after being an airline hostess for a little 
over a year. 
Ann Blakemore has decided to come back home 
this summer after being in Europe for over a year. 
Ann's mother is going over to England and they 
planned to stay there to see the Coronation in 
June before coming home. 
Betsy Bethune is going back to school this sum-
mer. She is going to East Carolina College in 
Greenville, North Carolina where she will start 
working on a degree in speech therapy. 
Two members of our class have been to Rich-
mond to visit. Jean Lowe Bradley was here for a 
Jong week end, and Liz Latimer was here at the 
same time. It was good to see both of them. 
Mary Booth Wyatt is going to stop teaching 
permanently in June, and she and John hope to do 
some traveling this summer. 
Bobbie Brown Yagel and Myron are planning a 
trip to Europe in August for six weeks. What a 
wonderful vacation! 
Elizabeth McRae Dudley and Ray have bought 
a home in Norfolk , and Elizabeth and Nancy Tay-
lor Johnson came to the reunion together. Paula 
Abernethy and Betty Munsey also were here. 
Joy Hodgkins Legg reports that her husband is 
coming home from Japan in July. Joy recently saw 
and talked to Miss Hamilton. 
Helen Blackwelder will have a busy summer. 
She will be the director of the St. Catherine 's Day 
Camp. 
Eleanor Wright Weston had a wonderful trip 
to Japan. She left on February 22, and flew to 
Seattle where she left by ship for Japan. After a 
good trip over, she arrived on March 11th. Of 
course Billy was there to meet her. Eleanor and 
Billy stayed in Tokyo a week and from there they 
went to a rest hotel near the base of Mt. Fuji-
yama. After leaving there they made a 600-mile 
trip south where they will live . Eleanor is living in 
a large Japanese house and says it's quite nice. 
Lea Thompson Osborn and Will have bought 
a house in Stuart, Virginia, and Lea is most ex-
cited about it. 
Bookie Maroney was a delegate to the Virginia 
Republican Mass Meeting in Roanoke, June 20. 
Since this will be the last letter that I will write, 
I want to express my appreciation and thanks to 
the group leaders who have been so much help to 
me. Without them it wou ld have been impossible 
to report the news. I hope that the next secretary 
enjoys writing the news as much as I have. It's a 
wonderful way to keep up with everyone. Frances 
Allen Schools is our new secretary . Her address is 
6863 Carnegie Drive, Richmond, Virginia. 
Secretary 
Mrss KATHLEEN COLE 
1952 
30 Lexington Road, Richmond 26, Va. 
One year has lapsed since our graduation and a 
lot has happened in that short time. I recently 
figured that our class has had 39 brides since June 
a year ago 1 ! (That figure doesn't include '52ers 
who married before commencement.) Although 
some of us have changed our names and places of 
abode, let's let the class secretary know who and 
where we are. 
On April 11, Jackie Vaughan was married to 
Charles Rector at the Ashland Baptist Church. 
Margaret Henderson was one of the bridesmaids. 
After a wedding trip to Miami Beach, Jackie and 
"Buggy" are now "at home" at 4315 Chamber-
Jayne Avenue, Apt. 32, Richmond, Va. 
Marilyn McMurray became Mrs. Lyle Rishell on 
June 13. After honeymooning in Canada, Lieu-
tenant and Mrs. Rishell are now established at 
3320 Coryell Lane, Alexandria, Va. 
Nola Texley and Bob were married on June 6, 
at Governor's Island , N. Y. Di zzy Stuart-Alexander 
was her maid-of-honor. Nola and Bob spent their 
honeymoon in Pennsylvania. 
On June 5, Bettie Jarrett was married to John 
Nye, a U. of R. Phi Garn who graduated in Jun e. 
Betsy Phillips became Mrs. William Ruddle 
Pulliam, Jr., on May 30. Jackie Jardine Wall was 
matron of honor, and Mary Creath, '53, was one 
of Betsy's bridesmaids. Bill is a lieute nant in the 
Marine Corps. 
Isabel Sanford and Hugh Rankin were married, 
June 20, at Grace Baptist Church in Richmond. 
Beverley Randolph was matron of honor, and 
Diane Evans and "yours truly" were bridesmaids. 
Izzy and Hugh had a Southern wedding trip and 
are now living in Columbus, Ohio, where Hugh 
has two more years in dentistry at Ohio State Uni-
versity. 
The following day Alice Subley married Dr. Joh~ 
Mandanis in a ceremony in Richmond. Alice and 
John are now in England where he is stationed as 
an Army doctor. 
Kathleene Cooke and Juny O'bier became Mr. 
and Mrs. on June 14. Sarah Barlow was Kathy's 
only attendant. Juny and Kathy are living in Rich-
mond. 
Betty Geiman ( ex-'52) and Preston Newton 
were married on May 16. Sarah Barlow and Kathy 
Cooke O'bier were attendants. 
Bettie Snead and Scott Herbert plan to be mar-
ried the latter part of July. 
Jea(J,Dine William s is engaged to Philip John 
Laspina of San Francisco, and they plan an August 
wedding. Jeannine and Philip met while touring 
Europe last summer. 
Lucy Dearing also plans to be married soon, to 
D avid McGhee. 
In September, Marion Lacy will join the ranks 
of the schoolteachers . She'll have the fourth grade 
at Highland Springs where roommate Betty Ed-
monds is teaching. 
Nina Landolina Byrd and Ray came back from 
Oklahoma in May and will be in Virginia a while. 
Ray thinks he will be discharged from the service 
in October. 
Jane Ozlin Given's husband , Fred, graduated 
from MCV in June, and he and Jane are living in 
Augusta, Ga., where he is interning. 
Lou Glading Shelton and husband Bud are at 
El Toro, California. 
Barbara Cawthorne set a fine record at Pan Amer-
ican this year; in fact, she was a substitute teacher 
for two weeks ! 
Anne Gibson can't complain of dull office routine 
in her job. The State Chamber of Commerce has 
sent her to the Chamber lin Hotel for their annual 
meeting and for a week's tour of the Blue Ridge 
Parkway. 
Mrs. ]. B. Wall , Jr. (Jackie Jardine) has been 
made Social Editor of the Farmville Herald. 
Harriet Willingham left July 10 for Rio and 
plans to be back in the United States, August 10. 
She has signed a contract for another year of "Y" 
work in Dayton. 
Joyce Bell and Claire Carlton have at long last 
tound an apartment in Hartford. 
Lou Tull is now work ing in the Cancer Re-
search Lab which has recent I y been estab lished in 
Charlottesville. She says the only "hitch" is that 
her boss has been drafted and that he is now 
sending instructions by mail. 
Janet Storm is doing missionary work with her 
parents in Arabia. She writes that although the 
living conditions are far from ideal, she loves the 
work because it is so rewarding. 
Betty Hurt Beasley will be living in Richmond 
next year. Her husband, Bob, has been accepted 
at M.C.V. 
Jo Frieda Hull Mitchell has taught the third 
grade at Ginter Park School in Richmond since 
January. 
Lee Persons Hayes is living in a trailer in Louis-
ville and working for the City Social Department. 
Her husband finished seminary there in February. 
Anne Brehme left June 4 for Europe, and from 
all reports is having a grand time. 
Dru Marshall Waring's husband graduated in 
June from Randolph-Macon. Their plans are rather 
indefinite, because Marshall may have to serve 
Uncle Sam for a while. 
Nancy Judg es stopped graduate school in Feb-
ruary and spent spring in Richmond before return-
ing to Canada for the summer. 
Aileen (Cunningham) and Bill Huff and little 
Established 1840 
c?i.mbulance Senice..., 
Susan, winner of the silver cup, moved July 31, 
to Southeastern Seminary. 
Paralee Neergaard called me up in May when 
she was in Richmond for Beulah Johnson's wed-
ding. She stopped graduate school in February be-
cause of sickness, and is now doing public rela-
tions work for the Telephone Company in N.Y.C. 
I am sure most of us have heard of the recent 
sorrow of two of our class members. Janie Tune 
lost her father in April, and Lu Angell's mother 
passed away in March. On behalf of the class, I 
would like to express our sympathy. 
Many thanks to those of you who worked so hard 
on the Alumnae Fund and to those of you who 
contributed to Alma Mater. 
Believe in signs? 
THIS IS THE SIGN of America's premium 
table milk ... the milk that gives you 
MORE of the food values you need 
MOST . . . such a lat more far soch a 
little morel We're proud to hold the 
oldest continuous Golden Guernsey dealer 
permit in tho country! 
VIRGINIA DAIRY CO. 
"Home of Better Milk" 
DIAL 5-2838 
PHONE 5-8693 
DAY-NIGHT 
~BROWN 
FUNERAL HOME, INC. 
BOULEVARD AND KENSINGTON AVE. 
Richmond ZO, Tirginia 
• 
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Boston Club 
Chairman: MRS. JOHN E. MILLEA (Priscilla 
Kirkpatrick), 8 Mt. Ida St., Newton 58, Mass. 
We were all delighted that Mrs . Booker could 
be with us for our spring meeting. Fifteen of us 
had luncheon with her on Saturday, April 11, at 
the Hi-Da-Way in Boston. Then we had an op-
portunity to hear about all the wonderful things 
going on at the college, and to see some slides of 
the campus. Even though we are not too active a 
group, we do enjoy getting together and we hope 
we'll have twice as many at our next meeting. 
In the meantime, our efforts will be directed to-
ward making Westhampton better known around 
Boston by distributing to the local schools the 
leaflets Mrs. Booker left with us. 
Those present were : Marie Crowder Anderson, 
Joyce Bell, Claire Carlton, Kay Gilleland Crutch-
field, Addie Eicks, Vista Robinson Gettier , Eliza-
beth Gill, Cecyle Loving Hackendorf, Emily Ann 
May, Priscilla Kirkpatrick Millea, Susie Powell 
Moore , Libby Rowse, Ilse Schott. 
Eastern Shore Club 
President: MRS. W. T. ROBERTS, JR. (Jeanice 
Johnson) , Parksley , Virginia 
The annual spring luncheon of the Westhamp-
ton Club met at "The Chesapeake Hotel," on 
May 23rd, 1953. Twenty-nine were present. 
The president, Mrs. W. T. Rober,ts, Jr., called 
the meeting to order and introduced Miss Jean 
Wright , French Prof essor at Westhampton Col-
lege. 
Miss Wright entertained everyone with her de-
scription of the beauty of the College and cam-
pus . Her message was well received by an en-
thusiastic and appreciative audience. 
Mrs. Roberts expressed appreciation to Miss 
Wright. Th e minutes of the fall meeting were 
read and approved. The treasurer's report was 
accepted. The president thanked Mrs . Charles 
Little and her committee for the preparations for 
the I uncheon . 
Miss Lena Johnson , chairman of the nominat-
ing committee read the report as follows: For 
Vice President, Mrs. Charles Little; for Secretary, 
Mrs. Lillias Ma son Ferguson. Th e report of the 
committee was accepted and the officers were 
elected by acclamation. 
The pr esident said she would accept an invita-
tion for the fall meeting from any one wishing 
to entertain in her home. 
The Club can boast of members attending the 
Richmond Female Institute, a large percentage 
attending the Woman's College, Richmond, as well 
as Westhampton College. 
Mrs. John Edmonds moved that the Club donate 
the sum of fifty dollars ( $50.00) .to the Alumnae 
Fund, and the motion was unanimously carried. 
Martinsville Club 
President: MRS. WILLIAM JENNINGS (Jane San-
ford), 806 Parkview St., Martinsville , Va . 
The Henry-Patrick Chapter of the Westhampton 
Alumnae met for its spring meeting at the E. I. 
du Pont de Nemours Lynwood Country Club for 
supper and a social on Tuesday following th e 
Westhampton May Day . There were 12 alumnae 
present with several new members who · joined 
us for the first time. 
Following an enjoyable dinner film strips of 
the campus , former May Days and Westhampton 
sports events were shown. Some of the members 
who had not been back to ,the campus recently 
were especially impressed by pictures of the South 
Court dormitory. 
During the business session plans were made 
for entertaining the senior girls who plan to go 
to college . Mrs . Wiley R. Broadus offered us her 
home as a meeting place and the details of re-
freshments will be delegated to all the members 
who will help. 
The officers serving this year were asked to con-
tinue in office for a second year as this had been 
the previous arrangement. These were Mrs. Jane 
Sanford Jennings, Mrs. Susie Guard Woody, Mrs . 
Jane Clark and Miss Emily Hensley. 
Unfortunately no one from the meeting could 
attend Alumnae Day. 
New York Club 
President : MRS. JuLEs F . DE DAN (Frances 
Gottlieb), 137 Walker Court West Orange, 
New Jersey 
Our Fall meeting was held on Saturday, Octo-
ber 18, 1952, at Schrafffs Restaurant, 220 West 
57th Street , New York . As I stressed in a pre-
vious report , finding suitable meeting facilities in 
New York is a hard proposition. One of our 
members informed us that Schrafffs Restaurants 
had resumed the practice of serving teas or din-
ners to private parties. You can imagine our de-
light to learn that we could reserve a room for 
our tea-meeting for the cost of ,the individual teas 
plus the tips and 3% New York City tax. I~ 
other words , we paid nothing for the use of the 
room! 
We were, I am glad to say, most delighted with 
the arrangements. The room was more than ade-
quate, the tea delicious . All in all, we felt our 
meeting problem had been solved . (In fact we 
liked it at 5 7th Street so much that befor~ we 
left, we arranged to meet .there again .) 
One of our first duties was to accept the resig-
nation of Natalie Heller Moore as Vice President 
of our Club. This was necessitated by the fact 
that her husband, a dentist, had been recalled to 
active duty and would be stationed , at least 
temporarily, in Texas. Though we needed no 
such reminder, this episode brought clearly before 
us the Korean situation and the desperate struggle 
being waged against the forces of communism . 
Betty Newcombe was then unanimously elected 
Vice President to fill out the unexpired term. A 
motion was made and seconded that we send a 
letter of regret to Natalie Heller Moore and as-
sure her of a place in our Club when circum-
stances permit. 
As our guests of honor, we welcomed Miss 
J. Josephine Tucker, Dean of Students , and Miss 
Caroline S. Lutz , Professor of English. To those 
of us of an earlier era, it was extremely interest-
ing to learn of the varied scope of Miss Tucker 's 
duties. Now we realize more clearly than ever 
that Westhampton is no longer a baby in .the 
educational world. She is fast taking her place as 
a full-grown young lady . 
Miss Lutz brought us informal greetings from 
the various members of the faculty . Later on she 
gave us a brief resume of her work with puppets. 
On Friday , January 30, 1953, my mother , 
Dorothy Ihnken ( our Treasurer) , Mrs. lhnken , 
and I represented our New York group when Miss 
Keller, Miss Crenshaw, and Miss Turnbull sailed 
for Alexandria , Egypt , on the Ex orchorda of the 
American Export Line. We not only extended 
our personal wishes for a wonderful trip but sent 
them a Bon Voyage basket from our New York 
Club. 
Our mid-winter meeting was held at the 57th 
Street Schrafft 's Restaurant on Saturday, January 
31, 195 3. As one of our first duties, we voted to 
send from our Club Treasury a contribution to 
the General Alumnae Fund. To the best of my 
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knowledge , this is the first time that that had 
been done in several years. While I can claim no 
credit for it, I am sure I can be allowed a sense 
of pride that it did occur during my administra-
tion. 
To complete our activities before .the advent of 
hot weather , we hoped to have a dinner meeting 
in New York. Now I am sure that all of you are 
familiar with the Burns quotation about "the 
best-laid schemes o' mice an · men." After careful 
study of conditions in late April (New Jersey tele-
phone strike , illness, etc.), it was decided to post-
pone our project until early Fall. 
Our long-delayed Long Island sectional meeting 
will, I fervently hope , materialize before winter . 
While the officers and I were temporarily 
bathed in gloom, we have recovered . Illness, 
strikes, urgent personal business, etc., are no re-
flection on us or our hopes and aspirations. 
While we deplore any setback (however tem-
porary), we have not lost sight of our ultimate 
goal, to make the New York Club a credit not 
only to ourselves but to our Alma Mater! 
Peninsula Club 
President: MRS. R. T. SHEPHERD (Peggy Lou-
than), 87 Post St., Hilton Village, Va . 
The Penin sula Chapter entertained with a cov-
ered dish supper on April 24 at the home of Mrs . 
John Paulson on Shoe Lane in Warwick. A social 
hour followed with a short business meeting, Mrs. 
R. T. Shepherd presiding. Tentative plans for the 
coming year were discussed. Mrs. Blake Carson, 
chairman of the nominations committee submitted 
the following slate: President , Mrs. A . W. 
Patrick, Jr. and Vice president , Mrs. Charles. 
Palmer. The president appointed Mrs . John 
Paulson chairman of arrangements and reservations. 
for a spring luncheon. 
On June 3, the chapter held its spring luncheon 
in the Rose Room of the Warwick Hotel in New-
port News . As the guest speakers the . chapter 
c.A.nnouncement 
The Fire & Casualty Insurance 
business of the late 
James H . Tracy, Jr. 
is now being serviced by us 
m cooperation with his Estate 
ELAM & FUNSTEN 
Established 1868 
1106 East Main Street 
Phone 3-3568 • Richmond, Va. 
Frank W. Heindl 
W. Preston Harper, Jr. 
was pleased to have Mrs. Booker and Miss 
Lough with us. Everyone enjoyed hearing the 
campus news they brought us. 
Mrs . A. W. Patrick, Jr., was elected president 
and Mrs . Charles Palmer, vice president for the 
coming year. 
Philadelphia Club 
President: Miss LEONORA JOHNSON, 2308 
Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
A meeting of the alumnae in the Philadelphia 
area was held at the apartment of Leonora Johnson 
on April 15th. Since it was a week night, only 
8 were present. The group was delighted to have 
Mrs. Booker who had been visiting alumnae 
chapters of other cities. She gave a fascinating 
account of the faculty and of the changes in and 
development of Westhampton . She showed beau-
tiful colored slides which helped us to visua lize 
the campus and its activities. The group decided 
to have two meetings a year. They will also do 
what they can to interest high school students in 
Westhampton . D orothy Hewes McGJincy, '41, 
and Leonora Johnson , '32 , were chosen to plan 
the next meeting in the fall. A social time was 
had after Mrs . Booker 's talk. 
The alumni dinner on April 24th had as its 
guest speaker Dean Pinchbeck . There were about 
34 present and a large proportion were more 
recent graduates who were full of enthusiasm. 
Dr . Pinchbeck held everyone's interest and he 
never seemed to tire of answering questions. 
Gerald Kynett was elected president for the com-
ing year. A Westhampton plate was given as a 
door prize, and was won by George landers. 
Suffolk Club 
President: MRS. A. 1. BRINKLEY (Eth el Pond, 
'28 ) , Suffolk, Virginia . 
Our spring meeting was held March 31st in the 
Educational Building of the West End Baptist 
Church in Suffolk. To this meeting we invited 
junior and senior girls from the surrounding high 
schools and their mothers as well as the West-
hampton girls who were on vacation that week. 
After a brief business session Miss Betty Brink-
ley, Class of '56, showed the group some of Miss 
Turnbull 's slides. Mrs. Ethel Pond Brinkley, Class 
of '28, and Miss Virginia Mae Lovelace, Class of 
'55, made comments of explanation as the slides 
were shown. We all enjoyed seeing again the love-
ly campus scenes and our prospective students were 
impressed wit h the beauty of the Westhampton 
campus. 
Next the group endeavo red to bring alive a bit 
of what we call "Westhamp ton Spirit." An origi-
nal skit entit led "Four Years at Westhampton" 
and written by Miss Sophia Zea , Class of '52, w;s 
presented. Mrs . Elaine Leonard D avis, Class of '49, 
Mrs . Ann Simpson Turner, Class of '52, Mrs. 
Martha Edwards Allen, Class of '47, Miss Sophia 
Zea, Class of '52, and Mrs. Lena Thornton Small 
Class of '47, took part. The setting was the Towe; 
Room just a few weeks before graduation. A group 
of seniors review their four years at Westhampton 
and spontaneous ly break into song now and then 
when reminded of certain occasions. The playlet 
clo~ed wi th the singing of the Alma Mater by the 
entir e group. 
A social period followed during which the visit-
ing students had opportunity to ask questions and 
to further acquaint themselves with Westhampton . 
Punch, sandwiches, and cookies were served. Our 
guests lingered for quite a while, so we felt that 
a good deal of interest was created. High school 
girls from Windsor, Smithfield and Suffolk were 
present with a total of 3 5 members and guests at-
tending. 
Tidewater Club 
President: Miss CHARLOTTE BEALE, 415 River-
side Dr ive, Portsmouth, Va. 
The spring meeting was held on April 18th, at 
1 :00 o'clock, Carriage House, Norfolk, with guest 
luncheon speakers, Mrs. T . Preston Turner and 
Mrs. R. E. Booker , and the following alumnae 
present: Billie Atwill , Margaret Saunders, Mil-
dred Andersen , Carolyn Heflin, Florence Siebert, 
Mildred Clinkscales, Pollyanna Shepherd, Louise 
Britton, Peggy Dixon, Helen Ballard, Florence 
Harvey , Conn_ie Georges, Barbara Grizzard, Na ncy 
McCJees, Juliette Carpenter, and Elizabeth Bell. 
Three members of the Alumnae Association at-
tended for the first time: Anne Beasley, Virginia 
D enni s McG ee, and Ann T ucker McGinnis. 
The group was most happy to have a return visit 
from Mr s. Booker, and especially pleased to wel-
come Nora Turpin Turner. 
Outstanding achievement was to vote to send a 
$100 check toward the Swimming Pool Fund. The 
Ways and Means Committee for 1953-54 hopes 
to sponsor an informal auction in October similar 
to the successful one held last December and to 
promote one project to publicize the college in the 
Hampton Roads area. 
Washington Club 
President: MRS. J. P. MOORE ( Charlotte Ann 
Di ckinson), 3858 Floren ce Dr ive, Alexan-
dria, Virginia 
Our Club entertained at its annual spring tea 
for both present and prospective Westhampton-
i.tes on Sunday, March 29, in the beautiful home 
of May Thompson Evans, with D orothy Knibb as 
hostess and Alice Garnett Thomas in charge of 
the delicious refreshments. While guests drank 
tea in the Jiving and dining rooms, or coffee in 
the rumpus room, still others entertained future 
students with our favorite Westhampton songs in 
the music room. 
The Puppeteers came to town on Saturday, April 
11, and presented two entertaining and well-
received performances in the Auditorium of the 
Hecht Company's Arlington Store. We were 
SUSIE'S SLIP COVER SHOP 
Slip covers and draperies made to order-also Vanity skirts, Bed 
Canopies , Bed Spreads and curtains of all kinds. Superior workman-
ship. Personal supervision. Moderate prices. Call Mrs. Walton for 
estimates. 
Telephone 6-9989 710 N. Lafayette Street 
FOR YOUR SAVINGS • • 
~; ~: 
• 2½ % current dividend . 
• Insurance of accounts to $10,000 
• Free parking-
after hours depository-
mail savings . 
ti FIRST FEDERALt? 
~U~ana~til 
ASSOCIATION OF RICHMOND 
BROAD AT THIRD 
Bellwood Food Products 
For Institutions 
W. H. WILLIAMS & CO. 
Distributors 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
·~~ 
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Souvenir Plate 
University of Richmond 
These plates were made by Wm. 
Adams, one of the oldest and most 
famous potteries in England . The cen-
ter scene shows the Cannon Memorial 
Chapel, with scenes of Millhiser Gym-
nasium, Ryland Hall , Thomas Hall, 
and the Lake on the border, inter-
spaced with the Dogwood Blossom, 
Virginia's State flower. Blue or pink. 
Reg. $2.95. 
Special $195 
EA. 
E. B. TiYLOR CO. 
Established 1862 
208 EAST GRACE STREET 
BIBLES 
justly proud of ,the Westhampton Pupp et Troupe 
and commend them and Miss Lutz and Mrs. 
O'Donnol, as well as our efficient and hard-work-
ing -committees, headed by Dorothy Knibb. 
The Highl ands Restaurant was the scene of our 
final luncheon meeting of the year. The meeting 
was conducted by the Vice-President, Joanne 
Waring, with special repor.ts presented by Mary 
Brock Clevinger on the activities of the Asso-
ciated Alumnae Clubs of Washington, of which 
we are a member, and by Dorothy Knibb on our 
big project of the year, the Puppet Show. 
May Thompson Evans led a discussion in 
which various plans for the coming year were 
presented, and there was an election of officers 
for 1953-54. 
The following were elected unanimously: Presi-
dent, Joanne Waring; Vice-President, Mary Lee 
Smith; Secretary , Elizabeth Latimer; Treasurer, 
Ann Higgins Borger. 
CHAPTERS 
Baltimore 
The Baltimore Chapter of the University of 
Richmond Alumni had a delightful Spring Reunion 
on April 10, 1953. It was held in Levering Hall, 
the YMCA Building of the Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. Although the gathering was under the 
auspices of the Richmond College Alumni, the 
Westhampton College Alumnae and other friends 
of the University were invited to attend . 
There were forty-four persons present. Those 
representing the University of Richmond included 
Dean Josephine Tucker and Mrs. R. E. Booker of 
Westhampton College, Henry M. Taylor , Mrs. R. 
E. Booker, and Joseph E. Nettles . Each spoke on 
some particular aspect of life at the University. 
Pictures of the championship basketball team 
added interest to the occasion. The President of 
BOOKS 
BAPTIST BOOK STORE 
212 East Grace Street 
RICHMOND 19, VIRGINIA 
v1ir-C onditioned 
Phone 2-5834 
GIFTS NOVEL TIES 
LEWIS E. FERGUSON 
Painting & Decorating 
and 
Ferguson Paint Store 
3111 West Cary Street Telephone 5-1896 
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the Baltimore Chapter, Dr. Vernon B. Richard-
son, presided and called attention to interesting 
exhibits of college life that had been brought by 
the Richmond visitors. 
Officers were elected for the coming year as 
follows: R. Harwood Bagby, President; Charles 
C. Broaddus, Vice-President; Lawrence Edberg, 
Jr., Secretary; and Benjamin H . West , Treasurer. 
Philadelphia 
Universal peace is nearer today than it has been 
in any previous generation , Dean Raymond B. 
Pinchbeck told the Philadelphia Chapter Alumni 
meeting at this city's Longchamps Restaurant on 
April 24. Education in a religious climate is 
needed to meet the demands of the future, he con-
tinued, since genius must be matched by character 
if it is going to benefit mankind. 
Gerald P. Kynett, Jr. , '50 , was named president 
of the Philadelphia Chapter for the coming year. 
Dorothy Hughes McGJinchey was chosen vice-
president, Carol Melton Sinclair , '5 2, secretary. 
A. C. Barnett, '28, was re-elected treasurer. Mem-
bers of the executive committee include the officers 
and Dr. Clarence E. Denoon, '34 , Robert W . 
Neathery, '27, and Leonora Johnson, the latter 
retiring president. 
The meeting was notable for the numb er of new 
members, recent graduates of the University , and 
newcomers to the city. 
Washington 
Sixty alumni attended the Washington Chapter 
Spring Dinn er on May 24, in the Ballroom of 
the National Press Club, Washington, D. C. 
Chapter President Henry Riley, '23, presided . 
The principal address, which was delivered by 
President Modlin , served the useful purpose of 
bringing the Washington area alumni current on 
the University's scholarship and education prog-
ress and on developments in the University's 
building and construction program . 
General Alumni President Henry M. Taylor, '12, 
was also present to address the club members. 
Others in attendance included Congressman J. 
Vaughan Gary, '12, Professor Ralph McDanel , 
'16, Basketball Coach Hooker and Alumni Secre-
tary Nettles, '30. 
I Necrology I 
1893-
Frank Cameron Jones, 79-year-o ld retired at-
torney, died Saturday, November 15, 1952 in 
Houston , Texas. After graduation from Richmond 
College he returned to Bonham , Texas where he 
joined his father in the lumb er business for a 
year. After graduation in 1896 from the Law 
School of the University of Texas he became as-
sociated with the firm of Hogg and Gill. He later 
became a member of Hogg, Gill, Jones and Tyler 
and was the last survivi ng member of the firm 
when he retired in 1947 . He served as president 
of the Texas Bar Association in 1917 and was a 
member of American Bar Association and the 
Harris County Bar Association. Active in civic 
organizations, fraternal orders, and the church, he 
was Grand Commander of the Grand Commandery 
of Texas Knights Templar, Past Imp erial Potentate 
of the Imp eria l Council of Shriners , Master Mason, 
33-degree Scottish Riter, member of National 
Council of Boy Scouts, and member of First Baptist 
Church, Houston . 
1900-
Dr . J. R. L. Johnson, 83, retired professor of 
English at William and Mary , died at his home in 
Williamsburg on April 23. A native of South 
Quay, Nansemond County, D r. Johnson graduated 
from William and Mary in 1894 and then at-
tended law school at University of Richmond. In 
1921 he received an M.A. in English from the 
U niversity of Chicago. Before joining the staff at 
Wi lliam and Mary, where he was a member of 
Phi Beta Kappa, Dr. Johnson was principal of 
high schools at Franklin and Norfolk and taught 
from 1916 to 1928 at Radford Col lege. 
1906-
The Rev. William Lockhart Ball, D.D. , 78-year-
old former pastor of Earle St. Baptist Church in 
Greenvi ll e, S. C., died at his home Thursday, June 
4 in Rock Hi ll, S. C. A native of Honaker, Va. 
and former pastor in Richmond, he was a former 
trustee of the University of Richmond. 
Georg e L. Doughty, Jr., died in March, 1953. 
Mr. Doughty was a lawyer in Onancoc k, Va. 
1908-
Dr. Archie Garnett Ryland, 66, professor emeri-
tus of French at the College of William and 
Mary, died Wednesday , J une 10 at a Richmond 
hospital. Dr. Ryland , great-nephew of Dr. Robert 
Ryland, first president of Richmond College, re-
ceived his B.A. from Richmond College, his M.A. 
in 1922 and Ph.D. in 1934 from Harvard Uni-
versity._ He did graduate work at the Sorbonne , 
Paris; Ecole Normale Superieure, Rouen, France; 
the University of Chicago, and the Universite 
Laval, Quebec. Dr. Ryland taught in the sec-
ondary schools in Virginia for nine years, was 
associate professor of English and French at the 
University of Richmond for thre e years, was As-
sistant d' Anglais at the Ecole Normale Superieure, 
Rouen, France for one year, and went to Wi lliam 
and Mary in 1923 as Associate Professor of 
French. At William and Mary he was advanced 
to Professor of French, then Acting Chairman of 
the Department of Modern Languages , then Chair-
man of the Dept. of Modern Languages and final-
ly at the close of the 1951-1952 term he became 
Professor Eme~tus of French. Dr. Ryland was a 
member of the Modern Language Association of 
America, Mod ern Foreign Lang uage Association 
of Virgin ia, American Association of Teachers of 
French, the Virginia Historical Society, Association 
for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities , the 
English Speaking Union, the Williamsburg Gar-
den Club and the Museum of Fine Arts. He was 
past vice-president of the W. & M. chapter of 
the American Association of University Professors , 
past president of his chapter and of the Virgini a 
Society of the Sons of the American Revolution , 
past president of the Wi lliamsburg Little Theatre 
League, and past vice-president of the Harvard 
Club of Virginia'. 
1912-
The Rev. Jos eph Thomas Phillips, retired minis-
ter, died in a Richmond hospital April 27 . After 
graduation from Colgate University, Mr. Phillips , 
a native of Dinwiddie County, held pastorates in 
Virginia and New York. He was field secretary 
and campaign director for the Children's Home 
Society of Virginia for a number of years. 
1915-
Robert L. Burruss, principal of Jarratt high 
school and former town mayor, died at his home 
Sunday, May 10. He had been principal of the 
high schoo l for 30 years, was the first Mayor of 
Jarratt in 1938 and held the office for 10 years. 
1925-
John Gardner Glasgow, 50, assistant managing 
editor of Norfolk and !Vestern M agazine, died 
June 30, 1952 in Roanoke , Va. Before joining 
the staff of the magazine in 1944 he had taught 
school in Fincastle and Callands and for 16 years 
at Woodrow Wilson Jr. High in Roanoke. Mr. 
Glasgow received his M.A. from U. Va. in 1931. 
A member of Virginia Heights Baptist Church, he 
was co-teacher of Carter Bible Class for a number 
of years. 
1926-
Jarnes Hardson Tracy, Jr., 51-year-o ld Richmond 
insurance bro ker, died Saturday, May 30 in a 
Richmond hospital. Born in Columbus, Ohio, he 
moved to Richmond with his family during his 
boyhood . Associated with the Life Insurance Com-
pany of Virginia for several years he left their 
concern to form his firm, the James H. Tracy 
Company. Mr. Tracy was chairman of the Anti-
quarian Society of Richmond and a member of 
the Virginia Historical Society. 
J. Morris Davenport, retired U. S. Army Major, 
died Sunday, June 3 at his home in Clearwater, 
Fla . Funeral service for Major Davenport, Rich-
mond native , was conducted at the Fort Myer 
Chapel and burial was in Arlington National 
Cemetery. 
1930-
John A. Hicks , stat istician for the U. S. Dept. 
of Agriculture, died September 14 in Washing-
ton, D. C. 
1932-
Charle s Henry Corder, Jr., formerly of Hume , 
Va., died of a heart attack on October 31, 1952 
at his home in Magnolia, Miss. 
1938-
Donald Sabin Slagle, Title Attorney, was killed 
in an automobi le accident March 18, in Paterson, 
N. J. Mr. Slagle had recently moved to Closter, 
N. J. He is survived by hi s wife, Mrs. Irene B. 
Slagle. 
• FULL ¾ H.P. - yet Servel costs no 
more than ordinary½ h.p. units! Won't 
fail you on summer's hottest days! 
• SPECIAL 'NI GHT TURN-DOWN' for 
moderately warm nights! You sleep 
cool-but never chilled! 
• SUPER-QUIET! Special sound-absorb-
ing construction! No-Draft Grilles! 
T. A. TALLEY & SON 
PLUMBING HEATING VENTILATING AIR CONDITION ING HOM E APPLIANCES 
4200 WEST BROAD STREET DIA L 84-32 51 RICHMOND 21 , VIRGINI A 
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Westhampton Fund 
(Continued from page 11) 
Anne Arwood Sheedy 
Lowaita Row1and Martin 
Shirley Huxter Corson 
Peggy Kyle Anderton 
Ann Oakes 
:Mildred Crowder Picke ls 
Martha Cosby Rucker 
Sarah Covey Bradford 
Elizabeth Chapman Wilson 
Marguerite Abbott McGuire 
Esther Figuly 
Marjori e Pugh Tabb 
Loui se Callison 
Alice Ryland Giles 
Maysville Owens Page 
Ann Kincannon Rutherford 
Margnret Bowers 
Mary Ellen Stephenson 
Margaret Watkins Weatherall 
Florence Marston Harvey 
Helen Denoon Hopson 
Helen Falls 
Mary Watkins Brock Clevinger 
Elizabeth Conwell 
Alice Pugh Bartz 
Beulah Gregory Tho1·pe 
Sarah Poole Batkins 
Lou White Winfree 
Kathryn Ellis Fox 
Martha Riis Moore 
Esther ·walsh Dutton 
Frances Bowers Jones 
Class of 1937 
$103.50 - 28 % 
Louise r.rhompson Chewning 
Pollyanna Shepperd 
Virginia Lee Priddy 
Elizabeth Angle 
.Jane Lawd er Johnston 
Alice Powne ll 
Grace E llio tt Olsen 
Helen ]TIilett Horne 
Ma1·guerite Hall 
Margaret Isbell Vaughan 
Nancy Chapve H Pettigrew 
Jane Carroll Slusser 
Loni$e Gano Wilkinson 
Margaret Mitchel Meador 
Elizabeth Allison Brie l 
Peggy Louthan Shepherd 
Class of 1938 
$109.00 - 23 % 
Elizabeth Darracott Wheeler 
Elizabeth Shaw Burchill 
Douglas Gee Baldwin 
Allie Martin Holbleib 
Augusta Straus Goodman 
Catherine T. Leake 
Emily Parker Kendig 
Anne Payne Stites 
Josephine Mallory Cosby 
Peg1sy Lockwood Nolting 
Barbara DeJarnette Bagwell 
Martha Ellis Ross 
Julia McClure Dunwell 
Nancy Arthey Rowan 
Frances J. F lick 
Class of 1939 
$65.00 -23% 
Marian Wiley Ellet 
Garland Wilson Brookes 
·Charlotte Anne Beale 
Bess Paterson Walford 
Evelyn Hold croft Pritchett 
Lois Lyle Mercer 
Anne Scott Campbell Jacobs 
Rebecca Branch 
Elizabeth Burch Fowlkes 
Jacqueline Faulkner Dixon 
Juliet Florance 
Anne Eppes Regester 
Hermine Hoen Philips 
·Cally Ross Lewis 
Class of 1940 
$240.50 - 31 % 
Charlotte Dickinson Moore 
Elsie Mattingly Dickinson 
Lucy W. Baird 
Alice McElroy Smith 
Katherine L. Lyle 
Fund 
Doris Hargrove Kibler 
Maude Smith Jurgens 
I-Jarriett Yeamans Mercer 
Dimple Latham Gravatt 
Jane Alen Van Leeuwen 
Mildred Jones Talton 
Jean Miller Yeiser 
llfary Sue Carter Patterson 
Ele:rnor Parsons Fish 
Bella Hert1,berg Jacobs 
Betty Willets Ogg 
Pauline Cortopassi 
11:arie Keyser Jordan 
Bettie Pemberton Redding 
Dell Williams Smith 
Byrd Boisseau Perkinson 
Class of 1941 
$187.00 - 29 % 
Suzanne Trussell ·wright 
llfar1saret Lee Purcell Spindler 
Antoinette Wirth Whittet 
Anne Boehling-
Cecile Gaddis Smith 
Ann w·oodward Courtney 
Dorothy Hewes llfoGlincy 
Barbara Eckles Grizzard 
Mary Alice Smith Tillotson 
Mildred Howerton Jones 
Mary Owen Bass 
Virginia Ball Glover 
Jean Neasmith Dickinson 
,Jan e Trevvett Clark 
Virg-ini a Omohundro Purcell 
Gladys Epes Hardy 
Virginia Garrett Buckler 
Eleanor Kindell Miller 
Lois Campbell Herlong 
Jeanne Huffman Waite 
Naom i Lf'wi s Policoff 
Georgie Philpott In!(ram 
Helen Martin Laughon 
Ma1.·y F1li7,abeth I-Iog-an 
Charlotte Dudley Patteson 
Kathleen Crawford Lindsay 
Class of 1942 
$110.00 - 20 % 
Ada Moss Harlow 
Grace l\1:orris Reese 
Emmy Fountain 
Mayo Omohundro Page 
Emma B. ,valdrop C1·uickshanks 
Jean Grant 
Harriet Howe Byrider 
Frances Calisch Rothenberg 
Allene Jones Patteson 
Jayne Maire Massie 
Esther ·wendling Cline 
Lillian Jung 
Janice Darlington 
'Wilma Peters Gambill 
Betty Ann Pet1,inger Shackelford 
Kathryn Gillelan Crutchfield 
Class of 1943 
$247 .00 - 48 % 
Barbara Lewis Talbott 
Priscilla Poteat Humbert 
Georgie I. Simpson 
Jeanice Johnson Roberts 
Ilse E. Schott 
Lelia Gardner Hathaway 
Eve lyn Flax Mirrnelstein 
Louise Wiley Willis 
Barbal'a Krug Evans 
Frances Beazley Bell 
:Maxine " ' illiams Rogers 
Anne Byrd Tucker Moore 
Althea Johnston Black 
Audrey Foster Ashburn 
Evie Lawson Katz 
Kathleen Weber McLellan 
Pamela Carpenter Henry 
Barbara Fuller Cox 
Marjorie Clements Kidd 
Rose ,vare Koltukian Wallace 
Helen Herrink Fix 
Effie Proffttt Jones 
Mary Elder Pauli 
Marguerite Shell Ritchie 
Louise Cardozo Long 
Class of 1944 
$190.50 - 61 % 
Lois Kirkwood North 
Doris Hedgepeth Neal 
Anne Green Sheaffer 
]\fary Frances 'l,rader Carey 
E llen Mercer Clark Maxwell 
Dorothy Monroe Hill 
Helen Barnes Henshaw 
Glor ia Tyler Robertson 
Rita Muldowney Copley 
Mary Lee Clary 
Virginia Thomp son Paarfus 
Nell Collins Thompson 
Mary Lee Smith 
Helen Curtis Patrick 
Katherine Hanley Wery 
Elizabeth R. Rice 
Helen Barnes Henshaw 
Evermond Hardee Daniel 
Lucy Garnett Lacy 
Lois Hester Blackburn 
Peggylee Purcell Stephens 
Dorothy J. Ihnken 
Billy Jane Crosby Baker 
Evelyn Josephson 
Mary Howe Kirk 
Harriet E. Shaffer 
Molly ·warner 
Juanita Tiller 
Meta Hill Bo;vnton 
Ruth Jones Wilkins 
Elizabeth Muller Go,Jdsmith 
Ann '1.'11.ruston Filer 
Mildred Cox Goode 
Evelyn Allen Krause 
Ann Burcher Stansbury 
Mary Bowden Felger 
Class of 1945 
$72.00-28% 
Conway Bibb Van Slyke 
Lillian Belk Youell 
Ruth M. Latimer 
Kathryn ~1:umma Atkinson 
Elizabeth Kibler Keihm 
Constance Sutton 
Alma Rosenbaum Hurwitz 
Betty Biscoe Tibbott 
Jen Lea Guthrie Yancey 
Frances Crowder Laird 
Anne Fisher Keppler 
Elizabeth Weaver Martin 
Hollie Garber Kenyon 
Jane Wray Bristow McDorman 
Elizabeth Whitehorne 
Mary Campbell Paulson 
Class of 1946 
$56 .00 -21 % 
Alta Ayers I-Ioward 
Patricia Husbands Berton 
Corne lia Reid Rowlett 
Virginia Lambeth Shotwell 
Jacqueline Barnes Wolf 
Joyce Eubank 
Elaine ,veil 
Jean Saperstein Beeman 
l\Iary Frances Bethel Wood 
Elizabeth Thompson Schmidt 
Jeanne Pebworth Gammon 
Jacqueline Hodges Walker 
Amy Hickerson Dalton 
Class of 1947 
$110.50-40% 
Virginia C. Ellett 
Beverley Patton Browne 
Frances K. Coles 
Alice Landi Reed 
Patricia Guild Robertson 
Isabel D. Ammerman 
Betsy Slate Riley 
Helen Conant 
Betty O'Brien 
Elizabeth McLaugh lin 
William T. Muse Chiles J. Cridlin 
S. Ashton Patterson L. C. Dale 
Margaret Goode 
1'1Iarian Huske Moomaw 
J ean Waldrop 
Marylou Massie Cumby 
Marie Walthall LeSieur 
Ollie Menefee Stirling 
Mildred Daffron Horigan 
Elizabeth Brown Parsons 
LaVinia Watson Reilly 
Ruth Schimmel Loevinger 
Lena Thornton Small 
Pauline P. Jones 
Nancy Richardson Elliott 
Elizabeth B. Decker 
Betty Tinsley Andrews 
Class of 1948 
$172.00 - 32 % 
Betty Hengeveld Bradshaw 
Betty Hickerson Butterworth 
Pamela Burnside Gray 
Alice Goodman 
Emily Deitrick Burklow 
Sally H. Taylor 
Mary Cross Marshall 
Jackie Jeter 
Virginia Herndon 
Lily Brittle Hepler 
Hannah Barlow 
Virginia Kreyer 
Jeanne Decker Swank 
Margaret Elliott Ownby 
Frances Robison King 
Mary Jane Spivey Snead 
Seth Darrow Shannahan 
Sarah Bishop Wilborne 
Russell Elliott Ewing 
Barbara Freed Roberts 
Suzanne Lovern Peeler 
Frances Orrell Dunn 
Em ily Sm ith Powers 
Emily Hollancl Lineberry 
Elsie Keyser Robinett 
Marga1·et Sabine Brizendine 
Isabel Blair Porter 
Class of 1949 
$129.00 - 23 % 
Martha Ann Kenney 
Ann Elizabeth Morano 
Corne lia M. Ayre 
Lydia A. McCullough 
Sylvia Vander Schalie Pederson 
Anne Lee Carter Kraft 
Margaret Knapp Howe 
Barbara Todd Clark 
Elaine Leonarcl Davis 
Hathaway Pollard 
Lou ·winn McCutcheon 
Joyce Roberson Goforth 
Anne Bing Abbitt 
Brooke Triplett Grove 
Gloria Reed Jensen 
Jean Harper Sellers 
Cynthia Patrick Lawson 
Rosamond Calhoun McCarty 
Gilda Mann Ellis 
Julie Moller 
Jacqueline Cunningham 
Peggy Harris Barnett 
Mimi Anderson Gill 
E lizabeth Pahnelas 
Mary Anne Peddicord Williams 
Alberta McCullough Palmer 
Class of 1950 
$196.50 - 42% 
Margaret Wells 
Margaret Alexander Anderson 
Maude Tyler 
Jeanne M. Schanen 
Barbara Coleman 
Eliza beth Rowse 
Josephine T. Martens 
Margaret J. Bu ck 
Hilda Moore Hankins 
Barbara White Balderson 
Joanne ,varing 
Frances Sutton Oliver 
Julia Wann 
Mary Sullivan Tinder 
Marianne Beck 
Marjorie Parson Owen 
Mary Hudson Goforth 
Joyce Betts Pierce 
Barbara Lee Jones 
1930 (28 .80 % ) 
'William A. Acree (Contin11ed from page 10) Herbert C. Peterson Herman B. Dixon John H. Allen Roland C. Robins Hobart Duggins John P. Batkins 
'T. J. Headlee 1928 (24.11 % ) J. A. Robinson Hoen McG. Edwards Walter H. Bennett 
Milton G. Hitt W. S. Sheriff E. Rives Ferguson Archie C. Berkley 
Charles W. Kent R. S. Bowers W. Lee Smith R. H. Fowlkes J. J. Booker, Jr. J. B. Kincanon Walter T. Burton Perry R. Stubbs W. K. Gaines Birney N. Denham W. Marshall King Edward G. Cale Purvey E . Taylor W. F. Drinkard 
Kenneth F. Lee W. L. Carleton Aubrey S. Tomlinson E. C. Gates Arthur T. Ellett 
M. J. Logan L. Carlton C1·ump T. Brent Wayman Arthur W. Harrison C. Aub1·ey Ellett 
'T. K. McRae W. E. Cullers J. S. Hart C. P. Ely 
Robert W. Neathery Robert W. Edwards 1929 (24. 78 % ) R. P. Johnson Robert H. Evans Emanuel Emroch Moncure P. Patteson Oscar W. Fary, Jr. Robert H. Alterman T. F.Miller Cliff Finley 
'T. R. Sanford, Jr. A. C. Britton William 0. Miller Lee 0. Gaskins Philip Freeman E. S. Harlow Lester E. Tharpe John W. Fussell David W. Buchanan C. B. Myers M. D. Harris J. Maurice Trimmer P ercy C. Grigg E. P. Buxton H. M. Neale F. W. Wenzel L loyd H. Caster Ernest L. Honts Thomas Eugene West J.M. Hunt Joseph H. Cosby Elmer B. Potter Aubrey V. Kidd John D. Whitehurst, Jr. J. W. Kincheloe, Jr. Edwin M. Crawford Loftus Walton Frank M. Lacy John C. Williams 0. A. Lundin, Jr. William F. Creath R. E. Walton Winnon B. Leake 
.Joseph J. Williams, Jr. W. J. Miller L. G. Crenshaw Clinton Webb Marsh McCall 
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Ellen Largent 
Martha Harris 
Ruth C. Morrissey 
Barbara Covi ngton O'Flaherty 
Jeanne Schanen 
Agnes Fei)d 
Elizabeth Givens Pierce 
Loui se Covington 
Catherine Krause Keeney 
Marjorie Canada 
Joy Hull Bolts 
Jean Marie Tinsley Martin 
Audrey Lynn Moncure 
Ann Dol'Sey James 
Lenore Greenberg Siegel 
Mary Bowles Flanagan 
Ida Smith 
Judith Lending Myers 
Nancy Chapin Phillips 
Patricia Kelly Jordan 
Frances M. Chandler 
Marianna Rounds Holloway 
Gene Hart Joyner 
Class of 1951 
$149.00 - 29 % 
Barbara L. McGehee 
E lizabeth Latimer 
Betty Tredway 
Mary Brown Booth Watt 
Mary DcVilbiss 
Elizabeth McRae Dudley 
Maryglyn Cooper 
Rita Bross 
E lizabeth Luke 
Charlotte Houchins 
Martha Carpenter 
Joan Dalve 1\Iadison 
Gwendolyn Priddy 
Helen Blackwelder 
Charlotte Jierrink Jones 
Virginia Ilerl'ink 
Shirley Hall Murphy 
Patricia Atwill Schwarz 
Irene Groves 
Shirley Robertson 
Jo Ann Asbury Hopkins 
Jean Lowe Bradley 
Jo Hyche Baulch 
C. Elizabeth Bake1· 
Jean Booth 
Class of 1952 
$231.50 -45% 
Alice Subley 
Barbara Rose Burton 
Mari lyn Mcllforray 
Addie Eicks 
Jane Ozlin 
Barbara; Cawthorne 
Janie 'l'une 
Jacque line Vaughan 
Joyce Bell 
Harriet R. Willingham 
Kathleen Cole 
Jo Frieda Hull Mitchell 
Jacqueline Jardine Wall 
:B,rances McEver 
Kathleen A. Cooke 
Sarah A. Barlow 
Louise Tull 
Anne Gibson 
Bertha Cosby King 
Marian M. Lacy 
Georgie Mcrreer 
Bettie Snead 
Claire Carlton 
Freddie Watson Stanfield 
Desiree Stuart-Alexander 
Eleano•r Bradford 
Bever ley Randolph 
E leanor Persons Hays 
Jill Lobach 
Betty Edmonds 
Nancy Ayers McClees 
Helen Want Miller 
Nola 'l'ex ley 
Bever ly Gilbert Lovell 
Bettie R. Jarrett 
Harriet Stubbs 
Jacqueline Gerson Lowenstein 
Anne Holmes 
Mary Marshall Wi ley 
Peggy Whiteman Holrnann 
Clarice U uderwood 
R. T. Mann 
Emmett C. Mathews 
C.R. Minor 
J. Marshall Moseley 
Joseph E. Nettles 
Charles J . Newell 
E. B. Norman, Jr. 
P. N. Pastore 
Donald W. Pierpont 
Clarke W. Powell 
A. W. Schenbaum 
H. B. Showalter 
Alfred Steiner 
C. R. Stevens 
C. S. Trammell 
Reed I. West 
Thomas C. Yeaman 
1931 (28 .16 % ) 
William H. Berry 
C. C. Chewning, Jr. 
Julian P. Clark 
R. E. Covey 
William S. Cudlipp, Jr. 
Thomas E. Duke 
Garland Dyches 
rrhomas I-I. Eubank 
Pau I J. Forsythe 
T. J,ack Gary 
St. George Grinnan, Jr. 
David S. Hammock 
Ray I-Iarn ed 
M . J Hoover, Jr 
Luther A Irby 
i\f arion ,v Jones 
I:Iendcrson K in cheloe 
·w. W. Marshall 
Clyclo G. O'Brien 
E. Cla iborne Robins 
A. Clair Sager 
E. Bowie Shepherd 
J. Ernest Squire 
John Robert Stiff 
Charles S. Stokes 
Clayton D. Sweet 
J. "\V. Tredway, Jr. 
W. C. Winn 
Garnett E. Wyatt 
1932 (23.81 % ) 
D. Blanton Allen 
Floyd T. Binns 
Eugene Blachschleger 
Robert G. Bremner 
Leon.ard D. Carn1ack 
'rhomas P. Carr 
L. E. Chittum 
E. l\L Collier 
Blake W. Corson, Jr. 
I-Iarold Dervishian 
S. L. Elfmon 
I-Ienry C. Froehling 
Samuel P . Kayne 
E. VViHiam Ligon, Jr. 
Thomas A. Ligon 
L. E . l\IcKenny 
Carl "\V. llfeador 
John J. llfoschetta 
I. M. Nuckols 
Ed ward C. Pep le 
"\Valter R. Robins, Jr. 
'r. Burwell Rob in son 
George \1\T. Schools 
Joseph B. Shue 
J. Westwood Smithers 
John E. Snow 
Rob ert T. Stewart 
Samuel R. Stone 
V. Goodwyn "\~7 elsh 
E. A. Williams 
1933 (30.58 % ) 
Raymond Fi. Abbitt 
Ed ware\ L. Bennett 
E. D. Booker 
H. L. Brothers 
Edwin C. Bryce, II 
Cary vY. Burkholder 
Edga ,r B. Cahoon 
" '- Franklin Cale 
R. Bailey Campbell 
Benjamin E. Chapman 
"\Y. W. Clayton 
Edwin S. Cohen 
John R. Cowley 
James vY. Dodd 
Howard P. Falls 
li~rnst Y.l. Farley 
Ralph H. Ferrell, Jr. 
Robert Po llard Fox 
'I'aylor P. Grasty 
Ola rence J. Gray 
A. N. Heflin 
David S. H en kel 
Ashby E. Hunter 
Robert R. Jones 
Wildman S. Kincheloe, Jr. 
Joo McConnanghey 
Gordon E. Marks 
W. H. Pettus 
Sidney W. Quong 
Char les R. Rice 
N. E. Sartorius, Jr. 
Emmett H. L. Snellings 
Spottswood Taliaferro 
Geo1·ge H. Tederick 
L. R. Thomrson 
I-Ienry Vranian 
F. Gresham Wall 
Homer S. Wilson, Jr. 
1934 (24.11 % ) 
Robert W. Allen 
Hugh H. Baird, Jr. 
J. L. Blankenship 
Harold ·w. Bryant 
Victor H. Chaltain 
Beverley Clary 
Clarence E. Denoon 
John Doley 
0. B. Falls, Jr. 
Ea1·! P. Guill 
F. "\V. Haberer 
E. E. Haddock 
W. K. Haddock 
.Alvin E. Holland 
Da,·id Kamsky 
S. B. Kovacs 
Richard ].IcDearmon 
Waldo G. Miles 
John A. llfoore 
Orison T. Neblett 
B. T. Peele, Jr. 
Clyde Ratc li ffe, Jr. 
vYi\liam "\V. Seward 
V. H. Stevenson 
E. Harold Thompson 
Edward G. rriedemann 
W.W. Wright 
1935 (22.22 % ) 
E. M. Baroody 
Richard F. Bates 
W. ~f. Blackwell 
W. Roger Buck, III 
D. T . Carr 
Woodrnw E. Carter 
R. L . Chadwick 
James T. Francis 
David :11:. ]?razer 
Frederic R. Freund 
Ellis M. James 
Raymond R. Lanier 
R. C. Longan, Jr. 
Richard T. McCrone 
W. Smit h son Morris 
John E. Norfleet 
M. E. B. Owens, Jr. 
Charles "\V. Peterson 
R. C. Poage 
E.T. Sauer 
S. Frank Straus 
D. B. Terry 
~,red J. Vaughan 
John F. Wall 
1936 (16.00 % ) 
George E. A llen, Jr. 
James G. Baldwin 
Hi lairo E. Beck, Jr. 
A. H. Bernhard 
E.Guthrie Brown 
Hugh L. Cardoza 
"\Voodrow V/ . Clark 
Mott A. Cumby 
Samuel )I. Earle 
W. J. Fallis 
F. 0. Funkhouser 
Frank A. Jett, Jr. 
V. C. Kibler 
Wi lli am I-I. Ring 
Milton J. Lesnik 
Allen G. McCabe 
John Pasto r o 
Arthtn- "\Y. Rich 
Charles H. Ry land 
Claud l\L Wh itley 
1937 (35.58%) 
John Lewis Ames 
Char les F. Bahen 
Buford Brandis 
E . Parker Brown 
Mitchell D. Oates 
Alfred J. Dickinson 
J erom e L. Epstein 
Harac e L. F01·d 
L. M. Ga lbr aith 
Bernie Gilman 
A. B. Gravatt, Jr. 
F red 'l\ Laughon 
Robert C. Lloyd 
W. L. Lumpkin 
R. B. llicNeil 
Robert L. Mason 
J. J. Miller 
J. Langdon Moss 
J. E. Orsch el 
Channing L. Pace 
R. C. Paulette 
Jose L. Robert 
vVilliam T. Robertson 
Donald S. Rubenstein 
E. M. Schaaf, Jr. 
John E. Stevens 
A. L. Tobia s 
Richard L. 'rodd 
W. G. Turbyfill 
C. \V. Turn er 
Stuart E. Ullman 
John 'l'. Wa lke 
Paul G. Wiley 
Carroll M. Williams 
Donald D. Williams 
Harry A. Young 
Harold B. Yudkin 
1938 (23.36 % ) 
R. E. Alley, Jr. 
J. T. Arenda ll 
C. Ralph Arthur 
J. W. Boykin 
W. B. Correll 
St,iart C. Crawford 
Ernest A. Dervishian 
W. P. Dooley 
Vvilliam S. Gordon, Jr. 
J. S. Graham, Jr. 
\~. R. H.udgins 
Edwin L. Levy, Jr. 
Eugene "\Y. llfoCaul 
Ec\M. Miller 
Ralph P. Moore 
"\Villiam H. Perkinson 
Leona,·d D. Po licoff 
William F. Robertson 
Samuel 'I'. Schroetter, Jr. 
Henry L. Snellings, Jr. 
J. :Marian Straughan 
Dan llf. Thorn ton 
T. R. Thornton 
Julian P . Todd, Jr. 
,,,,.r a1-rcn Town send 
E. D. Vicars 
1939 (20.18 % ) 
G. K. Brooks, Jr. 
C. Bernard Brown 
H. llf. Church 
Lee Copley 
Frank S. Cosby 
H. H. Dickinson 
Oscar Edd leton 
Clyde T. Francisco 
Thomas B. Hall 
VVilliam. E. Harris 
"\Y. P. Lawless 
Robert R. Martin 
W. H. Martin 
J. D. Mottley 
Everett L. Noble 
F. Byron Parker 
Eugene G. Peek, Jr. 
C. B. Rennie, Jr. 
George H. Spears 
Alexander C. Walker 
Corbin B. Wl1ite 
Davicl Meade 'White, Jr. 
McLean Whittet, Jr. 
1940 (27.48 % ) 
W. T. Baggs, Jr. 
John M. Bareford 
Arthur C. Beck, Jr. 
Henry W. Black 
W. J. Cash, Jr. 
John I. Crews 
D. D. Dexter 
Enders Dickinson, III 
Forrest E. Eggleston 
R. B. Elmore 
Robert H. Fennell, Jr. 
Walter B. Gillette 
Harold J. Gordon, Jr. 
Garland D. Haddock 
L.B. Jenkins 
"\Vilbur L. Jenkins, Jr. 
Edwin B. Johnston 
John E. Jordan 
'l'homas D. Jordan 
Edwin J. Merrick 
J. R. Noffsinger 
Allan J. Phatip, Jr. 
Jack Powers 
Dorsey C. Rawlings 
Robert F. Ripley 
George Rochkind 
Paul Saunier, Jr. 
Edward S. Sinar 
S. D. Stoneburner 
Carlson R. Thomas 
Paul C. Thomas 
Morton Townsend 
B. P . Van Buskirk 
E. B. Van Leeuwen 
0. Porter Vaughan, Jr. 
Arnold F. Watts 
C. F. Wortham 
1941 (33.64%) 
E. R. Adams 
R. W. Allen 
L. vY. Bingham, Jr. 
John B. Boatwright, Jr. 
Richard Y. B1·istow 
F. M. Conner, Jr. 
Ash ley DeShazor 
Robert W. Durrett 
Gerald G. Ediss 
Winfred H. Elder 
Elmer P. Embrey, Jr. 
C. J. ~,erneyhough 
W. B. Fitzhugh 
Ed. E. Garber, Jr. 
William D. Gravatt 
vVaverley S. Green, Jr. 
R. Stuart Grizzard 
Nathaniel B. Habel 
C. Lydon Harrell, Jr. 
M. Clyde Hawl,ins 
Ira D. Hudgins 
Chastine W. Jones 
Charles W. McNntt 
Dortch Oldham 
Harold G. Ow ens 
VV. F. Parkerson, Jr. 
Thomas E. Pugh 
Vi. N. Raney 
Charles "\Y. Reynolds 
Herman Rockoff 
"\Villiam P. Schaffer 
W. 0. Seifert 
George H. S)1ackelfo-rd 
James A. "\'Vagner 
Charles A. Watkins, Jr. 
William H. "\Videner 
1942 (36.28 % ) 
Joseph A. Ann-hein 
Caleb L. Batten 
W. H. Bingham 
"\Yilliam E. Bristow 
Melvin D. Burgess 
M. "\V. Burnett 
B. G. Cline, Jr. 
R. C. Cotten 
George E. Cox 
William D. Ellis, Jr. 
vYilliam W. Gentry 
Archie ].1. Giragosian 
A. W. Goode, Jr. 
'l'homas Vv. Green 
Leland Higginbotham 
R. B. Hill, Jr. 
Emmett Hubbard 
H.P. Jeffreys, Jr. 
A. S. Kellam, Jr. 
Ralph E. Kinsey 
Dick Klaffky 
Edward M. Klein 
Sydney H. Knipe, Jr. 
C. W. Krause 
Douglas Laird 
Virgil M. Lumsden, Jr. 
Robert R. Merhige 
Bert W. Milling 
James H. Montgomery 
Harold W. Parker 
l\[alcolm U. Pitt, Jr. 
W. L. Roberson 
Donald K. Robertson 
L. T. Saunders, Jr. 
J. J. Taylor 
Thomas E. Warriner, Jr. 
Scott H. Wermuth, Jr. 
Thomas N. vVilliams 
Stuart L. Williams 
Lawrence H. Willis 
Ju lian 0. Winn 
1943 (27.83%) 
I. Ray Baker 
W. E. Bristow 
S.S. Britt 
Rowland Burns 
Frank S. Covey 
H. Addison Dalton 
0. I-I. Davis 
John L. Decker 
Robert J. Filer 
R. D. Gano 
Walter vV. Haden 
R. M. Hathaway 
Linwood T. Horne 
Rupert S. Hughes 
Moreland R. Irby, Jr. 
A. S. Jacobs 
Ceci l F. Jones 
BOARD DENIES PAROLE FOR MUGGS, '39 
It is just possible that some alumnus of the 
University may be having trouble paying the 
butcher, the baker, the cand lestick maker, and 
is sick and tired of reading about those 
alumni who hav e three cars in their garage 
and steak on the table every night. 
If so, they will appreciate these class notes 
compi led by Joseph · Gies, a graduate of 
Anonymous University in the class of '00, and 
published in the Saturday Evening Post: 
Class Notes From All Over 
Our periodicals today, as everybody knows, 
are full of depress ing reading. By far the 
most depressing, I find, is my college's 
Alumni News. I refer to the section entitled 
Class Notes. Here is a sample: 
"Richard L. Dibble , '41, has been pro-
moted to vice-president of Mammoth Utili-
ties. Mr. Dibble has moved into his new 
office suite on the top floor of the Chrysler 
Building, following a three-month vacation 
on the Riviera with his family." 
"Walter G. Blertz , '38, has just had his 
fourth Broadway opening. Judging from 
the reviews, Walt's new show is an even 
bigger smash hit than his other three." 
This sort of thing is pretty demoralizing 
to the average old grad who has been plug-
ging along, minding his own business, fall-
ing behind on his mortgage payments. In 
fact, the problem calls for a drastic solution, 
and I am proposing it to all editors of 
alumni magazines. Instead of using items 
about these lucky smart alecks, get the 
lowdown on the bums who've never done 
anything worth while since they flunked out. 
Then we could have a Class Notes section 
like this: 
"Everett Sazerac, '38, has just begun his 
eleventh year out of a job. Everett at pres-
ent is sponging off his wife's relatives." 
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"Carlton G. Mttggs, '39, has had his pa-
role application turned down. Carlton is in 
for forgery." 
"Randolph M. Rttddelmeyer, '38, has be-
come a barfly in Syracuse, N. Y. Randy 
moved to Syracuse last winter when all bars 
in Buffalo refused to serve him any more." 
"George Gillingish, '40E, is now selling 
balloons and cotton candy with Ringling 
Brothers. George formerly ran a freight 
elevator, but was fired because of inability 
to remember the route." 
Now that 's the kind of news an alumnus 
likes to read about his old classmates. He 
likes his wife to read it too. He might not 
be so proud of his alma mater, but he 'll have 
a little peace in the house. 
"Reprinted by special permission of The Sat-
urday Evening Post. Copyright 1953 by The 
Curtis Publishing Company." 
Maxwell D. Katz Frederick A. J ennings, Jr. 
J. Bruce Kellison Leonard Kantor 
W. S. Kirk D. Orville Lahy 
W. A. MacKenzie R. 0. L. Moncure 
Richard C. Owen, Jr. Ellis E. O'Neal, Jr. 
Warren Pace R. 1~. Paine. Jr. 
Gordon ~'. Phillips 
Georgo William Sad ler 
Leslie H. Phillips, Jr. 
J·. R. Shotwe ll 
William A. Sandridge Paul Strickland 
John A. Schools P. D. ,veaver 
E . Leslie Spence, III 
Stanley S. Watts 1947 (21.67 o/o) 
Elmer S. ,vest, Jr. E. Ballard Baker 
A. Gordon ,Villis, Jr. Thomas P. Bryan John N . , .,,. otiz M. Caldw ell Butler 
Stanley N. Cohen 
1944 (22.40 % ) Solon B. Cousins, Jr. 
Henry T. B loom Paul Duke William K. Eas ley H. 0. Decker P. Winfree Fore, Jr. J·ames T. Hatcher, Jr. Junius E. Foster, Jr. P hil ip Keppler, Jr. Douglas B. Goforth Jack D. Lewis James F. Hubbard F. Stanley Lusby Spencer M. King John P. Oliver, Jr. John ,vin go Knowles Ryland 0. Reamy Russell Lang 0. \V. Rhodenhiser H. Geo1·ge Longaker, Jr. T. A. Saun ders Robert L. McDanel Warr en Stansbury L . L. McGee Preston J. Taylor D. Walton Mallory, Jr. Robert F. Wyatt, Jr. George E. Reynolds 
James R. Ri chman 1945 (25.58 % ) F. D. Shephard, Jr. 
Harry W. Baldwin, Jr. Harry L. Sn ea d , Jr. 
H. Chesley Decker L. 0. Snead, Jr. 
P . S. Ellis, Jr . Jesse M. Tucker , Jr. 
David J. Greenberg George P. ,vmiam s, Jr. 
Philip R. H art I. Leake VVornom, Jr. 
Kenneth D. How ard 
Charles F. Kingery 1948 (21.98 % ) 
Charles G. Motley 0. 0. Alley, Jr. 
Albert Russinoff Dwight H. Anderson 
Jo seph A. Solomon Donald L . Ball 
W. Warren Walthall Melvin G. Berm an 
Ch este r A. B ishof 
1946 (27.27 % ) Jam es W. Bo ehling John H. Ohamberlayne, III 
William T. Bareford R . A . Chandler 
James H. Barnes John R. Chappell, III 
Allen W. Flannagan, Jr . W. R. Oreadick, Jr . 
R euben B. Garnett Thadd eus T. Crump 
0. J. Graham, Jr . Milton T. Cummings, Jr. 
Not In Ou r Sta rs 
(Continued from page 9) 
had this in mind when in his inaugural he 
referred to the "deathless dignity of man." 
It is unthinkable that persons of our na-
tional and educational backgrounds should 
be apathetic when the worth of the indi-
vidual is being threatened, and his dignity 
violated. 
As our subject indicates, there is within 
us competency. We dare not accept the role 
of underlings. I may not, as Henley sug-
gests, be master of my fate and captain of 
my soul, but I must in the spirit of my 
forefathers love liberty more than life. And 
I must be willing to pay whatever price cir-
cumstances may demand in order that, to 
paraphrase a statement of the president of 
the United States, the future may belong 
to the free . 
Persons of insight have come to under-
stand that the problems that plague us lie 
in the realm of human relations. So impor-
tant is the matter in the eyes of Dr . A. H. 
Compton that he has resigned the chancel-
lorship of Washington University to engage 
in research in " the field of science and its 
relations to human affairs." One of my 
neighbors in the narrow sense (I mean back-
yard neighbor) is an educator. In an ad-
dress recently delivered in New York, my 
friend pointed out that a preponderance of 
money is being spent by such universities as 
Cornell and Princeton and Virginia in the 
,v alter T. Daniel J.P. I-Iankins, .Jr. 
Nicholas J. Dimente Ralph N. Hargrove 
J. Earle Dunford, Jr. James D. Heffernan 
W . 0. Figg, Jr. James E. Heslep 
Herman V. F leming, Jr. Farrar W. Howard 
Lee hl. Gahegan John B . Ilowerton 
Sol Goodman B. J. Hulcher 
Cleveland E . Hall W. G. Jackson 
Joseph H. Holleman Paul A. Jamarik 
Virginia D. Ivey J. A. Jennings 
Joseph S. James, Jr. Robert l\I. Jones 
L. 0. Jensen, Jr. L. Alex Jordan, Jr. 
Herb Liebman Daniel II. Kruger 
"\V. B. Lumpkin, Jr. B. B. Lineberry 
John Ossea vV. F. Ludlam 
F. L. Pankey L . F. Luechauer 
George R. Penick, Jr. George McOlary 
William B. Pond H . Stuart Massie, Jr. 
W. F. Rowe, Jr. William Read Miller, III 
M. L. Shotzberger James A. Moncu r e 
Reid M. Spencer D. B . .i\forrissett, Jr. 
Joseph H. Sydnor, Jr. Charles A. I>eachee, Jr. 
Clinton E. Tuck John S. Pierce, Jr. 
Julian L. Walker T. E . Reclford, J1·. 
A. H. Ware, Jr. E. King Reid 
Wilson 0. Ware ,v alter E. Reid, Jr . 
William H. ,varr en James B. Robinson 
Jame s M. Wilt shire, Jr . Philip A. Ro senfeld 
W. E. Satterwhite 
1949 (20 .13 % ) R. L. Shue 
W. M. Amburgey, Jr . James J. Sweeny 
William E. B arnet t Claude G. Thomas 
Walter L. Bradley Ben Triplett 
Donald W . Calder Louis A. Tucker 
Elliott W. Oalisch Bernard L. Webb 
Herbert R. Carlton, Jr. Marcus M. W einstein 
John M. Carter Carl Frank Wentzel 
William E. Carter, Jr . Dick Whit eh ea d 
Morris Cather Rob ert E. Wiggins 
Harvey R. Cooley Jack B. Wilbourne 
W. Gordon Cousins, Jr. Norman B . Wood, Jr . 
Jesse L. Oralle Bill N. Wood y 
Richard S. Dance 
1950 (14.74%) William 0. Day 
I. B. Fallin, Jr. R. vV. Bartron 
Italo Ferramosca Gordon B. Bawsel 
J.E . Galloway, Jr. Donald L. Baxter 
Wa lter J. Gans, Jr. Clarence L. Beebe 
John H. Garber, Jr. Herbert R . Blackwell 
W. N. Gee, Jr. Lewis Booker 
Robert G. Gibson H. H. Bradl ey 
Robert 0. Grady Eric H . Brent 
field of science while the humanities are 
sorely neglected. We may not agree with 
Dr. C. E. Shannon who is quoted in the 
local press as having characterized man as a 
"super-ape: savage, predatory, acquisitive, 
primarily interested in himself" but we find 
ourselves in accord with his conclusion, if 
we are to improve the manner in which man 
uses his machinery, we must improve man 
himself. As brother Shakespeare indicates, 
it is not a matter of when we were born or 
where; not a matter of nationality or color 
but what we do with our personalities; a 
matter of how we relate ourselves to our-
selves, our fe llow men and our God. 
An article, of which the University of 
Richmond is the subject, is being read by 
thousands of persons who travel this month 
on Seaboard trains. 111e closing words of 
that excellent sketd1 declare that this uni-
versity is "a monument to Christian educa-
tion." 
Only a few of the members of this audi-
ence officially are members of the board of 
trustees of the University of Richmond, but, 
in a larger sense, every one of us is a 
trustee. We are responsible for preserving 
this monw11ent. If we fail, the fault, dear 
alumnus-alumna, is not in our stars but in 
ourselves. If we succeed, in the words of 
Goethe, we shall have love enough to move 
us "to be useful and helpful to others; faith 
enough to make real the things of God; 
hope enough to remove all anxious fears 
concerning the future." 
[ 36 J 
William A. Brown J. A. Payne, Jr. 
Paul Byrne Alb ert 0. Pittman 
Thom as E. Coleman, Jr. William G. Pitts, Jr. 
Nicholas 0 . Oondyles W. H. Pri llaman, Jr. 
Alan L. Oreedle Henry D. Robinson 
Louis A. Crescio1i Richard Roydon 
Samuel W. Crews Robert T. Ryland, Jr. 
P . H. Daile Mura Samuel L. Sm ith , III 
Ohaso S. Decker Bowlman G. rraylor 
James F. Duckhardt :Melvin Vernon 
Edward L. Dunford Georgo L. Walker, Jr. 
J.P. Elliott, Jr. Stephen G. Webber 
.William 0. Farmer K. D . Williams 
H. Aubrey Ford, Jr. J. Martin Willis 
Phil Frederick, Jr. R. Lewis ,vright 
Wayne A . ]'reeland 
Ernest L . Harris, II 1952 (15.33 % ) 
Elbert R. Hines Charles A. Blanton, II Thomas L. Iloward, Jr. 
Winfield J. Kohler Samuel L. Cooke, Jr. 
Donald H. McNeill, Jr. E. E. Cosby, Jr. 
,v alton Ma hon Lynn 0. Di ck erson, II Norman R. Doell F. 0. l\Iartin Ira S. Druckman Marvin Menkes Richard Florin Julian 0. Picot, Jr. Andrew C. Garnett 0. W. Pinnell, Jr. John P. Graybeal J ames E. Powers Don Jacobs Letcher H. Reid Hervey S. Jones Donald W . Roth 
Jam es R. Sease Jame s M. Lumpkin 
,v. H ad don Snead 0. Ralph Martin 
Nicholas A. Spinella W. Bryan Morgan 
Edward M. Va ssa r J . Donald P arcell 
Zack Z. Zambetis II. Clyde P ea r son 
.Jam es F. Seith er, Jr. 1951 (14.49 %) B. Franklin Skinner Edward G. Altman J ess Hoyt W alt ers Jame s E. Britton 
Wesl ey W. Brown G. R. Whitmer 
John E. Campbe ll C. No rman Woern er 
Elwood L. Coat es Ma son Davi s Wood 
William T. Coppage Harold D. Wright , Jr. 
A . D. Dodd 
Giles 0. Engledove, Jr . 1953 
Richard J. Fitz, Jr. Fulton A. L ee, Jr. Sam H. Flannagan 
Arthur B. Frazier Honorary Welford L. Harris Ralph T. Oatterall Albert D. Murden 
Charles R. N eatrour George M. Modlin 
Oti s W. Nuckols R aymo nd B . Pinchbeck 
R alph M. Owen 0. I-I. Whe eler, III 
A Tribute 
(Continued from page 13) 
tion Commission. Upon invitation he and 
Dr. Boatwright went to New York for a 
conference with Mr. F. T. Gates , President 
of the General Education Board. He ad-
vised the Richmond College representatives 
that the Education Board wou ld be inter-
ested in a coeducational institution in Rich-
mond. A campaign for funds to bui ld and 
equip a woman's college was undertaken by 
Richmond College in 1906. The Education 
Board offered $150,000 to be matched by 
$350,000 raised from other sources. The 
campaign was successful. About this time 
the trustees began a discussion upon moving 
Richmond College to a new site. TI1e 
decision to locate the school at W estham p-
ton was made on February 8, 1910. It was 
Dr. Pitt who made the motion in a meeting 
of the trustees that a committee be appointed 
"to receive the gifts of land" and "to exer-
cise the options to buy additional land." He 
was named to serve on the committee . 
Through these trying years and during the 
years which followed the opening of the 
college at the new site, he labored "in season 
and out of season" for the University of 
Richmond and with unwavering devotion 
to President Boatwright. 
It is proper, and quiet inevitable, that a 
portrait of Robert H. Pitt find a place in this 
institution which he loved so well and to 
which he gave so large ly of his splendid 
talents. 
Drink More Milk for that 
~~ Picture of Good Health!" 
She's growing up with lots of valuable, nourishing 
milk. Each brimming glassful means more energy, better 
health, better looks. For your good health drink plenty 
of Richmond Dairy MILK, nature 's most nearly perfect 
food, EVERY DAY. 
RICHMOND DAIRY COMPANY 
YEARS AHEAD OF THEM ALL 
D 1-you wanffo on . tte 
fry a c19ore. #us ? 
.'.U. ,. recol'd like · 
Wltrt"' ~ . ~~~ 
CHESTERFIELD 
BEST FOR YOU 
1. THE QUALITY CONTRAST between 
Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is 
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses 
give an index of good qualit y for the coun-
try's six leading cigarette brands. 
The index ol good quality table-
a ratio ol high sugar to low nicotine 
-shows Chesterlield quality highest 
.•. 15% higher than its nearest competitor 
and Chesterfield quality 31 % higher than 
the average of the five other leading brands. 
2. A Report Never Before Made 
About a Cigarette. For well over a year a 
medical specialist has been giving a group 
of Chesterfield smokers regular examina-
tions every two months. He reports ... 
no advers e effects to nose, throat and 
sinuses from smoking Chesterfield. 
3. First to Give You Premium Quality 
In Regular and King-size . .. much milder 
with an extr aordinarily good taste-and for 
your pocketbook, Che sterfield is today's 
best cigarette buy. 
